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Consistent description of radiation damping
in transient soil-structure interaction
Ediansjah Zulkifli
Abstract
Dynamic soil-structure interaction problems are characterized by an unbounded soil-domain
and thus by radiation damping. This radiation damping arises due to wave propagation from
the excited structure into the subsoil and may lead to a reduction of the structural response.
A consistent description of this radiation damping has been carried out by means of different
concepts.
A widely used approach truncates the unbounded medium by a special kind of absorbing bound-
aries which are free of artificial reflection. The resulting finite domain can be treated as usually
by finite elements.
In this report, an alternative method to represent an unbounded medium in a dynamic analysis
is presented. In principle, it is a conjunction of the boundary element method (BEM) in the
frequency domain to reproduce the far-field and the finite element method (FEM) in the time
domain to analyze the near-field. This alternative procedure avoids the introduction of any arti-
ficial boundaries. The procedure is based on a rational approximation of the dynamic stiffness
of the unbounded domain in the frequency-domain. In this report, the dynamic stiffness of the
unbounded domain is obtained from the BEM. The matrix-valued coefficients of the rational
approximation function are determined by means of a least-square procedure.
The time-domain representation is achieved by splitting the rational force-displacement relation
into a series of linear functions in the frequency-domain corresponding with first order differen-
tial equations in the time-domain. This splitting process has been demonstrated as numerically
effective and in addition, no Fourier transformation is necessary.
In this thesis, dynamic soil-structure interaction problems with a relatively large number of
degrees of freedom have been examined. These degrees of freedom arise from the discretization
of the coupling interface, internal variables from the splitting procedure and from modeling the
structure. The new method is especially suitable for systems with transient excitations as arising
from rotating machines at startup and shutdown.
The theoretical part of the thesis contains elements of system theory and discusses particularly
stability problems arising from the rational approximation.
The practical part presents a large amount of convergence studies and numerical results for
layered soil and finally represents the propagation damping as a kind of damping ratio which is
typically used in elementary structural dynamics.
Keywords: Boundary Element Method, Soil dynamics, Frequency-to-time transformation, Ra-
diation damping, Soil-Structure Interaction.

Konsistente Beschreibung der Abstrahldämpfung
bei transienter Boden-Bauwerk Interaktion
Ediansjah Zulkifli
Kurzfassung
In der Dynamik der Boden-Bauwerk-Interaktion wird der Boden in vielen Fällen durch ein
unbegrenztes elastisches Medium beschrieben, wodurch das Phänomen der Abstrahldämpfung
begründet wird. Diese Dämpfung entsteht durch Energietransfer von der erregten Struktur in
den Boden durch Wellenausbreitung und reduziert somit die Strukturschwingungen. Um das
infinite Bodengebiet dennoch durch finite Elemente beschreiben zu können, werden üblicher-
weise als Hilfsmaßnahme künstliche sogenannte absorbierende Ränder eingeführt.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine alternative Methode zur Darstellung des unbegrenzten Mediums in
der Dynamik vorgelegt. Im Prinzip handelt es sich um eine Kopplung der Rand-Element-
Methode (REM) für den unendlichen Boden (das sogenannte Fernfeld) im Frequenzbereich
und der Finite-Element-Methode (FEM) für das Nahfeld im Zeitbereich. Dieses alternative
Verfahren vermeidet die Einführung künstlicher Ränder. Das Verfahren basiert auf einer ratio-
nalen Beschreibung der dynamischen Steifigkeit des Fernfeldes im Frequenzbereich. Diese
Steifigkeit wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit durch die Rand-Element-Methode erzeugt. Die
Matrix-wertigen Koeffizienten der rationalen Frequenzfunktion werden durch Minimierung des
Fehlerquadrates berechnet. Die Transformation dieser Frequenzdarstellung in den Zeitbereich
gelingt durch algebraische Überführung der rationalen Funktion in ein in der Frequenz lineares
Hypersystem mit einer zugeordneten Zustandsgleichung erste Ordnung im Zeitbereich. Dieser
Prozess hat sich als numerisch effektiv erwiesen und erfordert darüberhinaus keine Fourier-
Transformation.
Das entwickelte Vorgehen wird in dieser Arbeit an Problemen der dynamischen Boden-Bauwerk-
Interaktion mit einer großen Anzahl von Freiheitsgraden erprobt. Diese Freiheitsgrade folgen
aus der Diskretisierung in der Koppelfuge zwischen Boden und Struktur, der Diskretisierung
der Struktur selbst und aus der Überführung in das Hypersystem mittels interner Variablen. Das
neue Verfahren eignet sich insbesondere für Systeme mit transienter Erregung, wie sie beim
An- und Auslaufen von Rotationsmaschinen ensteht.
Der theoretische Teil der Arbeit wird geprägt durch Elemente der Systemtheorie und setzt sich
zudem mit typischen Stabilitätsproblemen auseinander, die aus der rationalen Beschreibung
entstehen.
Der praktische Teil präsentiert Konvergenzstudien und numerische Ergebnisse für Boden-Bau-
werk-Interaktionsprobleme mit geschichtetem Boden bei transienter Erregung mit Resonanz-
durchlauf. Zudem gelingt eine Darstellung der Abstrahldämpfung in Form des Dämpfungs-
grades D, wie er in der klassischen Strukturdynamik verwendet wird.
Schlüsselwörter: Rand-Element-Methode, Bodendynamik, Frequenz-Zeit Transformation, Ab-
strahldämpfung, Boden-Bauwerk Interaktion.
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1 Introduction
Dynamic problems which require modeling of an infinite or semi-infinite medium are of interest
in many fields of engineering. Such problems of radiation occur in acoustics, waves on the
surface of water in oceanography and in the design of the rotating machinery foundation to
mention some examples. For these situations, the respective unbounded mediums, soil, water
or air, cannot be neglected in the analysis.
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Fig. 1.1: Typical soil-structure interaction problem.
As an example, figure 1.1 shows a typical setup of a soil–structure interaction problem with a
rotating machine which causes transients at startup or shutdown. In this example, waves will
radiate from the foundation plate into the subsoil. This wave propagation may lead to a changes
of the structural response and thus causes a kind of damping called radiation damping. This
withdrawal of energy by outwardly traveling waves will become essential when the system runs
through resonance in startup or shutdown. A consistent description of this radiation damping
has been carried out by means of different concepts. One of the strategies is to include the
truncated unbounded medium into a finite element model of the soil-structure interaction prob-
lem. This method is referred to as the direct method by Antes-Spyrakos [6] as mentioned by
Lehmann in [53]. For transient excitations or geometrically irregular setups for example, a di-
rect finite element discretization may be beneficial. However, it may lead to crucial problems in
the dynamic analysis. These problems arise from the fact that the outgoing waves are reflected
at the artificial boundaries. Over the last 25 years, enormous efforts have been made to develop
measures to prevent waves reflection at the artificial boundaries, some of them are outlined in
[40]. Wolf [96] provides a comparison of such formulations and their limitations. Extensive
reviews of exact and approximate representations on artificial interfaces are summarized by
Givoli in [37, 38, 39].
Aside from the description of the radiation damping above, and in order to get a fine result from
a direct method, a relatively large domain of the unbounded medium has to be modeled by finite
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elements. This situation can lead to a large system of equations to be solved. Alternatively, a
coarse mesh may be used in order to keep the problem computable with the drawback of loss
of accuracy. Another strategy to deal with this situation is by using the substructure technique
which has been introduced by Vaish and Chopra [88] in 1974. The main idea of this method is
that the soil-structure system is divided into two parts: the structure (which may also include
some portion of the soil) and the unbounded soil. With this technique, the difficulties to describe
the whole structural system are overcome by analyzing the structure and the unbounded soil
separately. The method suited best to describe each part of the coupled system is used for the
whole structural system analysis. In this report, the unbounded soil is described by the boundary
element method (BEM).
1.1 Literature overview
1.1.1 Dynamic interaction of structure and soil
During the last decades, several methods have been developed to describe the soil-structure
interaction problems. Extensive research was conducted on analytical or semi-analytical meth-
ods. Referring to the direct method, the finite element method is used to model the structure
and a finite bounded soil (namely the near-field). The artificial boundaries are introduced to
simulate the energy radiation toward the infinite domain. Several boundary types have been
developed to simulate this unbounded soil (called far-field) effect, such as viscous boundary
by Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer [59] or transmitting boundary, e.g., by Ang-Newmark [5], Smith [77],
Engquist-Majda [29], Cundall et al. [24], Murakami et al. [62] and Liao-Wong [57]. These
transmitting boundaries appear to be different with recourse to various mathematical or physical
principles. However, Kausel [47] shows that most transmitting boundaries [59, 77, 29, 24, 57]
are mathematically equivalent.
Another alternative to simulate the unbounded medium is by using the infinite element concept
which was pioneered by Ungless [87], Zienkiewicz-Bettess [106] and Bettess [15] in 1970s.
The main idea behind the infinite element method is to utilize the displacement shape function
with the geometrical decay function such that the desired behavior at infinity is obtained [16,
60, 61, 76], or to map the infinite element into a finite one [18, 107, 105]. Trinks [80] provides
an overview of general concepts developed within the last years to model wave propagation
in unbounded media with the focus on civil engineering problems. Comprehensive sources of
wave propagation in infinite domain problems with theoretical fundamentals and its numerical
applications are given by Lehmann in [55].
Referring to the substructure method, the structure and the unbounded soil (substructures) are
connected by a coupling interface, also called near-field/far-field interface. The various sub-
structures are combined by enforcing the conditions of compatibility and equilibrium at their
common interface and thus the response of the complete system can be obtained. Based on
this method, the combination of the FEM to analyze the near-field and the BEM to analyze the
far-field is beneficial. The FEM, generally speaking is the most versatile tool to solve numerical
problems in mechanics. This method, for example, is well suited for dealing with the nonlinear
behavior of a body or inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials. However, the preparation of
data is complicated when it is applied to infinite domains, such as soil, particularly with three
dimensional elements. This is because FEM needs a representation of the entire domain. In
contrast, the BEM discretizes only the surface of the domain of interest and so far is the most
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effective and accurate method for systems with an infinite domain [12, 46, 6].
The most typical way to couple the FEM and BEM domains is by finding the corresponding
equivalent dynamic stiffness from the BEM procedure to be coupled with the existing FEM
stiffness from the bounded domain. Many details of the FEM-BEM coupled approaches can be
found e.g., in Zienkewics [108], Erstoff et al. [91, 89, 90], Ezawa-Okamoto [32], Becker [11],
Andersen [4] and Beskos [14].
Apart from the approaches described previously, Wolf and Song [99, 101] developed a proce-
dure that can be classified as neither BEM nor FEM, called the scaled boundary finite element
method (SBFEM). This method combines the advantages of the BEM and FEM reducing the
spatial dimensions by one and discretizes the boundaries only as the BEM, but does not need
fundamental solutions.
The idea behind this semi-analytical method is by introducing a coordinate system consist-
ing of the radial direction ξ and two local circumferential directions η and ζ (parallel to the
boundary) for general three-dimensional cases. The governing partial differential equations are
transformed to the above so-called scaled boundary coordinates ξ, η, ζ [100]. The soil-structure
interaction boundary is discretized with surface finite elements in the circumferential directions,
reducing the governing partial differential equations to ordinary differential equations in the ra-
dial coordinate. The coefficients of the ordinary differential equations are determined by the
finite-element approximation in the circumferential directions. The resulting ordinary differen-
tial equations with respect to the radial coordinate ξ can then be solved analytically.
The SBFEM also has disadvantages, such as the necessity of the solution of an eigenvalue prob-
lem. For complex domains that are divided into a few subdomains, an eigenproblem with 2n
degrees of freedom (DOF) must be solved for each subdomain of n DOFs, which may result in
high computational cost [104]. Another disadvantage stems from the requirement of a certain
regularity of the geometry since the method is based on scaling, particularly with respect to the
unbounded part of the system. However, Deeks and Wolf [26] demonstrated that the SBFEM
is more efficient than the FEM for problems involving unbounded domains and for problems
involving stress singularities or discontinuities. Lehmann in [54] has shown that the SBFEM
yields similar results comparing to the BEM or FEM/BEM scheme when dealing with wave
propagation in fluids problem.
1.1.2 Boundary element method
For practical purposes, the development of BEM began in 1963 with the work of Jaswon, Ponter
and Symm [45, 44, 79]. This work was taken up by Rizzo [64] for plane strain of an elastic ma-
terial and then by Cruse [21] for the general three dimensional case [92]. BEM as the numerical
method for the problem solution in applied mechanics emerged in the beginning of the 1970’s.
In this era, the interest lay not just in proving that the BEM works, but in making them work
better. The early developments of the BEM in dynamics started with the works of Friedman
and Shaw [33], Banaugh and Goldsmith [7, 8], Cruse and Rizzo [23], Cruse [20] and Wheeler
and Sternberg [93]. Extensive information on the BEM for dynamic problems can be found
in Kobayashi [48], Banerjee et. al [9], Karabalis and Beskos [46] and Dominguez [28]. Spe-
cial comprehensive reviews of early developments of BEM with a summary of the theoretical
background has been given by Beskos in references [12, 13, 14].
In the BEM, the governing differential equations are transformed into integral identities which
are applicable over the surface or the boundary. These integrals are numerically integrated over
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the boundary which is divided into small boundary segments (boundary elements). Since the
BEM involves only a surface discretization, the dimension of the problem under consideration is
reduced by one, see e.g., Becker [11]. Furthermore, it can model regions with rapidly changing
variables with better accuracy than the FEM.
In elastodynamics, the surface integral representation can be obtained using the Green’s re-
ciprocal theorem which requires the fundamental solution. The fundamental solution can be
chosen as a singular solution of the equations of motion due to a harmonic unit point load
acting at point ξ either in the time domain (e.g., Eringen-Suhubi [30, 31]) or in the frequency-
domain (e.g., Cruse-Rizzo [23]). The corresponding displacements and traction are obtained
by evaluating the respective constitutive equations. The boundary integral equation relating the
displacements and traction at the surface (boundary) is obtained using Betti’s reciprocal theo-
rem. Here, Betti’s reciprocal theorem relates the two stress states of the known fundamental
solution and the actual problem.
In the next step, the surface is divided into segments or elements. The shape functions are used
to describe the geometry and variables of each element. By summing the boundary integrals
over each element, the total surface integral can be evaluated and yields a global system of al-
gebraic equations for the nodal values of displacements and traction. Special attention should
be given to the kernels with respect to the fundamental traction since they become strongly sin-
gular when the excitation points ξ are very close or coincides with the boundary point x. It is
emphasized that the resulting system matrices are unsymmetric and fully populated. This sys-
tem of algebraic equations can be solved numerically after prescribing the boundary conditions
of a given dynamic problem.
In short, the boundary element method is a very effective and accurate method of analysis,
particularly for unbounded domain problems, since the radiation condition at infinity is taken
into account rigorously in the respective fundamental solution.
1.2 Scope of this work
In this work, an alternative method is proposed to represent an unbounded medium in a dynamic
analysis. A special emphasis is placed on a consistent description of radiation damping in the
time-domain. The main intention of the strategy developed in this work is to find a formulation
applicable to transient excitation problems.
The proposed method presented in this work is a further development of the method that was
first established by Ruge et al. in [72]. Here, this method is generalized for multiple degrees of
freedom and by describing the unbounded domain using the boundary element method.
The starting point of the proposed method is the frequency-domain description of the un-
bounded domain. The objective is to find a corresponding time-domain representation involving
the interface variables at the artificial boundary as part of a near field – far field analysis. This
formulation can be coupled to a finite element model of the bounded domain in the next step.
The main idea to achieve the above objective is to approximate a given set of frequency-
dependent dynamic stiffnesses of the unbounded domain by a rational function of the complex
frequency (iω). The coefficients of the numerator and denominator polynomial are determined
by means of a least square procedure. The respective process is not restricted to scalar problems.
Hence, the coupling between interface degrees of freedom is fully preserved. In this work, the
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dynamic stiffness is obtained from the BEM procedure involving multiple degrees of freedom.
However, this process has to be done for each frequency separately and by numerical evaluation
of boundary integrals.
The resulting rational function as an approximation of the dynamic stiffness can be transformed
into a system of differential equations in the time-domain by means of a straightforward alge-
braic procedure. The essential idea is to split the above rational function into a series of linear
functions with respect to (iω). The splitting process has to be performed only once which is
beneficial from a computational point of view. This is advantageous compared to Fourier trans-
form, since no errors associated with a truncation of the Fourier integral arise and no poles have
to be treated. Additionally, the algorithm for the transformation of the spectral formulation into
the time domain is not linked to any artificial physical model.
The most important aspect of the method described in this report is that it is not restricted to
a specific frequency range, thus it is suitable for a transient problem. The transient excitation
such as from the rotating machine at startup or shutdown is an example that is analyzed in this
report.
As will be shown in this report, the contribution of radiation damping to the overall damping
behavior of the system is automatically counted in the system of differential equations in the
time-domain resulting from the respective process above. Additionally, the amount of damping
present in the system can be roughly determined from the resulting transient response by means
of damping ratio D.
This report is divided into four parts. The first part covers the introduction, literature overview
and scope of this report. The general methodology and related theoretical aspects are explained
in the second part (chapters 2-6). The implementation of the proposed algorithm to practical
problems are presented in the third part (chapters 7-8). And last, a summary and perspective are
presented in the fourth part (chapters 9-10) of this report.
In chapter 2, the overview of the background theories which deal with the unbounded soil
medium and foundation plate are presented: Linear elastodynamics as a basic theory to describe
the unbounded soil medium, BEM to obtain the unbounded soil dynamic stiffness and FEM to
describe the plate foundation are presented briefly in this chapter. The determination of the
stiffness matrix from the boundary element domain is also presented in order to couple this
boundary element domain with the bounded domain from the foundation plate.
In chapter 3, the analysis model representing the foundation plate and the soil is discussed.
The representation is done by treating the coupling interface as a rigid-interface or as an elastic
interface. A gyroscopic rotor as an excitation source of the foundation plate is presented in the
last section. Here, a rotor system with constant speed and acceleration behavior is discussed.
An overview to deal with multilayer soil systems is presented in chapter 4. Here, a soil layer
over a rigid bedrock is also presented. In chapter 5, the rational approximation process is shown
finally resulting in a corresponding time-domain representation. The stability of the system of
ordinary differential equations to represent the unbounded medium is addressed in chapter 6.
In chapter 7, different numerical models are examined by means of selected examples in order to
prove the applicability of the proposed algorithm. Here, the homogeneous halfspace soil as well
as the layered soil are treated. In the first set of examples, parameter studies of the foundation-
soil interaction are presented. Mesh convergence and depth of rigid bedrock location influence
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are studied in order to verify the implementation of the developed boundary element method
procedure.
The next set of examples deals with the application of the proposed rational approximation
algorithm. The influence of various stiffness approximation orders and the influence of time
discretization in the time domain are shown here. The last example in this chapter deals with the
foundation-soil model where the coupling interface is represented by a deformable foundation
plate. This deformable plate gives a better representation of the foundation-soil interaction
behavior at the cost of a very large amount of degrees of freedom. A modal transformation
and cubic order of time stepping scheme in the time domain is introduced in order to achieve
numerical robustness.
Finally in chapter 8, the method proposed in this report is applied to a three-dimensional struc-
tural system containing a rotor, foundation plate and soil. This discussion begins with an exam-
ple of a simple rotating disk as an unbalanced excitation source resting on a foundation plate;
both halfspace and soil over a rigid bedrock are treated. Here, the influence of a rigid bedrock
in favor of its resonance frequency becomes visible in the resulting displacements. The last
example in this report deals with a three-dimensional gyroscopic rotor resting on an elastic
foundation plate. Here, the transient situation caused by startup and shutdown with constant
angular acceleration is addressed in order to show the influence of radiation damping when
passing through resonance.
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Part II
Methodology
9

2 Theory
This chapter discusses the background theories which deal with the unbounded soil medium and
foundation. This discussion begins with a review of elastic problem basic equations, followed
by a discussion of the linear elastodynamic problem as a basic theory to describe the unbounded
soil medium.
Section 2.2 discusses the fundamental solutions of the three dimensional elastodynamic prob-
lem which are then used to generate the required boundary integrals in the BEM followed by its
numerical solutions. The soil is later described by using the BEM.
The determination of the corresponding stiffness matrix for the soil from the BEM is presented
in section 2.3. This section describes a procedure for coupling the multiple boundary element
domains to create a global system of equations to represent the entire model for a given fre-
quency.
The foundation structure is described by the Mindlin bending plate theory with additional two
dimensional plane stress elements at the plate structure. This plane stress element is elaborated
in order to accommodate the in-plane translational soil degrees of freedom at the coupling
interface.
The connection between foundation and soil at the coupling interface can be assumed as a rigid-
body connection or an elastic connection. The basic concept for accomplishing the rigid-body
connection assumption is presented in section 2.5.
2.1 Elastic problem
In Cartesian coordinates xj , the stress tensor σij and the body force per unit mass vector bi are
coupled with the acceleration u¨i for a homogenous elastic medium by Newton’s basic law:
σij,j + bi = ρu¨i , (2.1)
where ρ is the mass density.
The moment equilibrium leads to the linear relations
σij = σji , (2.2)
hence, the stress tensor is symmetric. The components of the surface traction p can be described
with the help of the normal vector n as follows:
pi = σij nj . (2.3)
The linear relationship between the components of the stress tensor and the components of the
strain tensor, is known as Hooke’s law:
σij = λδij²kk + 2µ²ij , (2.4)
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with δij is the Kronecker delta and ²kk is the volumetric strain
²kk = ²11 + ²22 + ²33 . (2.5)
µ or shear modulus G and λ in (2.4) are known as Lamé’s constants:
µ = G =
E
2(1 + ν)
; λ = ν
E
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) . (2.6)
By substitution the equation (2.6) to (2.4), the stress tensor can be written as:
σij =
E
(1 + ν)
²ij +
Eν
(1 + ν) + (1− 2ν) δij²kk . (2.7)
Introducing the strain-displacement expression
²ij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) , (2.8)
into equation (2.7), and the result into equation (2.1) yields the Navier differential equation of
motion:
(c2p − c2s)uj,ij + c2sui,jj +
bi
ρ
= u¨i , (2.9)
where cp is the propagation speed of longitudinal wave and cs for the transversal wave. For
three dimensional problem cp and cs are:
c2p =
E(1− ν)
ρ(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , c
2
s =
E
2ρ(1 + ν)
; (2.10)
or in terms of shear modulus G:
c2p =
2G(1− ν)
ρ(1− 2ν) , c
2
s =
G
ρ
. (2.11)
The exact harmonic solution u(x, t) = uˆ(x, ω)eiωt in the time-domain transforms the motion
equation (2.9) into the frequency-domain
(c2p − c2s)uˆj,ij + c2suˆi,jj +
bˆi
ρ
= −ω2uˆi . (2.12)
The components of surface traction p in equation (2.3) can be written as:
pi = ρ[δij(c
2
p − 2c2s)uk,k + c2s(ui,j + uj,i)]nj . (2.13)
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2.2 Boundary element method in elastodynamic problem
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Fig. 2.1: The domain Ω with surface Γ and outward unit normal n.
Consider an elastic body Ω which has the surface Γ with an outward unit normal vector n as
shown in figure 2.1. The boundary element method for elastodynamics is used to establish
a relationship between the known and unknown values of the displacement and the surface
traction on the boundary. To achieve this, a discretization and numerical integration is only
performed over the surface Γ, not over the entire domain Ω. The principal BEM equations and
the numerical procedures to treat the BEM equation are briefly represented, without providing
any details of derivation process, using the works of Andersen and Jones [4], Bausinger and
Kuhn [10], Becker [11], Brebbia and Dominguez [17], Dominguez [28], Gaul and Fiedler [35],
Hartmann [42] and París and Cañas [63].
2.2.1 Fundamental solutions
The fundamental equation in the elastodynamic BEM is the boundary integral equation known
as Somigliana’s Identity. The fundamental solution can be interpreted as the individual solution
at any observation point originated by a unit load at a source point. The geometrical interpreta-
tions is shown in figure 2.2.
x
2
, u
2
x
3
, u
3
x
1
, u
1
r
nSurface Γ
Point ξ ;
Application of
load
x
Fig. 2.2: Geometrical interpretation of the components of fundamental solution.
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Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) show the displacements u and surface traction p at the source point ξ
and the observation point x, respectively.
x
2
, u
2
x
3
, u
3
x
1
, u
1
r
Point ξ
u*
31
(x,ξ)
x
Unit load in x1 direction
u*
11
(x,ξ)
u*
21
(x,ξ)
(a) Displacement components u∗ij of the fundamental
solution at the surface.
x
2
x
3
x
1
r
Point ξ
x
Unit load in x2 direction
p*
32
(x,ξ)
p*
12
(x,ξ)
p*
22
(x,ξ)
(b) Traction components p∗ij of the fundamental so-
lution at the surface.
Fig. 2.3: Displacement and traction components interpretation of the fundamental solution.
The displacement components expression for the three dimensional elastodynamic problems is
u∗ij(x, ξ) =
1
4piµ
(ψδij − χr,ir,j) (2.14)
with ψ =
e−
iωr
cs
r
− 1 +
iωr
cs(
ωr
cs
)2 e− iωrcsr + c2sc2p 1 +
iωr
cp(
ωr
cp
)2 e− iωrcpr ,
χ = 3ψ − 2e
− iωr
cs
r
− c
2
s
c2p
e
− iωr
cp
r
;
where r is the distance between the observation point x and the source point ξ:
r = |x− ξ | ,
rk = xk − ξk , (2.15)
r,k =
∂r
∂ξk
=
rk
r
.
The equation (2.14) represents the displacements at the point x (observation point) along the
direction j originated by a unit load at source point ξ applied along the direction i.
The surface traction vector expression for the three dimensional elastodynamic problem is
p∗ij(x, ξ) =
1
4pi
[
A− 2B − 2C +D] , (2.16)
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with
A =
(
ψ,r − χ
r
)( ∂r
∂n
δij + r,j ni
)
,
B =
χ
r
(
r,i nj − 2r,i r,j ∂r
∂n
)
,
C = χ,r r,i r,j
∂r
∂n
,
D =
(
c2p
c2s
− 2
)(
ψ,r − χ,r − 2χ
r
)
r,i nj .
Equation (2.16) represents the component j of the surface traction vector at observation point x
associated to a boundary Γ passing through x with an outward normal nk, originated by a unit
load at point ξ along direction i.
For ω = 0, the problem changes to elastostatic, and the preceding fundamental solutions will
give a singularity since ω stands in the denominator. The elastostatic fundamental solution can
be obtained by setting the asymptotic value of ω tending towards zero from the above solution.
Hence, the fundamental solutions for the three dimensional elastostatic problem becomes:
u
∗(S)
ij (x, ξ) =
1
16piµ(1− ν)r
[
(3− 4ν)δij + r,i r,j
]
, (2.17a)
p
∗(S)
ij (x, ξ) = −
1
8pi(1− ν)r2
( ∂r
∂n
[(1− 2ν)δij + 3 r,i r,j]+[(1− 2ν)(r,j ni − r,i nj)]
)
, (2.17b)
for displacements u and surface traction p, respectively.
2.2.2 Boundary integral formulation
Let two elastodynamic states be defined over the body Ω. The two states have complex ampli-
tudes of displacements, traction, and body forces u(1)j (x), p
(1)
j (x), b
(1)
j (x) and u
(2)
j (x), p
(2)
j (x),
b
(2)
j (x), respectively. From the Betti Reciprocal Theorem the following relationship between
the two states can be written as:∫
Γ
p
(1)
j (x)u
(2)
j (x) dΓ +
∫
Ω
b
(1)
j (x)u
(2)
j (x) dΩ =∫
Γ
p
(2)
j (x)u
(1)
j (x) dΓ +
∫
Ω
b
(2)
j (x)u
(1)
j (x) dΩ . (2.18)
Taking u(1)j (x), p
(1)
j (x), b
(1)
j (x) as physical displacements, traction and body forces, and as-
suming that the second state corresponds to the fundamental solution described in the previous
section, equation (2.18) can be written as:
ui(ξ) =
∫
Ω
u∗ij(x, ξ)bj(x) dΩ +
∫
Γ
u∗ij(x, ξ)pj(x) dΓ−
∫
Γ
p∗ij(x, ξ)uj(x) dΓ , (2.19)
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as has been shown by Cruse[22] presented in [11].
Equation (2.19) holds for any source points ξ which is interior to the domain Ω. This equation
is known as Somigliana’s Identity and forms the basis for the direct boundary integral and
boundary element methods.
In the absence of body forces, the integral equation for a point on the surface Γ can be derived
from equation (2.19):
cij(ξ)uj(ξ) +
∫
Γ
p∗ij(x, ξ)uj(x) dΓ =
∫
Γ
u∗ij(x, ξ)pj(x) dΓ . (2.20)
The above integrals are in the sense of Cauchy principal value and when Γ is assumed to be
smooth at ’x’, cij(ξ) = 12δij . For any other surface geometry condition at the source point, other
values of cij(ξ) are obtained. Discussion of the values of cij(ξ) for various surface conditions
can be found in [41].
2.2.3 Numerical solutions
In order to solve the boundary integral equations numerically, the boundary has to be discretized
into a series of elements over which displacements and traction are written in terms of their
values at a series of nodal points. The displacement and traction fields are interpolated over
each element using a set of shape functions, which are also used to approximate the geometry.
The 9 nodal quadratic isoparametric element (illustrated in figure 2.6) is used to discretize the
boundary.
Rewriting the equation (2.20) in a discretized form creates a system of linear algebraic equations
for a single node with the coordinates xi on the element surface Γk (in absence of body force
components):
C(ξ)Uj+
NE∑
k=1
{∫
Γk
P∗(x, ξ)Φk(x) dΓk
}
Uk =
NE∑
k=1
{∫
Γk
U∗(x, ξ)Φk(x) dΓk
}
Pk , (2.21)
where NE is the number of boundary elements in the domain.
Φk(x) is a (3× 3Nk) matrix containing the element shape function:
Φk(x) =
 N1 0 0 N2 0 0 · · · N9 0 00 N1 0 0 N2 0 · · · 0 N9 0
0 0 N1 0 0 N2 · · · 0 0 N9
 , (2.22)
whereNk is the number of nodes on the element. The element shape functionsNi = N1, N2, . . . , N9
are stated in equation (2.49).
The N matrix equations for each nodes in the boundary element domain may be assembled into
a single, global matrix equation for the entire domain:[
Cˆ
3N×3N
+ Hˆ
3N×3N
]
U
3N×1
= G
3N×3N
P
3N×1
. (2.23)
The matrix Cˆ stores the (3 × 3) matrices C(ξ) for each of the observation nodes along the
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diagonal. Introducing H = Cˆ+ Hˆ, the equation (2.23) can be written:
H
3N×3N
U
3N×1
= G
3N×3N
P
3N×1
, (2.24)
matrices H and G have to be calculated for each value of ω, since the fundamental solution
depends on the frequency.
The integration process can be accomplished with a standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature if the
source point does not lie in the element. The terms of matrix G contain singularities of the
type 1/r when the source point lies in the element. To overcome this situation, Li et. al [56]
proposed a method based on a transformation of the integration area.
The terms of matrix H contains singularities of the type 1/r2 when the observation point coin-
cides with the source point. Dominguez, Banerjee and others proposed a numerical method for
closed domains in which the singularity in the dynamic frequency domain solution is the same
as that of the static solution. Hence, the diagonal member of H (equation (2.23)) is
Hii = Cˆi + Hˆii . (2.25)
Similarly for a static problem
H
(S)
ii = Cˆi + Hˆ
(S)
ii , (2.26)
where the variables are the static counterpart of those of equation (2.25).
Equations (2.25) and (2.26) yield
Hii = H
(S)
ii +
(
Hˆii − Hˆ(S)ii
)
, (2.27)
where the second part of the equation’s (2.27) right-hand side is non singular. With a rigid body
assumption for a closed, interior domain with no tractions applied on any part of the surface,
there should be no local deformations and only a rigid body motion is possible. Hence, the
static part H(S)ii in the above equation is obtained:
H
(S)
ii = Cˆi + Hˆ
(S)
ii = −
∑
nodes j 6=i
Hˆ
(S)
ij . (2.28)
Substituting (2.28) to (2.27) yields
Hii = −
∑
nodes j 6=i
Hˆ
(S)
ij +
(
Hˆii − Hˆ(S)ii
)
. (2.29)
For a halfspace problem the method described above cannot be used to determine the diagonal
of Hii , since no closed domain is present. To overcome this situation Ahmad and Banerjee [2]
proposed that an artificial, enclosing boundary or ’enclosing elements’ is constructed, merely
for the evaluation of the singular diagonal terms of H(S)ii and the geometry constants.
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2.3 Determination of the stiffness matrix from the boundary element
domain
The boundary element domain can be coupled to a global system of equations representing
the entire analysis model. For example, the boundary element domain is coupled with a finite
element domain by means of transforming the boundary element domain to an equivalent finite
element stiffness matrix. In the following, the transformation matrix dealing with the above
situation is presented.
The work done by the surface traction p(x, t) at a boundary part Γp in applying a virtual dis-
placement field δu(x, t) is given as:
δw =
∫
Γp
[δu(x, t)]T p(x, t) dΓ , (2.30)
The vectors describing the traction and virtual displacement fields are column vectors with the
three components pj(x, t) and uj(x, t), j = 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Consider a single boundary element on which traction are applied at the boundary Γj ∈ Γp.
The field quantities at any point on the element surface can be interpolated by using the ele-
ment shape functions, hence, the displacements and traction become u(x, t) = Φj(x)uj(t) and
p(x, t) = Φj(x)pj(t). Thus, the work done at the element j can be written as:
δwj = [δuj(t)]
∫
Γj
[Φj(x)]
T Φj(x) dΓ pj(t) . (2.31)
The work done by the surface traction is equal to the work done by the equivalent nodal forces
fj(t) and implies the same virtual displacement values δuj(t) at the nodes, that is,
δwj = [δuj(t)] fj(t) . (2.32)
Combining equations (2.31) and (2.32) yields a matrix expression where the shape functions are
used to transform the surface tractions pj(t) on the element j into the equivalent nodal forces
fj(t):
fj(t) =
∫
Γj
[Φj(x)]
T Φj(x) dΓ pj(t) . (2.33)
In the frequency domain the transformation process becomes
Fj(ω) =
∫
Γj
[Φj(x)]
T Φj(x) dΓPj(ω) , (2.34)
where Fj(ω) and Pj(ω) are the complex amplitudes of the nodal forces and traction, respec-
tively.
Calculating the element transformation matrices represented by the integral in the above equa-
tion for all elements j, yields a transformation matrix Λ:
F(BEM) = ΛP . (2.35)
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Pre-multiplying the boundary element equation (2.24) by ΛG−1 leads to the formulation:[
ΛG−1H
]
U = ΛP = F(BEM) , (2.36)
or it can be written as:
K(BEM)U = F(BEM) , with K(BEM) =
[
ΛG−1H
]
. (2.37)
K(BEM) defines the corresponding dynamic stiffness matrix of a boundary element domain, and
it relates the nodal displacements to the nodal forces applied to the domain instead of the nodal
traction, as is the case in the original boundary element formulation.
2.4 Finite element method for a foundation plate
dx
dy
q
x
y
z
τzx
σx τxy
τyz
τxy
σy
h
(a) Stress on a differential plate element. q is
force per unit area.
M xy dy
M x dy
M xy dx
Qy dx
Qx dy
M y dx
q dx dy
dy
dx
x
y
(b) Element viewed normal to plate. Forces⊙
and
⊗
act in the positive and negative z
directions respectively.
Fig. 2.4: Stresses acting on cross sections of a homogeneous and linearly elastic plate
Figure 2.4 illustrates the stresses acting on the cross section of a homogeneous and linearly
elastic plate [19], which produce the following bending moments M and transverse shear forces
Q:
Mx =
∫ h/2
−h/2
σxz dz, My =
∫ h/2
−h/2
σyz dz, Mxy =
∫ h/2
−h/2
τxyz dz, (2.38a)
Qx =
∫ h/2
−h/2
τzx dz, Qy =
∫ h/2
−h/2
τyz dz. (2.38b)
M ’s and Q’s are moments and forces per unit length. The largest stresses σx, σy and τxy are at
the surfaces z = ±h/2, with the respective magnitudes of 6Mx/h2, 6My/h2 and 6Mxy/h2.
The typical differential plate element, before and after loading with transverse shear defor-
mations allowed, is shown in figure 2.5. With θx and θy small angles of rotation, yield the
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strain-displacement relations of the Mindlin plate theory:
u = −zθx ²x = −zθx,x γxy = −z(θx,y + θy,x)
v = −zθy ²y = −zθy,y γyz = w,y − θy (2.39)
γzx = w,x − θx.
h /2
h /2
dx
z
z,w
x,u
P
O
(a) Before loading.
w
x,u
P
O
z
u=-z θx
θx
w
w
,x
Midsurface
(b) After loading; transverse shear deformations
allowed (w,x 6= θx, ; γzx = w,x − θ,x 6= 0).
Fig. 2.5: Differential element of a thin plate.
The plane stress-strain relation for an isotropic material is σxσy
τxy
 =
 E ′x E ′′ 0E ′′ E ′y 0
0 0 G
 ²x²y
γxy
 , (2.40)
E
′
x = E
′
y =
E
′′
ν
=
E
1− ν2 , G =
E
2(1 + ν)
, (2.41)
with E and ν representing elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
The moment-curvature relation is obtained by substituting the equation (2.39) into (2.40) and
resulting in (2.38a). Including the shear-stress relations τyz = Gyzγyz and τzx = Gyzγzx yields
Mx
My
Mxy
Qy
Qx
 = −

D νD 0 0 0
νD D 0 0 0
0 0 (1− ν)D/2 0 0
0 0 0 Gyzt 0
0 0 0 0 Gzxt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[DM ]

θx,x
θy,y
θx,y + θy,x
θy − w,y
θx − w,x

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[κ]
, (2.42)
where D =
Eh3
12(1− ν2) , and h is the thickness of plate element.
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2.4.1 Mindlin plate element
Mindlin plate element accounts for bending deformation and transverse shear deformation. Fig-
ure 2.6(a) shows the typical Mindlin plate elements with its degrees of freedom of each nodes
is shown in figure 2.6(b). The starting point for formulating an element stiffness matrix is an
expression for the strain energy, U .
ξ
η
4
7
3
6
1
2
5
98
y
x
(a) Quadratic element, top
view.
y
x
θyi
θxiwi
i
(b) Notation and sign con-
vention for d.o.f. at a node i.⊙
indicates an arrow out of
paper.
Fig. 2.6: Typical Mindlin plate element.
Thus, with A as the area of the plate midsurface,
U =
1
2
∫
A
∫ h/2
−h/2
{²}T{E}{²} dz dA (2.43)
where [²]T = [²x ²y ²xy ²yz ²zx], and the individual strains are stated in terms of displacements
by the equation (2.39). Integration through the thickness yields
U =
1
2
∫
A
[κ]T [DM ][κ] dA, (2.44)
where [DM ] and [κ] are defined in equation (2.42). If the degrees of freedom shown in figure
2.6(b) are present at every node, the same shape functions Ni are used to interpolate w, θx and
θy from nodal values of these quantities, that is, wθx
θy
 = n∑
i=1
 Ni 0 00 Ni 0
0 0 Ni
 wiθxi
θyi
 or [u] = [Φ]
3×3n
[d], (2.45)
[d] = [w1 θx1 θy1 . . . wn θxn θyn]
T ,
where Ni are the shape functions, and n is the number of nodes per element. Curvatures [κ]
stated in equation (2.42) are
[κ] =

θx,x
θy,y
θx,y + θy,x
θy − w,y
θx − w,x
 = [∂][u], where [∂] =

0 ∂/∂x 0
0 0 ∂/∂y
0 ∂/∂y ∂/∂x
−∂/∂y 0 1
−∂/∂x 1 0
 . (2.46)
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Equations (2.45) and (2.46) yield
[κ] = [B]
5×3N
{d}, where [B] = [∂][Φ] =

0 N1,x 0 . . .
0 0 N1,y . . .
0 N1,y N1,x . . .
−N1,y 0 N1 . . .
−N1,x N1 0 . . .
 . (2.47)
From equations (2.44) and (2.47) the elastic potential appears in quadratic form:
U =
1
2
[d]T [k][d], where [k]
3N×3N
=
∫
A
[B]T [DM ][B] dA . (2.48)
The shape functions Ni can be expressed in terms of isoparametric coordinates ξ and η, here
quadratic element (figure 2.6(a)) is used:
N1 = 14(1− ξ)(1− η)ξη, N2 = −14(1 + ξ)(1− η)ξη, N3 = 14(1 + ξ)(1 + η)ξη,
N4 = −14(1− ξ)(1 + η)ξη, N5 = −12(1− ξ2)(1− η)η, N6 = 12(1 + ξ)(1− η2)ξ, (2.49)
N7 = 12(1− ξ2)(1 + η)η, N8 = −12(1− ξ)(1− η2)ξ, N9 = (1− ξ2)(1− η2) .
Then the element stiffness matrix in equation (2.48) becomes:
[k]
3N×3N
=
∫
A
[B]T [DM ][B] J dξ dη , (2.50)
where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix [J]:
[J] =
[
x,ξ y,ξ
x,η y,η
]
=
[ ∑
Ni.ξxi
∑
Ni.ξyi∑
Ni.ηxi
∑
Ni.ηyi
]
. (2.51)
2.4.2 Plane stress element
The collaboration of the plane stress element accommodates the in-plane translational degrees
of freedom (x and y directions) from the soil structure at the coupling interface. All degrees of
freedom that may occur at both foundation and soil is illustrated in figure 3.2.
Plane stress element describes an elastic xy plane, loaded in its own plane and without restraint
at z-direction, so that σz = τyz = τzx = 0.
The stress-strain relation for isotropic and isothermal conditions plane stress is σxσy
τxy
 = E
1− ν2
 1 ν 0ν 1 0
0 0
1− ν
2

 ²x²y
γxy
 = [E]
 ²x²y
γxy
 . (2.52)
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Fig. 2.7: Plane stress element with degrees of freedom at each node i.
The 9 nodes isoparametric quadratic element in the preceding section is used to approximate
the degrees of freedom ui, vi at each element node shown in figure 2.7, hence, the strain-
displacement relation is
² = Bd, where d =
[
u1 v1 u2 · · · u9 v9
]T
,
and B is the product of the rectangular matrices in the following three equations:
 ²x²y
τxy
 =
 1 0 0 00 0 0 1
0 1 1 0


u,x
u,y
v,x
v,y
 , (2.53)

u,x
u,y
v,x
v,y
 =

j¯11 j¯12 0 0
j¯21 j¯22 0 0
0 0 j¯11 j¯12
0 0 j¯21 j¯22


u,ξ
u,η
v,ξ
v,η
 , (2.54)

u,ξ
u,η
v,ξ
v,η
 =

N1,ξ 0 N2,ξ 0 · · · N9,ξ 0
N1,η 0 N2,η 0 · · · N9,η 0
0 N1,ξ 0 N2,ξ · · · 0 N9,ξ
0 N1,η 0 N2,η · · · 0 N9,η
 [d]
16×1
. (2.55)
Coefficients j¯ij in equation (2.54) are the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J in equation (2.51):
[J]−1 =
[
j¯11 j¯12
j¯21 j¯22
]
=
[ ∑
Ni.ξxi
∑
Ni.ξyi∑
Ni.ηxi
∑
Ni.ηyi
]−1
. (2.56)
The element stiffness matrix for the plane stress element can be written as
[k]
18×18
=
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
[B]T [E] [B] h J dξ dη , (2.57)
where h is the thickness of the plate element.
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2.4.3 Mass matrix
The consistent mass matrix of the bending plate element is defined as
[m] =
∫
V
ρ [N]T [N] dV . (2.58)
The matrix [N] in the above equation for a quadratic Mindlin plate element with an additional
plane stress element is
[N]
5×45
=

N1 0 0 0 0 · · · N9 0 0 0 0
0 N1 0 0 0 · · · 0 N9 0 0 0
0 0 N1 0 0 · · · 0 0 N9 0 0
0 0 0 N1 0 · · · 0 0 0 N9 0
0 0 0 0 N1 · · · 0 0 0 0 N9
 , (2.59)
and is used to interpolate the displacement quantities:
[d] = [u1 v1 w1 θx1 θy1 . . . u9 v9 w9 θx9 θy9]
T .
With the shape functions N1 . . . N9 that are stated in (2.49), the bending plate mass element
matrix becomes
[m]
45×45
= ρ [Θ]
45×45
∫
A
[N]T
45×5
[N]
5×45
J dξ dη , (2.60)
where Θ is the pure diagonal,
[Θ]
45×45
= diag
[
Θ˜1
5×5
Θ˜2
5×5
· · · Θ˜9
5×5
]
, with Θ˜i
5×5
= diag
[
h h h h
3
12
h3
12
]
. (2.61)
The rigid-body lumped mass matrix for a rigid plate with dimensions Lx and Ly in x and y
direction, respectively [25, 94],
[mˆ]
6×6
= ρLx Ly h diag
[
1 1 1
L2y+h
2
12
L2x+h
2
12
L2x+L
2
y
12
]
, (2.62)
is used in the case of a rigid coupling interface.
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2.5 Rigid interface
The rigid-body assumption for any part of a system (for example a foundation plate) might be
used when the elastic deformations of a body are small in relation to the rigid body motion, and
if it is not necessary to determine internal forces.
The movement of any point of a rigid body can be described in a space-fixed coordinate system
by the displacement of any reference point B and by the rotation degrees of freedom of this
body. On the assumption that the displacements of the structure are small in relation to the
body dimensions, the displacement vector of a body-fixed point can be expressed as follows:
up = uB + θ × sPB . (2.63)
sPB describes the regarded point P in a rigid-body system which originated in B, uB is the
x
3
x
1
x
2
θ
11
θ
22
θ
33 s
B
P
P
B
Fig. 2.8: Rigid body transformation.
displacement of the reference point B and θ represents the rotation vector of the point P , where
θii is the rotation about the xi-axis. With this relationship the displacements of a rigid-body
system can be reduced to the 6 rigid-body degrees of freedom:
 uP1uP2
uP3
 =
 1 0 0 0 s3 −s20 1 0 −s3 0 s1
0 0 1 s2 −s1 0


uB1
uB2
uB3
θ11
θ22
θ33
 ,
uP = [I− sPB]
[
uB
θ
]
, (2.64)
uP = L u
R .
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3 Sub-structuring
The sub-structuring technique is characterized by treating a complex system by means of its
parts; first separately and then by describing their coupling properties.
The numerical model representing the foundation plate and the soil is discussed in this chapter.
The representation of these structures is achieved by finding the corresponding soil dynamic
stiffness at the coupling interface from the boundary element method result. Here, the coupling
interface is treated as a rigid-body as well as an elastic interface.
The foundation plate and the soil are described separately by its own procedure as mentioned
in the previous sections to achieve both accuracy and simplicity. The soil structure is described
by the boundary element method since it gives better representation for an unbounded medium.
The foundation plate is described by the finite element procedure as a bending plate structure
with an additional plane stress element. This procedure provides a better and simpler imple-
mentation when additional structures are resting on the foundation, such as a rotating machine.
The rotor dynamics with gyroscopic effects as a foundation plate excitation source is described
by means of a four degrees of freedom model. A rotor with constant speed and acceleration
behavior is also considered.
3.1 Rigid foundation and soil coupling
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Fig. 3.1: Foundation on an elastic soil.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical coupled problem with a foundation plate resting on an elastic soil.
The connection between the foundation plate and soil at the coupling interface can be assumed
to be a rigid connection. Partitioning the structure leads to the elastic soil region E and the
coupling interface between rigid foundation and soil ER.
The soil domain ΩE is then analyzed by using the boundary element procedure for distinct
values of the frequency ω. Expanding the matrix equation (2.24)
H U = G P ,
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into a partitioned form yields[
H11 H12
H21 H22
] [
U(ER)
U(E)
]
=
[
G11 G12
G21 G22
] [
P(ER)
P(E)
]
. (3.1)
Pre-multiplying the above equation with G−1 yields:[
G11 G12
G21 G22
]−1 [ H11 H12
H21 H22
] [
U(ER)
U(E)
]
=
[
P(ER)
P(E)
]
. (3.2)
Introducing Kˆ = G−1H the equation (3.2) above can be written as:[
Kˆ11 Kˆ12
Kˆ21 Kˆ22
] [
U(ER)
U(E)
]
=
[
P(ER)
P(E)
]
. (3.3)
Since the surface traction is equal to zero at the halfspace domain, or PE = 0, the formulation
at the coupling interface can be described by using only state-variables in the interface:[
Kˆ11 − Kˆ12 Kˆ−122 Kˆ21
]
U(ER) = P(ER) . (3.4)
The degrees of freedom at the coupling interface can be reduced into 6 rigid body degrees of
freedom for the whole interface when the rigid connection at the coupling interface is assumed
as it has been described in section 2.5
U(ER) =
[
I− sB
]
U(R) = Lsrb U
(R) . (3.5)
Hence, the overall representation of a coupling interface with NP nodes and thus 3×NP degrees
of freedom’s reduces to only 6 rigid body degrees of freedom’s:
u11(ER)
u12(ER)
u13(ER)
...
uNP1(ER)
uNP2(ER)
uNP3(ER)

=

1 0 0 0 s13 −s12
0 1 0 −s13 0 s11
0 0 1 s12 −s11 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 0 0 0 sNP3 −sNP2
0 1 0 −sNP3 0 sNP1
0 0 1 sNP2 −sNP1 0


uB1
uB2
uB3
θB11
θB22
θB33
 , (3.6)
=
[
Lsrb
]
uB .
The transformation matrix Lsrb in equation (3.6) is then used to determine the corresponding
rigid-body finite element dynamic stiffness matrix at the coupling interface:
Ksrb
6×6
= LTsrb
{
Λ
[
Kˆ11 − Kˆ12 Kˆ−122 Kˆ21
]}
Lsrb , (3.7)
for each value of ω.
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3.2 Elastic foundation and soil coupling
The plate–soil interaction mentioned in the previous section can be treated differently by means
of changing the connection assumption at the coupling interface to an elastic one. The elastic
connection at the coupling interface provides a better representation of the structure interaction
behavior than the rigid foundation. Translation and rotation degrees of freedom may occur at
the foundation structure, since it is represented as a bending plate element. In contrast, the
soil medium is described as a three-dimensional continuum only by the translational degrees of
freedom, as shown in figure 3.2. This section describes the transformation matrix to overcome
the above discrepancy at the coupling interface with respect to kinematics.
The displacement vector at the center of the plate mass node j which corresponds with the
coupling interface node i in figure 3.2, can be written as:
u˜Pi =
 u˜1u˜2
u˜3
Pi =
 1 0 0 0 −h20 1 0 h
2
0
0 0 1 0 0


uˆ1
uˆ2
uˆ3
θˆ11
θˆ22

Pj
= L˜j uˆ
Pj , (3.8)
where u˜Pi and uˆPj are the displacement vectors of the plate at node i and node j, respectively.
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Fig. 3.2: Elastic foundation and elastic soil degrees of freedom.
The plate displacement vector u˜Pi from the foundation at the coupling interface node i has to
be equal to the displacement vector from the soil uSi:
uSi =
 u1u2
u3
Si =
 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 u˜1u˜2
u˜3
Pi . (3.9)
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Combining equations (3.8) and (3.9) results in the relation described below:
uSi =
 u1u2
u3
Si =
 −1 0 0 0 h20 1 0 h
2
0
0 0 −1 0 0


uˆ1
uˆ2
uˆ3
θˆ11
θˆ22

Pj
= Lˆ uˆPj , (3.10)
between each node on the soil surface and the corresponding node at the level of the plate mass
center.
Rewriting equation (3.10) in an expanded form leads to the formulation of the displacement
vector for all soil nodes at the level of the plate mass center:
US = Lpel U
P , with Lpel =

Lˆ 1 · · · 0
. . . ...
Lˆm
... . . .
0 · · · LˆNP
 , (3.11)
where NP is the number of plate nodes.
Using the global transformation matrix Lpel in the above equation gives the soil dynamic stiff-
ness matrix with respect to the level of the plate mass center
Kpel = LTpel K
(BEM) Lpel , (3.12)
where K(BEM) is the original elastic soil dynamic stiffness matrix at the coupling interface de-
scribed in section 2.3.
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3.3 Rotor dynamic
x
y
z
Fig. 3.3: Rotor on a foundation plate.
Rotor dynamics as part of a rotor-foundation-soil system is presented briefly in this section. The
rotor model contains a flexible shaft, a rigid-disk and a flexible shaft support. Figure 3.3 shows
the rotor with a shaft rotating about the x axis and flexible support at both shaft ends resting
on a foundation plate. The foundation plate can be analyzed as a rigid-plate or an elastic-
plate as described in the previous sections. The dynamic study of rotor is performed under the
assumptions of a small displacement of the shaft.
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Fig. 3.4: Shaft with a single rigid-disk and positive rotations and moments.
Figure 3.4 shows the positive directions of rotations and moments of the rotor shaft for a single
rigid-disk rotor system. The angular velocity ϕ˙z arises when the rigid-disk rotates with angu-
lar velocity ϕ˙x = −Ω. The corresponding moment My around the y axis this is a so-called
gyroscopic moment [34].
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The force-displacement relationship at the disk-support (B) written in matrix form:
Fz
My
Fy
Mz

sh
=

c11 c12 0
c21 c22
c11 −c12
0 −c21 c22


zsh
ϕshy
ysh
ϕshz
 , (3.13)
fsh = Ksh xsh ,
with c11 =
12EI
`3
; c12 = c12 =
6EI
`2
; c22 =
4EI
`3
,
is necessary to formulate the rotor model equation of motion. The first two rows in (3.13) are
the equations for the z-x plane and the last two rows are the equations for the y-x plane. The
forces and moments are uncoupled for each z-x and y-x plane.
The components of the disk angular momentum D are DξDη
Dζ
 =
 JP ϕ˙dsxJR ϕ˙dsy
JR ϕ˙dsz
 , (3.14)
where JP andJR are the moment inertia about the rotation axis x and any other axis in the disk
plane (y, z), respectively.
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Fig. 3.5: Angular momentum D components.
Figure 3.5 shows the projections of a disk’s angular momentum on the y and z axis where the
equation of motion is formulated. Under the assumption of a small deformation of the shaft, the
disk’s angular momentum components can be written as
Dy = Dη +Dξ ϕdsz , (3.15a)
Dz = Dζ −Dξ ϕdsy , (3.15b)
with Dξ equal to −JPΩ (i.e., ϕ˙dsx = −Ω ).
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Substituting the equation (3.14) to (3.15) yields the following:
Dy = JR ϕ˙dsy − ΩJP ϕdsz , (3.16a)
Dz = JR ϕ˙dsz + ΩJP ϕdsy . (3.16b)
The moments about the yandz axis are obtained by differentiating the disk’s angular momentum
components in the above equation:
My = D˙y = JR ϕ¨dsy − ΩJP ϕ˙dsz , (3.17a)
Mz = D˙z = JR ϕ¨dsz + ΩJP ϕ˙dsy . (3.17b)
JR ϕ¨dsy and JR ϕ¨dsz denote the moments due to the rotational inertia of the disk. −ΩJP ϕ˙dsz
and ΩJP ϕ˙dsy represent the so-called gyroscope influence, which disappears when the angular
velocity Ω is equal to zero.
Apart from the moments Mz and My from the disk element, the external forces Fy and Fz from
the shaft element have to be added to Newton’s law Fz = m z¨ds and Fy = m y¨ds . Rearranging
the external shaft forces all together with equation (3.17) in a matrix form yields

Fz
My
Fy
Mz
 =

m 0
0 JR
m 0
0 JR


z¨ds
ϕ¨dsy
y¨ds
ϕ¨dsz
+

0 0
0 −ΩJP
0 0
0 ΩJP


z˙ds
ϕ˙dsy
y˙ds
ϕ˙dsz
 ,(3.18)
fds = [Mr] u¨r + [Gr] u˙r ;
where
Fz
My
Fy
Mz

sh
= −

Fz
My
Fy
Mz

ds
, (3.19)
since the shaft and disk element of the rotor have to satisfy the equilibrium condition.
Hence, from equations (3.13) and (3.18) the rotor equation of motion can be arranged as follows:
m 0
0 JR
m 0
0 JR


z¨ds
ϕ¨dsy
y¨ds
ϕ¨dsz
+

0 0
0 −ΩJP
0 0
0 ΩJP


z˙ds
ϕ˙dsy
y˙ds
ϕ˙dsz
+
(3.20)
c11 c12
c21 c22
c11 −c12
−c21 c22


zsh
ϕshy
ysh
ϕshz
 = 0 ,
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⇒ [Mr] u¨r + [Gr(Ω)] u˙r + [Kr]ur = 0 . (3.21)
In case where the center of gravity of the rigid disk (C) does not coincide with the center of the
shaft element (B), the eccentricity ε arises. Moreover, if the symmetry axis of the rigid disk
does not coincide exactly with the rotation axis an angular error χ occurs.
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Fig. 3.6: Unbalance condition.
These unbalance conditions are summarized in figure 3.6, where the unbalance condition due
to eccentricity ε leads to the coupled unbalance of a phase angle α.
The equations due to motion of these unbalance conditions can be obtained through a Lagrange
equation
d
dt
[
∂T
∂x˙i
]
− ∂T
∂xi
+
∂U
∂xi
= Qi (i = 1, · · · , n) , (3.22)
where T , U and Q are the kinetic energy, potential energy and nonconservative force, respec-
tively. Here, the generalized coordinates x are
[
x y z ϕy ϕz
]T .
The translational kinetic energy and rotational kinetic energy of the unbalanced rotor condition
are
Tt =
1
2
m
{
x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2 + ε2ϕ˙x
2 + εϕ˙x
[
− x˙ sin(ϕx + α) + y˙ cos(ϕx + α)
]}
(3.23)
and
Tr =
1
2
{
JR (ϕ˙
2
y + ϕ˙
2
z + χ
2ϕ˙2x) + JP (ϕ˙
2
x + 2 ϕ˙x ϕ˙z ϕy)
}
+{
ϕ˙x χ(JP − JR)
[
ϕ˙z cos(ϕx) + ϕ˙y sin(ϕx)
]}
, (3.24)
respectively.
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Introducing the kinetic energy expressions in equations (3.23) and (3.24) into the Lagrange
equation (3.22), and adding the elastic reaction of the shaft directly as externally generalized
forces Qi and performing the relevant derivatives [36], yields the equations of motion of an
unbalanced rotor:
mz¨ = mε
[
ϕ¨x sin(ϕx + α) + ϕ˙
2
x cos(ϕx + α)
]
+ Fx , (3.25a)
my¨ = mε
[− ϕ¨x cos(ϕx + α) + ϕ˙2x sin(ϕx + α)]+ Fy , (3.25b)
JR ϕ¨z + JP ϕ˙y ϕ˙x = χ(JR − JP )
[
ϕ¨x cos(ϕx)− ϕ˙2x sin(ϕx)
]
+Mx , (3.25c)
JR ϕ¨y − JP ϕ˙z ϕ˙x = χ(JR − JP )
[
ϕ¨x sin(ϕx) + ϕ˙
2
x cos(ϕx)
]
+My . (3.25d)
The only forces and moments acting on the rigid-disk at point (B) are the elastic reaction of
the shaft element which is described in equation (3.13). Introducing the expressions (3.13) and
(3.19) into the equation (3.25) finally results in a matrix formulation:

m 0
0 JR
m 0
0 JR


z¨ds
ϕ¨dsy
y¨ds
ϕ¨dsz
+

0 0
0 −ϕ˙x JP
0 0
0 ϕ˙x JP


z˙ds
ϕ˙dsy
y˙ds
ϕ˙dsz
+

c11 c12
c21 c22
c11 −c12
−c21 c22


zsh
ϕshy
ysh
ϕshz
 = (3.26)

mε {ϕ¨x sin(ϕx + α) + ϕ˙2x cos(ϕx + α)}
χ(JR − JP ) {ϕ¨x sin(ϕx) + ϕ˙2x cos(ϕx)}
mε {−ϕ¨x cos(ϕx + α) + ϕ˙2x sin(ϕx + α)}
χ(JR − JP ) {ϕ¨x cos(ϕx)− ϕ˙2x sin(ϕx)}
 .
If the angular velocity of the rotor is constant with ϕx = Ω t, then the four equations in (3.25)
are simplified as shown below:
mz¨ = mεΩ2 cos(Ω t+ α) + Fx , (3.27a)
my¨ = mεΩ2 sin(Ω t+ α) + Fy , (3.27b)
JR ϕ¨z + JP Ω ϕ˙y = −χΩ2(JR − JP ) sin(Ω t) +Mx , (3.27c)
JR ϕ¨y − JP Ω ϕ˙z = χΩ2(JR − JP ) cos(Ω t) +My . (3.27d)
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Introducing the expressions (3.13) and (3.19) into the equation (3.27) yields the equations of
motion for an unbalanced rotor with constant velocity ϕ˙x = Ω:

m 0
0 JR
m 0
0 JR


z¨ds
ϕ¨dsy
y¨ds
ϕ¨dsz
+

0 0
0 −ΩJP
0 0
0 ΩJP


z˙ds
ϕ˙dsy
y˙ds
ϕ˙dsz
+
(3.28)
c11 c12
c21 c22
c11 −c12
−c21 c22


zsh
ϕshy
ysh
ϕshz
 = Ω2

mε cos(Ωt+ α)
χ(JR − JP ) cos(Ωt)
mε sin(Ωt+ α)
−χ(JR − JP ) sin(Ωt)
 .
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4 Layered Soil
Inhomogeneous properties have a substantial influence on the propagation of a wave. The wave
can be reflected and/or refracted at the boundary of different layers. The considerations speci-
fied in this chapter refer to a soil consisting of a single layer as well as of two horizontal parallel
layers.
4.1 Single layer soil over rigid bedrock
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Fig. 4.1: Foundation on soil over rigid bedrock.
Figure 4.1 shows a foundation plate resting on a soil layer with depth d over rigid bedrock. To
describe this system with the boundary element method, the matrix equation (2.24)
H U = G P ,
is expanded in a partitioned form:
H11 H12 H13 H14
H21 H22 H23 H24
H31 H32 H33 H34
H41 H42 H43 H44


uf
uh1
ub
uh2
 =

G11 G12 G13 G14
G21 G22 G23 G24
G31 G32 G33 G34
G41 G42 G43 G44


pf
ph1
pb
ph2
 . (4.1)
Applying the boundary conditions which satisfy the above layered soil situation,
Γh1 : ph1 = 0 ,
Γb : ub = 0 ,
Γh2 : uh2 = 0, ph2 = 0 ,
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yields
H11 H12 H13 H14
H21 H22 H23 H24
H31 H32 H33 H34
H41 H42 H43 H44


uf
uh1
0
0
 =

G11 G12 G13 G14
G21 G22 G23 G24
G31 G32 G33 G34
G41 G42 G43 G44


pf
0
pb
0
 . (4.2)
Equation (4.2) contains the following parts,
H11uf +H12uh1 = G11pf +G13pb , (4.3a)
H21uf +H22uh1 = G21pf +G23pb , (4.3b)
H31uf +H32uh1 = G31pf +G33pb , (4.3c)
H41uf +H42uh1 = G41pf +G43pb . (4.3d)
Equation (4.3b) can be used to eliminate uh1
uh1 = H
−1
22 [G21pf +G23pb −H21uf ] = H−122G21pf +H−122G23pb −H−122H21uf , (4.4)
and pb,
pb = Gˆ33
[
H31 −H32H−122H21
]
uf + Gˆ33
[
H32H
−1
22G21 −G31
]
pf
= Gˆ33H31uf − Gˆ33H32H−122H21uf + Gˆ33H32H−122G21pf − Gˆ33G31pf , (4.5)
with
Gˆ33 =
[
G33 −H32H−122G23
]−1
. (4.6)
Altogether equation (4.2) turn over to a relation with only quantities in the interface. Resubsti-
tuting (4.5) to (4.4) and the result to (4.3a) leads to the formulation of the following:[
H11 −H12H−122H21 +H12H−122G23Gˆ33H31 −H12H−122G23Gˆ33H32H−122H21 −
G13Gˆ33H31 +G13Gˆ33H32H
−1
22H21
]
uf =[
G11 −H12H−122G21 +H12H−122G23Gˆ33G31 −H12H−122G23Gˆ33H32H−122G21 −
G13Gˆ33G31 +G13Gˆ33H32H
−1
22G21
]
pf .
(4.7)
Hence, at the coupling interface f the boundary element equation reduces to
H∗ uf = G∗ pf , (4.8)
where H∗ and G∗ are the resulting matrices from the two brackets in the equation (4.7), respec-
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tively. The corresponding soil dynamic stiffness matrix at the coupling interface Kf for each ω
can be determined by using matrix Λ previously described in section 2.3:
Kf (ω) =
{
Λf [G
∗]−1H∗
}
. (4.9)
To determine the corresponding rigid-body stiffness matrix instead of the elastic stiffness in the
above equation, the transformation matrix L in the equation (3.6) is used :
Kf (ω)
6×6
= L
{
Λf [G
∗]−1H∗
}
LT . (4.10)
It should be noted that the determination process for Kf cannot be done in the same way as
explained in section 3.1, where the partitioning from matrix equation (4.2) is premultiplied with
G−1 from the very beginning:
Hu = Gp −→ G−1Hu = p; Kˆ = G−1H; Kˆ u = p , (4.11)

Kˆ11 Kˆ12 Kˆ13 Kˆ14
Kˆ21 Kˆ22 Kˆ23 Kˆ24
Kˆ31 Kˆ32 Kˆ33 Kˆ34
Kˆ41 Kˆ42 Kˆ43 Kˆ44


uf
uh1
0
0
 =

pf
0
pb
0
 . (4.12)
Rewriting the equation (4.12),
Kˆ11uf + Kˆ12uh1 = pf , (4.13a)
Kˆ21uf + Kˆ22uh1 = 0 , (4.13b)
Kˆ31uf + Kˆ32uh1 = pb , (4.13c)
Kˆ41uf + Kˆ42uh1 = 0 , (4.13d)
illustrates that it is not possible to obtain Kf by eliminating uh1, since it contains two equations
(4.13b) and (4.13d) which are homogeneous.
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4.2 Multi-layer soil over rigid bedrock
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Fig. 4.2: Foundation on layered soil.
This section describes the sub-structuring boundary element method for two horizontal parallel
layers as shown in figure 4.2. The boundary element equation for this system is
H u = G p , (4.14)
with
H =

H11 H12 H13 H14 0 0 0
H21 H22 H23 H24 0 0 0
H31 H32 H33 H34 0 0 0
H41 H42 H43 H44 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 H55 H56 H57
0 0 0 0 H65 H66 H67
0 0 0 0 H75 H76 H77

, u =

uf
uh0
uh12
uh1
uh21
ub
uh2

, (4.15a)
G =

G11 G12 G13 G14 0 0 0
G21 G22 G23 G24 0 0 0
G31 G32 G33 G34 0 0 0
G41 G42 G43 G44 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 G55 G56 G57
0 0 0 0 G65 G66 G67
0 0 0 0 G75 G76 G77

, p =

pf
ph0
ph12
ph1
ph21
pb
ph2

. (4.15b)
When the boundary Γb at the second layer domain Ω2 is a rigid bedrock, the boundary element
equation for this domain simply becomes H55 H56 H57H65 H66 H67
H75 H76 H77
 uh210
0
 =
 G55 G56 G57G65 G66 G67
G75 G76 G77
 ph21pb
0
 , (4.16)
since ub = 0, uh2 = 0 and ph2 = 0.
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The way towards a dynamic stiffness formulations with only quantities uf and pf in the inter-
face is achieved by first splitting equation (4.16) into its own parts:
H55uh21 = G55ph21 +G56pb , (4.17a)
H65uh21 = G65ph21 +G66pb , (4.17b)
H75uh21 = G75ph21 +G76pb . (4.17c)
Equation (4.17b) can be used to eliminate pb:
pb = G
−1
66 [H65uh21 −G65ph21] = G−166H65uh21 −G−166G65ph21 . (4.18)
Substituting (4.18) to (4.17a) yields the following:
H55uh21 = G55ph21 +G56
[
G−166H65uh21 −G−166G65ph21
]
,
→ H55uh21 = G55ph21 +G56G−166H65uh21 −G56G−166G65ph21 ,
→ [H55 −G56G−166H65]uh21 = [G55 −G56G−166G65]ph21 . (4.19)
At the boundary Γh12 and Γh21 continuity has to be noticed:
uh12 = uh21 , ph12 = −ph21 . (4.20)
Using the relation in (4.20) and rearranging it into (4.19) yield
uh12 = G˜55ph12 , (4.21)
with
G˜55 =
[
H55 −G56G−166H65
]−1 [
G56G
−1
66G65 −G55
]
. (4.22)
The next step towards a dynamic stiffness formulations at the coupling interface is created by
treating the first layer domain Ω1. The boundary element equation for this domain is
H11 H12 H13 H14
H21 H22 H23 H24
H31 H32 H33 H34
H41 H42 H43 H44


uf
uh0
uh12
0
 =

G11 G12 G13 G14
G21 G22 G23 G24
G31 G32 G33 G34
G41 G42 G43 G44


pf
0
ph12
0
 , (4.23)
since the boundary conditions for this layer are
uh1 = 0, ph0 = 0 and ph1 = 0.
Equation (4.23) contains the following parts:
H11uf +H12uh0 +H13uh12 = G11pf +G13ph12 , (4.24a)
H21uf +H22uh0 +H23uh12 = G21pf +G23ph12 , (4.24b)
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H31uf +H32uh0 +H33uh12 = G31pf +G33ph12 . (4.24c)
H41uf +H42uh0 +H43uh12 = G41pf +G43ph12 . (4.24d)
uh12 is eliminated from equation (4.23) by substituting (4.21) into (4.24):
H11uf +H12uh0 +H13G˜55ph12 = G11pf +G13ph12 , (4.25a)
H21uf +H22uh0 +H23G˜55ph12 = G21pf +G23ph12 , (4.25b)
H31uf +H32uh0 +H33G˜55ph12 = G31pf +G33ph12 . (4.25c)
H41uf +H42uh0 +H43G˜55ph12 = G41pf +G43ph12 . (4.25d)
Next, equation (4.25b) is used to eliminate uh0:
uh0 =
[
−H−122H21uf −H−122H23G˜55ph12 +H−122G21pf +H−122G23ph12
]
. (4.26)
Substituting (4.26) to (4.25c) and rearranging them yields[
G33 +H32H
−1
22H23G˜55 −H32H−122G23 −H33G˜55
]
ph12 =
H31uf −H32H−122H21uf +H32H−122G21pf −G31pf , (4.27)
with
_
G33 =
[
G33 +H32H
−1
22H23G˜55 −H32H−122G23 −H33G˜55
]−1
. (4.28)
The remaining ph12 and uh0 can be eliminated by rewriting (4.27) with (4.28),
ph12 =
[
_
G33H31uf −
_
G33H32H
−1
22H21uf +
_
G33H32H
−1
22G21pf −
_
G33G31pf
]
(4.29)
and substituting back (4.29) into (4.26):
uh0 =
[
−H−122H21uf −H−122H23G˜55
_
G33H31uf +H
−1
22H23G˜55
_
G33H32H
−1
22H21uf −
H−122H23G˜55
_
G33H32H
−1
22G21pf +H
−1
22H23G˜55
_
G33G31pf +H
−1
22G21pf +
H−122G23
_
G33H31uf −H−122G23
_
G33H32H
−1
22H21uf −H−122G23
_
G33G31pf +
H−122G23
_
G33H32H
−1
22G21pf
]
. (4.30)
Finally, by substituting equations (4.29) and (4.30) into the equation (4.25a) cretae relations
which contain only the variables of the coupling interface f . The final result is shown on the
next page.
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T
he
boundary
equation
atthe
coupling
interface
f:
H
∗u
f
=
G
∗p
f
,
(4.31)
H
∗
= [
H
1
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
3
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
1
+
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
1
+
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
3
_G
3
3 H
3
1 −
H
1
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
1 −
G
1
3
_G
3
3 H
3
1
+
H
1
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
1
+
G
1
3
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
1
]
,(4.32)
G
∗
= [
G
1
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 G
3
1 −
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
3
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
1
+
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
H
2
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
1
+
H
1
2 H
−
1
2
2
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2
3
_G
3
3 G
3
1 −
H
1
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
1 −
G
1
3
_G
3
3 G
3
1
+
H
1
3 G˜
5
5
_G
3
3 G
3
1
+
G
1
3
_G
3
3 H
3
2 H
−
1
2
2
G
2
1
]
.
T
he
corresponding
soildynam
ic
stiffness
m
atrix
atthe
coupling
interface
is
K
f (ω
)
= {
Λ
f
[G
∗] −
1
H
∗ }
,
w
ith
m
atrix
Λ
f
as
described
in
section
2.3.
T
he
corresponding
rigid-body
soildynam
ic
stiffness
m
atrix
atthe
coupling
interface
is
K
f (ω
)
6×
6
=
L
T {
Λ
f
[G
∗] −
1
H
∗ }
L
,
w
here
L
is
the
transform
ation
m
atrix
from
equation
(3.6).
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4.3 Multi-layer soil without rigid bedrock
When the boundary Γb at the second layer domain Ω2 in figure 4.2 is a halfspace and thus no
rigid bedrock, the appropriate boundary conditions for this domain are ub = 0, uh2 = 0, pb = 0
and ph2 = 0.
The boundary element equation for this domain becomes: H55 H56 H57H65 H66 H67
H75 H76 H77
 uh210
0
 =
 G55 G56 G57G65 G66 G67
G75 G76 G77
 ph210
0
 . (4.33)
Breaking down equation (4.33) into its parts yields the following:
H55uh21 = G55ph21 , (4.34a)
H65uh21 = G65ph21 , (4.34b)
H75uh21 = G75ph21 . (4.34c)
uh12 can be eliminated from equation (4.33) by taking equation (4.34a) and using the relation
in equation (4.20):
uh12 = G˜55ph12 , (4.35)
with
G˜55 =
[−H−155G55] , (4.36)
then the previous procedures (4.23) to (4.32) are repeated to get a relation which contains only
the variables of the coupling interface f .
It should be noted that the determination of uh12 in equations (4.21) and (4.35) is the only differ-
ent step in achieving the corresponding soil dynamic stiffness matrix at the coupling interface
for the two-layer soil problem.
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5 Time-domain transformation of the dynamic stiffness
formulation
In this chapter the concept of interpolating the dynamic stiffness for distinct frequencies ωj by
a continuous rational function of ω is discussed [72].
Section 5.1 describes some general aspects where special attention is placed on the consistency
of the proposed formulation. The calculation of the rational function coefficients matrix is
described in section 5.2. The time-domain transformation of the resulting force-displacement
approximation is described in the last section 5.3.
5.1 Consistent modeling of dynamic stiffness formulations
Considering a substructure interface with system variables fc and uc which are harmonic in time,
the term ’dynamic-stiffness’ is used to denote such a relationship in the frequency domain.
Thus, the nodal displacements uc(t) and the nodal forces fc(t) are related by the frequency-
dependent dynamic stiffness matrix K(ω) illustrated below:
fc(t) = fˆc e
(iωt)
uc(t) = uˆc e
(iωt)
}
fˆc(ω) = K(ω)uˆc . (5.1)
Wolf [97, 98] originally proposed the idea of interpolating discrete values of the dynamic-
stiffness by means of continuous rational functions for the scalar case only, in order to represent
the soil by a simple physical model. The works of Ruge et al. [70, 71, 72, 74] extend this
interpolation by a continuous rational form of K(ω) for multiple degrees of freedom, and it has
been implemented in the works of Trinks et al. [81, 84, 82, 83, 85, 86] and Trinks [80].
From these studies, the matrix-valued interpolation form of K(ω) is inferred to be
K(ω) = Q−1(ω)P(ω) , (5.2)
where Q and P are matrix polynomials:
Q(ω) = Q0 + (iω)Q1 + (iω)
2Q2 + . . . + (iω)
MQM ,
P(ω) = P0 + (iω)P1 + (iω)
2P2 + . . . + (iω)
M+1PM+1 . (5.3)
A limited range of ω is used for the approximation process, corresponding with a finite number
of dynamic stiffness matrices. The dynamic stiffness matrix K(ω) has to be known either
analytically or it must be numerically obtained for each given value of ω. Throughout this
work, the numerical results for the dynamic stiffness of soil is obtained from a boundary element
method in the frequency domain.
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5.2 Rational approximation of dynamic stiffness
In the following, an extension of Wolf’s procedure towards a multi degrees of freedom formu-
lation is elaborated. Here, the matrix-valued dynamic-stiffness formulation from the boundary
element method
Kjuˆc = fˆc; Kj = K(ωj) = KRj +KIj ,
is compared with a rational approximation of the force-displacement relationship[
Q(ωj)
]−1
P(ωj) uˆc = fˆc ,
with the assumption of a time harmonic behavior as stated in equation (5.1).
The elements of Kj are complex numbers calculated for each frequency ωj . In order to obtain
the coefficient matrices Pi (i = 1, . . . ,M + 1) and Qi (i = 1, . . . ,M), a set of s discrete
stiffness matrices are taken into account, and the residual
s∑
j=1
∥∥Kj − [Q(ωj)]−1P(ωj)∥∥ ⇒ minimize (5.4)
has to be minimized. To achieve a system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown ma-
trices Pj and Qj , each summation term in equation (5.4) is multiplied by the corresponding
denominator Q(ωj). This leads to the corresponding matrix-valued discrepancy ∆j ,
∆j =
s∑
j=1
∥∥Q(ωj)Kj −P(ωj)∥∥ ⇒ minimize ; (5.5)
where
Q(ωj) = Q0 +
M∑
k=1
(iωj)
kQk ,
P(ωj) = P0 +
M+1∑
k=1
(iωj)
kPk .
In doing so each term in equation (5.5) is weighted individually. The complex residual ∆j in
equation (5.5) is split into its real and imaginary parts:
∆j = ∆Rj + i∆Ij ; (5.6)
∆Rj = Q0KRj − ωjQ1KIj − ω2jQ2KRj ± . . . −P0 + ω2jP2 ± . . . ,
∆Ij = Q0KIj + ωjQ1KRj − ω2jQ2KIj ± . . . − ωjP1 + ω3jP3 ± . . . .
Then the corresponding norm
∆2j =
s∑
j=1
∥∥∆Rj + i∆Ij∥∥2 (5.7)
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is evaluated. The square of a scalar norm ‖M‖ of a complex valued matrix M of order N is
defined as the sum of the scalar products of its rows mkR and m
k
I corresponding with real and
imaginary part of the matrix, respectively.
M = MR + iMI =

m1R
m2R
...
mNR
+ i

m1I
m2I
...
mNI
 ,
‖M‖2 =
N∑
k=1
{
mkR
[
mkR
]T
+mkI
[
mkI
]T}
. (5.8)
Here and in the following, upper indices are used to denote rows and lower indices denote the
columns of the matrices. Applying (5.8) to (5.7) the norm ∆ can be expressed in terms of the
rows pki and q
k
i of the coefficient matrices Pi and Qi.
∆2j =
∥∥∆Rj + i∆Ij∥∥2 = N∑
k=1
{
dkR
[
dkR
]T
+ dkI
[
dkI
]T}
; (5.9)
dkR = q
k
0KRj − ωjqk1KIj − ω2jqk2KRj ± . . . − pk0 + ω2jpk2 ± . . . ,
dkI = q
k
0KIj + ωjq
k
1KRj − ω2jqk2KIj ± . . . − ωjpk1 + ω3jpk3 ± . . . .
In the equation (5.9) only the coefficients of one matrix row k are coupled within the respective
discrepancy formulation. These unknown coefficient vectors pkj are:[
pk
]T
=
[
pk0 p
k
1 . . . p
k
M+1 q
k
0 . . . q
k
M
]T
. (5.10)
Finally, the gradient of∆2j in equation (5.9) with respect to p
k leads to a linear algebraic system
of equations for parameters pk,
grad
pk
∆2j = 0 ⇒
s∑
j=1
Cj p
k = 0 . (5.11)
Cj =

1 0 −ω2j1 0 · · · −KTRj ωjKTIj ω2jKTRj · · ·
0 ω2j1 0 −ω4j1 · · · −ωjKTIj −ω2jKTRj ω3jKTIj · · ·
−ω2j1 0 ω4j1 0 · · · ω2jKTRj −ω3jKTIj −ω4jKTRj · · ·
0 −ω4j1 0 ω6j1 · · · ω3jKTIj ω4jKTRj −ω5jKTIj · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .
· · · Sj ωjGj −ω2jSj · · ·
CT12,j · · · ωjGTj ω2jSj ω3jGj · · ·
· · · −ω2jSj ω3jGj ω4jSj · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .

(5.12)
The detailed structure of the coefficient matrixCj corresponding with the frequency ωj is shown
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in equation (5.12), where
Sj = KRjK
T
Rj +KIjK
T
Ij and Gj = KIjK
T
Rj −KRjKTIj .
The algebraic equation (5.11) has to be solved for each row. Prescribing the matrix Q0,
Q0 =
[
q10 . . . q
N
0
]T
= 1 ,
leads to a non-homogeneous system of linear equations of order C˜N ,
C˜N = (2M + 2)×N , (5.13)
whereM denotes the degree of rational approximation and N indicates the order of the dynamic
stiffness matrix K(ω).
Cpk = 0
(qk0=1)=⇒
[
s∑
j=1
C˜j
]
p˜k =
s∑
j=1
rkj , (5.14)
with matrices C˜j and rkj :
C˜j =

1 0 −ω2j1 0 · · · ωjKTIj ω2jKTRj · · ·
0 ω2j1 0 −ω4j1 · · · −ω2jKTRj ω3jKTIj · · ·
−ω2j1 0 ω4j1 0 · · · −ω3jKTIj −ω4jKTRj · · ·
0 −ω4j1 0 ω6j1 · · · ω4jKTRj −ω5jKTIj · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
...
... . . .
· · · ω2jSj ω3jGj · · ·
C˜T12,j · · · ω3jGj ω4jSj · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
...
... . . .

, rkj =

[kkRj]
T
ωj[k
k
Ij]
T
−ω2j [kkRj]T
−ω3j [kkIj]T
...
−ωjgkj
ω2j s
k
j
...

.
Hence, a non-homogenous system of linear equations for the parameter p˜k is obtained as por-
trayed below:[
p˜k
]T
=
[
pk0 p
k
1 · · · pkM+1 qk1 · · · qkM
]T
. (5.15)
It should be noted that the coefficient matrix C˜j is symmetric. This is advantageous from a
computational point of view, since it only has to be assembled and decomposed once during
the complete rational approximation process. In contrast, the right-hand vector rk in (5.14)
successively contains the corresponding column of KT , G and S for each set of rows pk which
are solved.
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5.3 Transformation into the time–domain
In the preceding section, the description in the frequency domain
fˆc =
[
Q(ω)
]−1 [
P(ω)
]
uˆc ,
=
[
Q0 + iωQ1 + . . .+ (iω)MQM
]−1[
P0 + iωP1 + . . .+ (iω)M+1PM+1
]
uˆc , (5.16)
was established. In order to achieve a pure linear formulation with respect to (iω) instead of the
rational form in (5.16), the respective transformation by an algebraic splitting process is intro-
duced. In a first step the fraction in equation (5.16) is replaced by a linear part
[
S
(0)
0 + (iω)S
(0)
1
]
and a strictly proper rational function of reduced order:
fˆc =
[
S(0)0 + (iω)S
(0)
1
]
uˆc +[
Q0 + iωQ1 + . . .+ (iω)MQM
]−1[
R(0)0 + iωR
(0)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−1R(0)M−1
]
uˆc︸ ︷︷ ︸
vˆ1
. (5.17)
The matrices S0, S1 and Ri are obtained by comparing coefficients at powers of (iω). The
remaining rational part is taken to define an additional variable vˆ1. This definition for vˆ1 is
formulated in ’inverse manner’ as the next step :
vˆ1 =
[
Q(ω)
]−1[
R(ω)
]
uˆc
=
[
Q0 + iωQ1 + . . .+ (iω)MQM
]−1[
R(0)0 + iωR
(0)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−1R(0)M−1
]
uˆc ;
⇓
uˆc =
[
R(ω)
]−1[
Q(ω)
]
vˆ1 (5.18)
=
[
R(0)0 + iωR
(0)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−1R(0)M−1
]−1[
Q0 + iωQ1 + . . .+ (iω)MQM
]
vˆ1 .
The splitting process outlined in (5.17) is repeated, and the improper fractional part in (5.18) is
replaced with a subsequence linear part
[
S
(1)
0 + (iω)S
(1)
1
]
:
uˆc =
[
S(1)0 + (iω)S
(1)
1
]
vˆ1 +[
R(0)0 + iωR
(0)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−1R(0)M−1
]−1[
R(1)0 + iωR
(1)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−2R(1)M−2
]
vˆ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
vˆ2
,
(5.19)
m
uˆc =
[
S(1)0 + (iω)S
(1)
1
]
vˆ1 + vˆ2 . (5.20)
Again, the splitting process outlined above is repeated. The new additional variable vˆ2 in (5.20)
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is replaced with a subsequence linear part
[
S
(2)
0 + (iω)S
(2
1
]
:
vˆ2 =
[
S
(2)
0 + (iω)S
(2)
1
]
vˆ2 +
[
R(1)(ω)
]−1[
R(2)(ω)
]
vˆ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
vˆ3
, (5.21)
...
continuation
with R(1)(ω) and R(2)(ω) in equation (5.21) represented below
R(1)(ω) =
[
R
(1)
0 + iωR
(1)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−2R(1)M−2
]
,
R(2)(ω) =
[
R
(2)
0 + iωR
(2)
1 + . . .+ (iω)
M−3R(2)M−3
]
.
The splitting process procedure is repeated until only a strictly proper part remains whose de-
nominator polynomial is a linear function. Details of this explicit process can be found in [72].
Finally, this splitting process results in a strictly linear system of order (M + 1)×N . It can be
formulated in the spectral-domain as well as in the time-domain.
Auˆ+ (iω)Buˆ = fˆ ; (5.22a)
Au(t) +Bu˙(t) = f(t) ; u(t) = uˆeiωt , f(t) = fˆeiωt , (5.22b)
with system matrices of a banded structure,
A =

S
(0)
0 1 · · · · · · 0
1 −S(1)0 −1 · · ·
...
... −1 S(2)0 · · ·
...
...
...
... . . . ±1
0 · · · · · · ±1 ±S(M)0

,B =

S
(0)
1 0 · · · · · · 0
0 −S(1)1 0 · · ·
...
... 0 S(2)1 · · ·
...
...
...
... . . . 0
0 · · · · · · 0 ±S(M)1

,
[uˆ]T =
[
uˆc vˆ1 vˆ2 · · · vˆM
]T
,
[
fˆ
]T
=
[
fˆc 0 0 · · · 0
]T
. (5.23)
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6 Remarks on stability
The stability of ordinary differential equations resulting from the dynamic stiffness approxima-
tion described in chapter 5 is addressed in this section. The term ’stability’ refers to a physically
consistent decaying behavior of the corresponding homogeneous solution.
A force-displacement relationship in the time domain is presented by the state differential equa-
tion described in (5.22b):
Au+Bu˙ = f(t) . (6.1)
The matrices A and B are the results of a numerical process consisting of the rational ap-
proximation of dynamic stiffness and a subsequent algebraic splitting procedure as described
in chapter 5. The amount of input values and the corresponding frequencies used have a great
influence on the specific elements of resulting matrices. Hence, the stability of the system of or-
dinary differential equations above cannot be guaranteed a priori. The possible unstable modes
can be identified by means of an algebraic eigenvalue problem:
Au+Bu˙ = 0, u = uˆ eλt, λ = iω, →
(
A+ λB
)
uˆ = 0. (6.2)
The eigenvalue problem (6.2) should contain solutions λ = λr + iλi with only the negative real
part λr due to the propagation damping behavior of the unbounded domain. Spurious modes
correspond to eigenvalues λ = λr + iλi with the positive real part λr. In the following section,
the strategy for treating the spurious modes in order to enforce the stability of equation (6.1) is
proposed.
Spectral shifting
The eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors uˆ resulting from equation (6.2) can either be a real number
or occur in complex conjugate pairs. In the following, the modal matrix Uˆ is assumed to be an
assemblage of total k real and (N − k)/2 complex conjugate eigensolutions of a system N of
ordinary differential equations:
Uˆ =
[
uˆ1 | · · · | uˆk | uˆk+1,r + i uˆk+1,i | uˆk+1,r − i uˆk+1,i | · · ·
]
,
uˆn ∈ R, n = 1, . . . k; uˆn,r, uˆn,i ∈ R, n = k + 1, . . . N + k
2
. (6.3)
The spurious modes in equation (6.2) can be treated by ’shifting’ the eigenvalues with the pos-
itive real part towards the left-hand side of the complex plane while maintaining the original
domain. This is achieved by a modifying of matrix A:
A˜ = A− Buˆj
[
u˜Tj B
]
u˜Tj B uˆj
εj , (6.4)
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where u˜ is the so-called left eigenvector resulting from the algebraic eigenvalue problem
AT u˜+ λBT u˜ = 0 . (6.5)
The modal matrix U˜ from the left eigenvectors becomes
U˜ =
[
u˜1 | · · · | u˜k | u˜k+1,r + i u˜k+1,i | u˜k+1,r − i u˜k+1,i | · · ·
]
,
u˜n ∈ R, n = 1, . . . k; u˜n,r, u˜n,i ∈ R, n = k + 1, . . . N + k
2
, (6.6)
with some real and conjugate pairs of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In the following, the spectral shifting procedure for a real eigenvector uˆj ∈ R corresponding to
λj > 0 is described in the first step.
The stability of the modified pair of matrices A˜ and B can then be evaluated with the corre-
sponding eigenproblem illustrated below(
A˜+ σB
)
p = 0. (6.7)
In order to verify the effect of replacing A by A˜ from equation (6.4), the eigenvectors p in the
above equation are replaced by the product of the original modal matrix Uˆ and an auxiliary
vector x:
p = Uˆx→ A˜ Uˆx+ σBUˆx = 0 . (6.8)
Substituting (6.4) into (6.8) and multiplying by U˜T yields:
U˜T A˜ Uˆx+σU˜TBUˆx =
U˜TAUˆ−
[
U˜TB uˆj
] [
u˜Tj BUˆ
]
u˜Tj B uˆj
εj + σU˜
TBUˆ
 x = 0 . (6.9)
The orthogonal characteristics of the modal matrices Uˆ and U˜ with respect to the original
matrices A and B,
U˜TBUˆ = diag [bi] , U˜TAUˆ = diag [ai] , → λi = −ai
bi
, (6.10)
show that formulation (6.9) contains i = 1, . . . N decoupled algebraic equations for the eigen-
values σi of the modified pair of matrices A˜ and B. The modification (6.4) affects only the
position (j, j) of the matrix A, due to the orthogonality of the eigenvectors with respect to B,
diag [ai]− εj

0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · bj · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
+ σ diag [bi]

x = 0 . (6.11)
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As illustrated in equation (6.11), the eigenvalue λj corresponding to the spurious mode uˆj has
been ’shifted’ as illustrated in (6.12),
σj = −aj
bj
+ εj = λj + εj , (6.12)
whereas all other eigenvalues remain unchanged by the modification of the matrix A.
σi = −ai
bi
= λi, i 6= j. (6.13)
The parameter εj has to be chosen as
εj ≤ −λj, (6.14)
in order to enforce the stability of the modified system of ordinary differential equations de-
scribed above.
The spurious mode with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues λk,r ± iλk,i can be treated in
an analogous manner as for a real eigenvalue λj described above.
Here the modified real-valued modal matrix Yˆ instead of a complex-valued Uˆ is used in rewrit-
ing equation (6.3) for uˆ,
Uˆ =
[
uˆ1 | · · · | uˆk | uˆk+1,r + i uˆk+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
| uˆk+1,r − i uˆk+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
| · · ·
]
,
↓
Yˆ =
[
uˆ1 | · · · | uˆk | uˆk+1,r︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
| uˆk+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
| · · ·
]
(6.15)
and equation (6.6) for u˜,
U˜ =
[
u˜1 | · · · | u˜k | u˜k+1,r + i u˜k+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
| u˜k+1,r − i u˜k+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
| · · ·
]
,
↓
Y˜ =
[
u˜1 | · · · | u˜k | u˜k+1,r︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
| u˜k+1,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
| · · ·
]
. (6.16)
Here, columns n, n + 1 corresponding to one complex conjugate pair of eigenvectors are re-
placed by the linear combinations
yˆn =
uˆn,r + uˆn+1,r
2
, yˆn+1 =
uˆn,i − uˆn+1,i
2
and
y˜n =
u˜n,r + u˜n+1,r
2
, y˜n+1 =
u˜n,i − u˜n+1,i
2
.
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Assuming only complex conjugate pairs of eigenvectors and summarizing those two columns
within one sub-matrix Yˆk of order N × 2, the real-valued modal matrices Yˆ and Y˜ can be
written as
Yˆ =
[
Yˆ1 · · · Yˆk · · · YˆN
2
]
, Yˆk =
[
uˆk,r | uˆk,i
]
and (6.17)
Y˜ =
[
Y˜1 · · · Y˜k · · · Y˜N
2
]
, Y˜k =
[
u˜k,r | u˜k,i
]
. (6.18)
It should be noted that the real-valued modal matrix Yˆ does not decouple matrices A and B
completely. Instead, the following modified orthogonally conditions are valid
Y˜TAYˆ = diag
[
Aˆi
]
, Y˜TBYˆ = diag
[
Bˆi
]
, (6.19)
where the resulting matrices
[
Aˆi
]
,
[
Bˆi
]
are of order of 2 × 2. The corresponding complex
conjugate eigenvalues λi,r ± iλi,i are defined by the following auxiliary eigenproblem:(
Aˆ+ λiBˆ
)
ui = 0. (6.20)
The modification of matrix A is carried out by using the respective sub-matrices Yˆk and Y˜k
A˜ = A−
[
BYˆk
][
Y˜TkBYˆk
]−1[
Y˜TkB
]
εk . (6.21)
Next, the eigenvalues σ of the modified matrices A˜ and B are examined,(
A˜+ σB
)
p = 0, (6.22)
starting with a modal transformation for p:
p = Yˆx → A˜Yˆx+ σBYˆx = 0. (6.23)
Substituting (6.21) into (6.23) and multiplying by Y˜T results in:
Y˜T A˜Yˆx+ σY˜TBYˆx =
{
Y˜TAYˆ −
[
Y˜TBYˆk
] [
Y˜TkBYˆk
]−1 [
Y˜TkB
]
Yˆεk + σY˜
TBYˆ
}
x =
diag
[
Aˆi
]
x− εk

0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · Bˆk · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
 Bˆ−1k

0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · Bˆk · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
x
+ σ diag
[
Bˆi
]
x = 0.
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The modification (6.21) affects only the position (k, k) of a 2 × 2 sub matrix from the matrix
A,
⇒

diag
[
Aˆi
]− εk

0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · Bˆk · · · 0
... . . .
... . . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
+ σ diag
[
Bˆi
]

x = 0 . (6.24)
From the equation (6.24) the ’shifted’ eigenvalue σk is obtained from a modified 2 × 2 eigen
value problem:(
Aˆk − εkBˆk
)
x+ σBˆkx = 0, (6.25)
whereas all other eigenvalues σi are identical to the original eigenvalues λi.(
Aˆi + σBˆi
)
x = 0 → σi = λi, i 6= k . (6.26)
The parameter εk has to be chosen as
εk ≤ −λk,r, (6.27)
in order to obtain a complex conjugate eigenvalues σk,r±iσk,i with a negative real part σk,r ≤ 0.
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Part III
Examples
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7 Examples of foundation-soil interactions
The mathematical, mechanical and numerical tools which have been developed in previous
sections, are validated by solving problems from foundation-soil interactions. In particular,
various soil and mesh types are treated.
In the first example a foundation plate resting on a halfspace soil is examined followed by a
foundation plate resting on layered soil. In the latter example, the layered soil may represent a
rigid bedrock.
The foundation-soil interaction is analyzed with the assumption that a rigid-body or an elastic
connection exists at the coupling interface between the foundation and the soil.
The positive direction axis of analysis refers to figure 3.2.
7.1 Rigid surface foundation on an elastic halfspace soil
2B=2m
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u
u coupling interface
rigid foundation
(a) Coupling interface between soil and rigid
foundation
 0  6  12
 0
 6
 12
Halfspace Soil Mesh Plate Mesh
(b) Mesh type 1
Fig. 7.1: Rigid surface foundation on an elastic halfspace soil.
This example analyzes the coupling interface between the soil and a rigid surface foundation as
shown in figure 7.1(a) with B = 1 [m]. The rigid surface foundation is resting on a halfspace
soil with shear modulus G = 1 [N/m2], density ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio of ν = 1
3
.
The shear modulus and density are taken to equal 1 in order to compare with result from other
authors [75, 95].
The soil compliance at the coupling interface for a distinct value ω,
C(ω) =
[
K(ω)
]−1
, (7.1)
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is obtained from a mesh with surface area (12× 12) [m2] as shown in figure 7.1(b). The 2× 2
and 32 isoparametric elements are used to discretize the coupling interface and the soil surface
outside the coupling interface, respectively. Results from Rizzo et al. [65] and Wong-Luco
[103] presented in [3, 75] are used as references to compare the vertical compliance Cvv found
in this study.
The dynamic compliance results are presented with respect to a dimensionless frequency α0:
α0 =
ωB
cs
, c2s =
G
ρ
, (7.2)
where ω is the angular frequency and cs is the transversal wave propagation speed.
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Fig. 7.2: Vertical soil compliance Cvv at the coupling interface. Halfspace soil properties: G =
1 [N/m2], ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
; in order to compare with other authors [75, 95]
results.
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(a) Horizontal compliance Chh
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(b) Rotational compliance Crr
Fig. 7.3: Horizontal and rotational soil compliance at the coupling interface. Halfspace soil
properties: G = 1 [N/m2], ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
The resulting vertical dynamic compliance is shown in figure 7.2 and the other directions are
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shown in figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b). Chh is the horizontal compliances in both 1 and 2 directions.
Crr is the rotational compliances in both 1-1 and 2-2 directions.
Figure 7.2 clearly demonstrates a very good agreement with the boundary element method
result from Rizzo et al. for a halfspace problem. A comparison with results from Wong and
Luco indicates rather large differences. Similar results can be found in [3, 75].
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(a) Mesh type 2
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(b) Mesh type 3
Fig. 7.4: Convergence test meshing.
A mesh refinement shown in figure 7.4 is performed to study the convergence behavior. A
2 × 2 and 40 isoparametric elements is used in type 2 to discretize the coupling interface and
soil surface outside the coupling interface, respectively. A much finer mesh with 4 × 4 and 96
isoparametric elements is used in type 3.
The results presented in figure 7.5 show slight differences for all of the compliances among
mesh type 1 and mesh type 2. The mesh type 3 shows notable differences among the other mesh
types, especially the rotational components Crr. This discrepancy might occur due to more
elements per wavelength in mesh type 3. The resulting vertical compliance Cvv particularly in
the high frequency range shows only slight differences among all 3 meshes as shown in figure
7.5(a).
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Fig. 7.5: Soil compliance at the coupling interface, mesh convergence test. Halfspace soil prop-
erties: G = 1 [N/m2], ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
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7.2 Rigid foundation on layered soil
7.2.1 Reliability study of multi-layer soil implementation
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Fig. 7.6: Rigid surface foundation on two soil models.
In this section the reliability of the substructure implementation, mentioned in chapter 4, is
discussed before further discussing a layered soil problem. This reliability study is performed
by examining the rigid surface foundation from the preceding example but resting on the two
soil layers as shown in figure 7.6. Figure 7.6(b) shows a rigid surface foundation resting on a
single elastic layer with 1 [m] depth over a halfspace soil as a simulation of a pure halfspace soil
shown in figure 7.6(a). The multilayer-soil implementation is reliable if these two soil layers
produce a similar result. Soil properties for this example are G = 1 [N/m2], ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
. The previous mesh shown in figure 7.1(b) is used to discretize the soil surface.
The BEM is accomplished in the frequency range from ω = 0 [rad/s] to ω = 4 [rad/s] with an
increment of ∆ω = 0.5 [rad/s]. The resulting vertical compliance in a dimensionless frequency
is shown in figure 7.7 and other compliances are shown in figure 7.8.
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Fig. 7.7: Vertical compliance Cvv at the coupling interface, reliability test. Soil properties: G =
1 [N/m2], ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
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.
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Fig. 7.8: Compliances at the coupling interface, reliability test. Soil properties: G = 1 [N/m2],
ρ = 1 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
These figures show a good agreement between the compliance from both a pure halfspace model
and a simulated halfspace model.
7.2.2 Rigid surface foundation on a soil layer over rigid bedrock
2B=5m
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Fig. 7.9: Rigid surface foundation on a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
The coupling interface between soil and a rigid foundation with 2B = 5 [m] shown in figure 7.9
is examined in this section. The rigid surface foundation is resting on a loose sand-soil layer
with a depth of d = 5 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil properties for this example are shear modulus
G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], density ρ = 2 × 103 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 1
3
. For information
on the positive axis refer to figure 3.2.
The mesh shown in figure 7.10 is used to discretize the problem. This mesh is built from 80
isoparametric elements with 322 nodes. The boundary element method is performed in the
frequency range from ω = 0 [rad/s] to ω = 180 [rad/s] with an increment of ∆ω = 2.5 [rad/s]
(i.e., 73 input values of ω).
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Fig. 7.10: Rigid surface foundation on a soil layer over rigid bedrock, mesh type 1.
The resulting compliances are shown in figure 7.11. The same magnitudes of the horizontal
compliance Chh in 1 and 2 directions are obtained, since the foundation plate is symmetric. The
same situation arises for the 1− 1 and 2− 2 components of the rotational compliance Crr−v.
A harmonic excitation below the cut-off frequency causes a pure real answer to the system. An
excitation above the cut-off frequency causes a complex answer and thus indicates radiation
damping.
Figure 7.11(a) for Cvv indicates an initial peak in vertical direction at ω around 60 [rad/s]. This
value can be verified with a result from the analytical solution presented in [69]:
ωnv =
2picp
4d
(2n− 1) = 62.8 [rad/s] , c2p =
2G(1− ν)
ρ(1− 2ν) , (7.3)
for cp = 200 [m/s] (equation (2.11)) and n = 1. d in the above equation is the soil layer depth.
Figure 7.12 shows the spectral deformation behavior of the foundation plate, which is obtained
by calculating the vertical displacement amplitudes caused by a vertical harmonic excitation at
the center of the coupling interface
f = <
{
fˆ exp(iωt)
}
= <


0
0
1 [N]
0
0
0
 (cosωt+ i sinωt)

. (7.4)
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Fig. 7.11: Soil compliances at the coupling interface of soil layer with a depth of d = 5 [m] over
a rigid bedrock. Soil properties: G = 2×107 [N/m2], ρ = 2×103 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
The analytical steady-state solution for this situation is
u(t) = <{uˆ exp(iωt)} →

u1(t)
u2(t)
u3(t)
ϕ1(t)
ϕ2(t)
ϕ3(t)
 = <


uˆ1
uˆ2
uˆ3
ϕˆ1
ϕˆ2
ϕˆ3
 exp(iωt)

, (7.5)
hence,[
uˆ1 uˆ2 uˆ3 ϕˆ1 ϕˆ2 ϕˆ3
]T
=
[
C(ω)
]
fˆ , (7.6)
where C is the complex compliance matrix illustrated in equation (7.1).
Figure 7.12 shows the amplitudes of the displacements uˆ3 versus the frequency ω. Similar
results can be found in [75].
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Fig. 7.12: Vertical amplitudes Auˆ3 of rigid surface foundation on a soil layer with depth d =
5 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil properties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2 × 103 [kg/m3]
and ν = 1
3
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Fig. 7.13: Rigid surface foundation on a soil layer over rigid bedrock, mesh type 2 and 3.
Next, the mesh influence to discretize the problem will be investigated. Figure 7.13(a) shows
a raster mesh type, where all surfaces are meshed by a uniform shape. Each bottom and top
surfaces mesh are built from 64 isoparametric elements. Figure 7.13(b) shows a refinement of
the previous mesh type 1 (7.10). This mesh is built from 104 isoparametric elements.
The resulting displacement for all mesh types is shown in figure 7.14. The agreement is excel-
lent except at the resonance frequency.
Soil layers with various depth over a rigid bedrock will be examined next in order to study the
influence of the depth on the load deformation behavior of the vertically loaded rigid surface
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Fig. 7.14: Vertical amplitudes Auˆ3 of a rigid surface foundation on a soil layer with depth d =
5 [m] over a rigid bedrock, various mesh types. Soil properties: G = 2× 107 [N/m2],
ρ = 2× 103 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
foundation. The soil layer depths vary from 3 [m] to 30 [m]. The mesh shown in figure 7.10(b)
is used to discretize the bottom and top of the soil surfaces. The same material data from the
preceding example is used.
Figure 7.15 shows the amplitudes of the vertical displacement from various soil layer depths
due to the vertical harmonic excitation in equation (7.4). It verifies that the fundamental eigen-
frequency is proportional to the inverse of the layer depth. The resulting fundamental eigen-
frequencies of each layer show a quite good agreement with the eigen-frequencies obtained from
equation (7.3) as shown in table 7.1. Considerable discrepancies appear between the resulting
eigen-frequencies. These discrepancies occur due to the fact that the boundary element method
is accomplished within the increment of ∆ω = 2.5 [rad/s] and finer ∆ω should improve the
results.
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Fig. 7.15: Vertical amplitudes Auˆ3 of rigid surface foundation on a soil layer with various depth
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.
Tab. 7.1: Fundamental eigen-frequencies of soil over rigid bedrock with various layer depths.
Layer ω1v [rad/s] ω
1
v [rad/s]
depth [m] Equation (7.3) Figure 7.15
3.0 104.72 102.5
5.0 62.83 60.0
10.0 31.42 30.0
15.0 20.94 22.5
20.0 15.71 17.5
30.0 10.47 10.0
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7.2.3 Rigid surface foundation on a single elastic layer over a halfspace soil
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Fig. 7.16: Rigid surface foundation on a single elastic layer over a halfspace.
An inhomogeneous soil layer will be examined in this example. Figure 7.16 shows the coupling
interface between soil and a rigid foundation on a single soil layer over a halfspace, i.e., loose
sand over a dense sand layer. A shear modulus ratio of these two soil layers is represented by
G2/G1 = 5. Detail of soil properties are illustrated in table 7.2.
Tab. 7.2: Single layer over a halfspace soil parameters.
Layer G [N/m2] ν ρ [kg/m3] Depth [m]
1 2× 107 1/3 2.0× 103 5.0
Halfspace 1× 108 0.3 2.0× 103 ∞
The mesh to discretize the problem is shown in figure 7.17. This mesh is built from 160 isopara-
metric elements with 644 nodes.
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Fig. 7.17: Mesh of a rigid surface foundation on a single elastic layer over a halfspace.
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Fig. 7.18: Compliances at the coupling interface of a single layer soil over a halfspace soil.
Layer 1: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2 × 103 [kg/m3], ν = 1
3
. Halfspace soil: G =
1× 108 [N/m2], ρ = 2× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.3.
The boundary element method is performed in the frequency range from ω = 0 [rad/s] to ω =
180 [rad/s] with an increment of ∆ω = 2.5 [rad/s]
Figure 7.18 shows a comparison of the compliance between the preceding soil layer over a rigid
bedrock and the current single elastic layer over a halfspace result. A clear deviation of the
resonance points between the two soil models is evident in all compliances. The dense sand
halfspace layer in the current example acts as a strong damper. The sharp peak at the resonance
frequency is clearly visible in the preceding soil layer over rigid bedrock model, contrary to the
smoother peak in the current single layer over a halfspace soil model.
Furthermore, the current single elastic layer over a halfspace model yields a lower peak fre-
quency value when compared with the preceding soil layer over rigid bedrock model. For
example, as shown in figure 7.18(a), the real part peak frequency value of the current verti-
cal compliance Cvv is less than ω = 60 [rad/s] which is also the peak frequency value of the
preceding soil layer over a rigid bedrock model.
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7.3 Rational approximation
7.3.1 Rigid surface foundation on elastic halfspace soil
2B=2m
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Fig. 7.19: Rigid surface foundation on an elastic halfspace soil.
In the following section, the coupling interface between soil and a rigid foundation shown in
figure 7.19(a) will be analyzed to present some typical results for this condition. The founda-
tion is resting on a halfspace loose sand-soil. The parameters for analyzing the soil are shear
modulus G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], density ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 1
3
. The mesh
shown in figure 7.19(b) is used to discretize the problem.
The soil dynamic stiffness K is established by means of an approximation of order M = 5,
K ≈
[
Q
]−1[
P
]
=
[
Q0 + iωQ1 + . . .+ (iω)
5Q5
]−1[
P0 + iωP1 + . . .+ (iω)
6P6
]
. (7.7)
The least square process uses 151 input values K(ωj) from the boundary element method proce-
dure. The evaluation in the frequency domain is done from ω1 = 0.0 [rad/s] to ω151 = 120 [rad/s]
with an increment ∆ω = 0.8 [rad/s].
In figures 7.20 and 7.21 the translational and rotational components of the boundary element
method dynamic stiffness are compared with the corresponding rational approximation. The
agreement is satisfactory for all stiffness components with the approximation of order M = 5.
Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show the dynamic stiffness approximation result for orders M = 3
and M = 4. It can be seen that the approximation result of M order lower than 5 gives a
considerable deviation of approximation result, particularly for the vertical stiffness component
Kvv as shown in figure 7.22(a).
Figure 7.24 and 7.25 illustrate the results for an approximation of the M order higher than 5.
The approximation results of these orders yield a very satisfactory agreement with the BEM
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Fig. 7.20: Translational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface withM = 5. Half-
space soil properties: G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
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Fig. 7.21: Rotational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface with M = 5. Halfs-
pace soil properties: G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
dynamic stiffness results. The drawback of this high approximation order is the increase of
the linear equation number to establish K by the equation (7.7). The summary of this linear
equation’s number related with the approximation order M are shown in table 7.3.
Tab. 7.3: Number of linear equations to establish K by equation (7.7)
order of M 3 4 5 6 7 8
Lin. eq. (7.7) 48 60 72 84 96 108
The analytical solution of a rigid foundation presented in [27] is used to compare the current
translational dynamic stiffness results. The comparison of these results are shown in table 7.4
for a = b = 1.0 [m] . A good agreement is achieved between the presented boundary element
method results and the analytical solution as shown in table 7.4.
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Fig. 7.22: Translational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface with M = 3 and
M = 4. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
.
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Fig. 7.23: Rotational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface with M = 3 and
M = 4. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
.
A force-displacement relationship of this halfspace problem is presented by the state differential
equation
Au(t) +Bu˙(t) = f(t) ; u(t) = uˆeiωt , f(t) = fˆeiωt , (7.8)
in the time domain.
To solve the equation (7.8) in the time domain, its analytical solution:
u(t) = exp
(
−B−1A t
)
u0 , (7.9)
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Fig. 7.24: Translational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface with M = 6, M =
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Fig. 7.25: Rotational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface with M = 6, M = 7
and M = 8. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
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is approximated by employing a Padé-approximation [102]:
exp
(
−B−1A t
)
=
[
1− 1
2
(−B−1A t)]−1[1+ 1
2
(−B−1A t)] . (7.10)
Hence, with t = ∆t and u(∆t) = u1, equations (7.9) and (7.10) yield a time stepping scheme
for solving equation (7.8) in the time domain:[
B+
∆t
2
A
]
u1 =
[
B− ∆t
2
A
]
u0 +
∫ ∆t
0
f(t) dt . (7.11)
Details of this time stepping scheme can be found in [66, 67, 68, 73]. The phase-angle error
pL [68] of the solution due to the linear approximation used in the solution scheme can be
73
Tab. 7.4: Comparison between analytical and BEM stiffness results, rigid surface founda-
tion on elastic halfspace soil, Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2],
ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
Stifness Analytical BEM Result
Component Result [27] (Real Part)
Kvv
4Gr0
1−ν = 1.354× 108 [N/m] 1.476× 108 [N/m]
Khh
8Gr0
2−ν = 1.083× 108 [N/m] 1.165× 108 [N/m]
r0 =
√
4ab
pi
=
√
4×1×1
pi
= 1.1284
calculated by
pL =
(
1− 1
α
arctan
4α
4− α2
)
× 100% , (7.12)
where α is the time step length:
α =
∆t
T
2pi = ∆t× ωˆ . (7.13)
ωˆ in the above equation is the largest imaginary part of the eigenvalues resulting from the
eigenproblem (7.8):(
A+ λB
)
uˆ = 0 , u = uˆ eλt , λ = iω .
The phase angle error versus α plotted in figure 7.26 shows that to achieve a phase angle error
below 1% , the α value should not exceed 0.34 [rad].
Figure 7.27 shows the vertical displacement due to a harmonic excitation with an angular fre-
quency ω = 1.6 [rad/s] ,
fT = <
{
fˆ T exp(iωt)
}
= <
{[
0 0 107 [N] 0 0 0
]T
(cosωt+ i sinωt)
}
.
The solution scheme in the time domain is performed with ∆t = 0.001 [s], which yields a phase
angle error pL = 0.21%. The analytical steady-state solution for this situation is:
u(t) = <
{
uˆ exp(iωt)
}
→

u1(t)
u2(t)
u3(t)
ϕ1(t)
ϕ2(t)
ϕ3(t)
 = <


uˆ1
uˆ2
uˆ3
ϕˆ1
ϕˆ2
ϕˆ3
 exp(iωt)

,
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Fig. 7.26: Phase angle error due to the linear approximation.
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Fig. 7.27: Vertical harmonic displacement u3 at the coupling interface of a rigid surface foun-
dation on an elastic halfspace soil. Soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ =
2000 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
without any homogeneous part available from the boundary element procedure[
uˆ1 uˆ2 uˆ3 ϕˆ1 ϕˆ2 ϕˆ3
]T
=
[
K(BEM)ω
]−1
6×6
× fˆ T , (7.14)
where K(BEM)ω is the complex stiffness matrix from the boundary element method. Figure 7.28
shows the dynamic stiffness matrix for ω = 1.6 [rad/s].
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K
ω=
=
× × × + ×
1 6
0 0 0
.
( ) (
(BEM)
i
  
 1.17 10 +1.28 10  1.25 10 1.31 10  
8 6 7 5
i
i i
)
( ) (- )
(
0
0 0 0 0
0 0
1.17 10 +1.28 10  1.25 10 1.31 10   
1.4
8 6 7 5× × × − ×
8 10 .09 10   
1.04 10 1.04 10   1.53 10 1
8 6
7 5 8
× + ×
× − × × +
2 0 0 0
0 0
i
i
)
(- ) ( .10 10   
1.04 10 1.04 10  1.53 10 1.10 10  
4
7 5 8 4
×
× − × × + ×
i
i i
)
( ) (
0 0
0 0 0 )
( )
 
.03 10 .18 10  
8 2
0
0 0 0 0 0 2 2× + ×





i
Fig. 7.28: Complex dynamic stiffness matrix for ω = 1.6 [rad/s]. Halfspace soil properties:
G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
Solving equation (7.14) yields the complex displacement uˆ
uˆ =

0
0
(6.77× 10−2 − 9.57× 10−4 i)
0
0
0
 [m] .
The amplitude Au3 of the analytical displacement u3 is
Au3 =
√
(6.77× 10−2)2 + (−9.57× 10−4)2 = 6.77× 10−2,
which is in agreement with the resulting amplitude shown in figure 7.27.
Next, a constant vertical load F = 107 [N] with a duration of 0.5 [s] and a vertical impulse load∫ ∆t
0
Fdt = F∆t = 107 [Ns]→ F = 10
7
∆t
[N] ,∆t = 0.001 [s] ,
acting only within the first time interval of ∆t = 0.001 [s] are treated. The resulting vertical
deformations due to these loads are shown in figures 7.29 and 7.30.
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7.3.2 Foundation plate on a soil layer over a rigid bedrock
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Fig. 7.31: Foundation plate on a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
The 5× 5 [m2] foundation plate shown in figure 7.31 is examined in this example. The founda-
tion is resting on a loose sand-soil layer over a rigid bedrock at a depth of d = 4 [m]. A rigid
interface is assumed at the coupling interface of the soil and foundation plate. The density of the
foundation plate is ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3]. The soil parameters for this problem are shear modulus
G = 2.1 × 107 [N/m], density ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 1
3
. The mesh in the
previous example 7.2.2 (figure 7.10) is used to discretize this example.
The approximation of the soil dynamic stiffness at the coupling interface is done with an order
of M = 5. The approximation process uses 51 input values of K(ωj) from the boundary
element method with the increment ∆ω = 1.0 [rad/s], starting with ω1 = 0.0 [rad/s] and ending
with ω51 = 50.0 [rad/s] .
Figures 7.32 and 7.33 show the soil dynamic stiffness resulting from the boundary element
method and its rational approximation. These figures clearly indicate a satisfactory agreement
of the rational approximation with an order of M = 5 for both translational and rotational
components.
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Fig. 7.32: Translational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface of a soil layer
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Fig. 7.33: Rotational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface of a soil layer with
depth d = 4 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil properties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ =
1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
The equation of motion
Au+B u˙+Cu¨ = f , (7.15)
of this soil with a bedrock layer is rewritten in expanded matrix form:
[
A11
6×6
A12
A21 A22
][
u
6×1
v
]
+
[
B11
6×6
B12
B21 B22
][
u˙
6×1
v˙
]
+
[
C
6×6
0
0 0
][
u¨
6×1
0
]
=
[
f
6×1
0
]
. (7.16)
A and B are the transformed soil matrices at the mass center of foundation plate,
A =
[
A11
6×6
A12
A21 A22
]
=
[
LTr
6×6
0
0 1
][
Aˆ11
6×6
Aˆ12
Aˆ21 Aˆ22
][
Lr
6×6
0
0 1
]
, (7.17a)
B =
[
B11
6×6
B12
B21 B22
]
=
[
LTr
6×6
0
0 1
][
Bˆ11
6×6
Bˆ12
Bˆ21 Bˆ22
][
Lr
6×6
0
0 1
]
; (7.17b)
Lr =

−1 0 0 0 h
2
0
0 1 0 h
2
0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 , (7.18)
where Aˆ and Bˆ in the equation (7.17) are the matrices of the soil at the coupling interface as
a result of the rational approximation process described in chapter 5. The additional variables
v in the equation (7.16) appears due to the splitting process described in section 5.3. C is the
mass matrix of the rigid foundation plate in the equation (2.62).
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There are different ways to analyze the differential equation (7.15). Here the state space ap-
proach is used. It is often used in control of dynamical systems or numerical simulations. The
state space approach is related to the general form Auˆ = λBuˆ of an eigenvalue problem.
Stating
upl = u , ypl = u˙pl , (7.19)
transforms the homogeneous form (7.16) into a state space equation of motion,[
A11 A12
A21 A22
] [
upl
v
]
+
[
B11 B12
B21 B22
] [
u˙pl
v
]
+
[
C 0
0 0
] [
y˙pl
0
]
=
[
0
0
]
, (7.20)
where upl are the variables at the center of gravity of a foundation plate.
Bringing together (7.19) and (7.20) yields a linear algebraic system of equations: 1 0 00 −A11 −A12
0 −A21 −A22
 yplupl
v
 =
 0 1 0C B11 B12
0 B21 B22
 y˙plu˙pl
v
 ,
[
A˜
]
[υ] =
[
B˜
]
[υ˙] . (7.21)
The eigenproblem of the equation (7.21)(
A˜+ λB˜∗
)
υˆ = 0 , B˜∗ = −B˜, υ = υˆ eλt , λ = iω , (7.22)
for this example yields three eigenvalues corresponding to spurious modes. These eigenvalues
are a positive real eigenvalue λr1 = 6981.794 and a pair of conjugate eigenvalues with a positive
real part λr9 = 18.243.
To enforce the stability of the differential equation (7.21), the matrix A˜ in (7.21) has to be
modified by means of spectral shifting as described in chapter 6.
The shifting of the positive real eigenvalue λ1 is achieved by adjusting matrix A˜:
A˜∗ = A˜− B
∗ υˆj
[
υ˜Tj B
∗]
υ˜Tj B
∗ υˆj
εj , (7.23)
with
εj = −2× λr1 = −2× 6981.794 . (7.24)
υ˜Tj and υˆj in the above equation are the left eigenvector and the right eigenvector of the eigen-
problem (7.22), respectively.
To shift a pair of conjugate eigenvalue λ9, matrix A˜ is modified as:
A˜∗ = A˜−
[
B˜∗Yk
] [
Y˜Tk B˜
∗Yk
]−1 [
Y˜Tk B˜
∗
]
εk , (7.25)
with
εk = −2× λr9 = −2× 18.243 . (7.26)
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A force-displacement relationship of this problem is presented below by modifying the state
differential equation:
A˜∗υ(t) + B˜∗ υ˙(t) = f˜(t) , υ(t) = υˆeiωt , f˜(t) = fˆ eiωt , (7.27)
in the time domain. The original and shifted eigenvalues resulting from equations (7.21) and
(7.27) of this example are shown in table D.4.
Figure 7.34 shows the vertical displacement at the center of gravity of a foundation plate due to
a harmonic excitation with an angular frequency of ω = 2.0 [rad/s]:
f˜ = <
{
fˆ eiωt
}
= <


0
6×1
0
0
107 [N]
0
0
0
0

(cosωt+ i sinωt)

. (7.28)
A satisfactory agreement between the approximation orders of M = 5 and M = 6 which
is a stable solution is shown in figure 7.34. An identical performance of the stable rational
approximation and spectral shifted version is clearly visible.
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Fig. 7.34: Vertical harmonic displacement u3 at the plate mass center resting on a soil layer
with depth d = 4 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil properties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2],
ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
The amplitude of the above solution is checked by calculating the complex displacement υˆ in
equation (7.27) due to a load f˜ in the equation (7.28):[
A˜∗ + iωB˜∗
]
υˆ eiωt = <
{[
fˆ
]
eiωt
}
→ υˆ =
[
A˜∗ + iωB˜∗
]−1 [
fˆ
]
, (7.29)
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where
υˆ =
[
yTpl uˆ
T
pl v
T
]
=
[
yTpl uˆ1pl uˆ2pl uˆ3pl ϕˆ1pl ϕˆ2pl ϕˆ2pl v
T
]
. (7.30)
The amplitude of the analytical displacement u3pl is Au3pl = 0.0123 [m], which gives a good
agreement with the resulting amplitude in figure 7.34. The complete amplitude of analytical
displacement results are shown in table D.5.
Figures 7.35 and 7.36 show a rigid foundation vertical displacement caused by a constant ver-
tical load F = 107 [N] acting with duration of 0.5 [s]. The solution in the time domain is done
with various time steps ∆t.
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Fig. 7.35: Vertical displacement u3 at the plate mass center due to a constant vertical load F =
107 [N] acting with duration of 0.5 [s], solved with ∆t ≥ 0.01 [s]. Soil properties:
G = 2× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 4 [m].
Figure 7.35 clearly shows that the solutions in the time domain which are accomplished with
a ∆t greater than 0.01 [s] yields vertical displacement results with notable phase angle error.
The convergence results of vertical displacements are shown in figure 7.36. These results are
obtained by solving the differential equation (7.27) in the time domain by using a ∆t less than
0.01 [s]. The resulting phase angle errors pL (7.12) from each ∆t are used to obtain the solutions
as shown in table 7.5.
Tab. 7.5: Phase angle error pL due to linear approach use in the solution scheme.
∆t 0.5 [s] 0.1 [s] 0.01 [s] 0.001 [s] 0.0001 [s] 0.00001 [s]
pL 100.005% 100.13% 112.88% 2.38% 0.0248% 0.000248%
Next, a transient excitation with a vertical impulse load,∫ ∆t
0
Fdt = F∆t = 107 [Ns]→ F = 10
7
∆t
[Ns] , ∆t = 1× 10−4 [s]
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acting only within the first time interval, ∆t, is treated. The resulting vertical displacement is
shown in figure 7.37.
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Fig. 7.36: Vertical displacement u3 at the plate mass center due to a constant vertical load F =
107 [N] acting with duration of 0.5 [s], solved with ∆t ≤ 0.001 [s]. Soil properties:
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3
. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 4 [m].
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Fig. 7.37: Vertical displacement u3 at the plate mass center due to a vertical impulse load
F = 107 [N] acting with duration of 1 × 10−4 [s], solved with ∆t = 0.0001 [s]. Soil
properties: G = 2×107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at depth
d = 4 [m].
The resulting displacement in figure 7.36 shows a system response due to a constant load in the
time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ tD, with tD = 0.5 [s]. For t > tD the system response is characterized by
a damped free vibration which is described by the initial conditions at tD.
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The amount of damping present in the system by means of damping ratio D can be roughly
determined from the resulting vertical displacement which is shown in figure 7.37.
The damping ratio D is defined by
D√
1−D2 =
Λ
2pi
, (7.31)
where Λ is the logarithmic decrement. Instead of (7.31) typically the following approximation
is used:
D ≈ Λ
2pi
. (7.32)
Logarithmic decrement Λ is the natural logarithmic value of the ratio of two adjacent peak
values of displacement in free decay vibration and is equal to
Λ = ln
(
z1
z2
)
. (7.33)
Here, the amplitudes z1 and z2 for this problem are taken from figure 7.37 as 7.2×10−5 [m] and
4.6× 10−5 [m], respectively. Hence, the logarithmic decrement is
Λ = ln
(
7.2
4.6
)
= 0.448 ,
which yields the damping ratio D of the system:
D ≈ 0.448
2pi
= 0.07 .
7.3.3 Foundation plate on a single elastic layer over an elastic halfspace soil
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Fig. 7.38: Foundation plate on a single elastic layer over an elastic halfspace soil.
An elastic, soft clay, soil layer with depth d = 2 [m] overlaying a homogeneous halfspace of
a stiffer clay is analyzed in this example. The 5 × 5 [m2] foundation plate with mass ρpl =
84
2400 [kg/m3] shown in figure 7.38 is resting on this soil model. The soil parameters are shown
in table 7.6.
Tab. 7.6: Single layer over a halfspace soil parameters
Layer G [N/m2] ν ρ [kg/m3] Depth [m]
1 21× 106 0.44 1.5× 103 2.0
Halfspace 121× 106 0.49 2.0× 103 ∞
The soil dynamic stiffness approximation is performed for an order of M = 8. It uses 81 input
matrices K(ωj) from the boundary element method with an increment of ∆ω = 1.5 [rad/s]
starting with ω1 = 0.0 [rad/s] and ending with ω81 = 120 [rad/s].
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Fig. 7.39: Translational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface. Layer 1: G =
21 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1.5 × 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.44. Halfspace soil: G = 121 ×
106 [N/m2], ρ = 2× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.49.
The soil dynamic stiffness and its corresponding rational approximation at the coupling inter-
face are shown in figures 7.39 and 7.40. The agreement is satisfactory for all stiffness compo-
nents with the approximation order of M = 8. In addition, the corresponding state equation
contains but stable solutions and thus no spurious modes.
To approve the numerical model, a harmonic excitation with an angular frequency of ω =
1.5 [rad/s] acting on the system is treated:
f T = <
{
fˆ T exp(iωt)
}
= <
{[
0 0 107 [N] 0 0 0
]T
(cosωt+ i sinωt)
}
. (7.34)
The solution scheme in the time domain is performed with ∆t = 0.001 [s], which yields a phase
angle error pL = 0.23%. The resulting vertical displacement is shown in figure 7.41. The
amplitude is checked by calculating the complex displacement υˆ in equation (7.22) due to a
load f in equation (7.34):[
A˜+ iωB˜∗
]
υˆ eiωt = f , υˆ =
[
yTpl uˆ
T
pl v
T
]
. (7.35)
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Fig. 7.40: Rotational soil stiffness approximation at the coupling interface. Layer 1: G = 21×
106 [N/m2], ρ = 1.5× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.44. Halfspace soil: G = 121× 106 [N/m2],
ρ = 2× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.49.
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Fig. 7.41: Vertical harmonic displacement u3 at the mass center of plate. Layer 1: G = 21 ×
106 [N/m2], ρ = 1.5× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.44. Halfspace soil: G = 121× 106 [N/m2],
ρ = 2× 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.49.
The amplitude of the analytical displacement u3pl is Au3pl = 7.99×10−03 [m] which gives a sat-
isfactory agreement with the amplitude in figure 7.41 found from integrating the state equation.
Next, a vertical constant load F = 107 [N] with a duration of 0.5 [s] and a vertical impulse load∫ ∆t
0
Fdt = F∆t = 107 [Ns]→ F = 10
7
∆t
[N], ∆t = 1× 10−3 [s] ,
acting only within the first time interval ∆t are treated. The resulting vertical deformations are
shown in figures 7.42 and 7.43.
The similar characteristics of the system’s response with the preceding example is shown figure
in 7.42. The system response turns to a damped free vibration for t > tD after the system
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Fig. 7.42: Vertical displacement u3 at the mass center of plate due to a constant load F = 107 [N]
acting with duration of 0.5 [s].
response due to a constant load in the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ tD, with tD = 0.5 [s].
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Fig. 7.43: Vertical displacement u3 at the mass center of plate due to an impulse load F =
107 [N] acting with duration of 1× 10−3 [s].
The damping ratio of the system is roughly determined by first calculating the logarithmic
decrement Λ from the two adjacent peak displacements z1 and z2 in figure 7.43:
Λ = ln
(
z1
z2
)
= ln
(
3.0× 10−5
1.5× 10−5
)
= 0.693 .
Hence, the damping ratio D becomes
D ≈ 0.693
2pi
= 0.11 .
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7.4 Influence of the soil layer depth on the amount of damping present in
the system
2B=4m
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Fig. 7.44: Rigid surface foundation on a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
Another interesting aspect to be investigated is the soil layer depth’s impact on the amount
of damping present in the system. To complete this, a rigid surface foundation resting on a
soil layer over rigid bedrock with varying depth d as shown in figure 7.44 will be analyzed
in this section. The soil is a loose sand-soil with the following properties: shear modulus
G = 2.1× 107 [N/m2], density ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 1
3
.
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Fig. 7.45: Mesh of rigid surface foundation on a soil over rigid bedrock with various depth d.
The problem is discretized by the mesh shown in figure 7.45. The soil dynamic stiffness ap-
proximation is performed for an order of M = 4. It uses 26 input matrices K(ωj) from the
boundary element method with an increment of ∆ω = 1.0 [rad/s] starting with ω1 = 0.0 [rad/s]
and ending with ω26 = 25 [rad/s].
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A vertical impulse load∫ ∆t
0
Fdt = F∆t = 107 [Ns]→ F = 10
7
∆t
[N], ∆t = 1× 10−2 [s] ,
acting only within the first time interval ∆t is utilized to produce some typical responses from
the system. The time domain solution is accomplished within the duration of 1 [s]. The resulting
vertical deformations for different soil layer depths are shown in figure 7.46.
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Fig. 7.46: Vertical displacements of point excited for various soil layer depth d due to a vertical
impulse load F = 107 [N] acting with duration of 1 × 10−2 [s]. Soil properties: G =
2.1× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3], ν = 1
3
.
The deeper soil layers increase the path that must be traveled by the waves prior to arrive back
at the surface. Thus, the time periods increase as the depth increases. Similar results can be
found in [1].
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The damping ratios D of the systems are roughly determined first by calculating the logarithmic
decrement Λ from the resulting vertical displacements which are shown in figure 7.46(b). Here
for example, the logarithmic decrement Λ for soil layer with depth d = 11.0 [m] is determined
by calculating the two adjacent peak displacements z1 and z2 (marked with ’x’) in figure 7.46(b):
Λd−11 = ln
(
1.3704× 10−4
4.8134× 10−5
)
= 1.046 .
Hence, the damping ratio of the soil layer with depth d = 11.0 [m] becomes
D ≈ 1.0463
2pi
= 0.167 .
Results for the other soil layer depths are shown in table 7.7.
Tab. 7.7: Logarithmic decrements Λ and damping ratios D from different soil layer depths.
depth d [m] 3.5 5.0 8.0 11.0
Λ 0.426 0.584 0.865 1.046
D 0.068 0.093 0.138 0.167
The damping ratios D versus soil layer depths d are plotted in figure 7.47. This figure shows
that the amount of damping present in the system is nearly proportional to the soil layer depth
d.
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Fig. 7.47: Damping ratio from various soil layer depth. Soil properties: G = 2.1× 107 [N/m2],
ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
Another comparison concerns the eigenfrequencies on the one hand resulting from figure 7.46(a)
and on the other hand from equation (7.3):
ωnv =
2picp
4d
(2n− 1) [rad/s] , c2p =
2G(1− ν)
ρ(1− 2ν) , n = 1 .
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The agreement is quite well as is shown in table 7.8.
Tab. 7.8: Resulting eigenfrequencies from figure 7.46(a) and equation (7.3).
depth d [m] 3.5 5.0 8.0 11.0
ω1v from figure 7.46(a) [Hz] 14.640 10.858 6.110 4.763
ω1v from equation (7.3) [Hz] 15.019 10.513 6.571 4.779
Obviously, the periodic character of the vertical displacement is mainly governed by the eigen-
vibration in a vertical direction, whereas the damping occurs only with respect to the infinite
horizontal direction.
7.5 Elastic foundation
F(t)
2B = 5 m
h = 0.26 m
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Fig. 7.48: Elastic foundation plate on a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
In the previous sections, the analysis was accomplished under the assumption that the coupling
interface between foundation plate and soil remains planar. In this section a flexible coupling
interface will be treated. The 5 × 5 [m2] concrete foundation plate shown in figure 7.48 with a
thickness of h = 0.26 [m] will be examined in this example. The foundation plate properties
are Young’s modulus E = 2.1 × 1010 [N/m2], Poisson’s’s ratio νpl = 0.2 and density ρpl =
2450 [kg/m3]. This foundation plate is resting on a clay soil layer with depth d = 5 [m] over
rigid bedrock. The soil parameters for this problem are shear modulus G = 4.83× 106 [N/m2],
density ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45.
The mesh shown in figure 7.49 is used to dicretize the problem. The (20 × 20) [m2] horizontal
plane mesh area for both top and bottom surfaces with 80 isoparametric elements consisting of
322 nodes is used to build the mesh.
The BEM to determine the dynamic stiffness of the soil is performed in the frequency range
from ω = 0 [rad/s] to ω = 75 [rad/s] with an increment of ∆ω = 2.5 [rad/s], i.e. 31 input
values of ω. The dynamic stiffness K at the coupling interface is established by means of
an approximation of order M = 3. This order leads to a non-homogeneous system of linear
equations of order C˜N = (2× 3 + 2)× (3× 25) = 600 (equation (5.13)) to establish K.
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Fig. 7.49: Elastic foundation on a clay soil layer over rigid bedrock; mesh type 1.
Figure 7.50 shows the dynamic stiffness of the soil and its corresponding approximation at the
center of the coupling interface mesh (node 1). The resulting vertical elastic stiffness approxi-
mation shows a noticeable deviation starting above the cut-off frequency around ω = 40 [rad/s]
as shown in figure 7.50(a). Horizontal stiffness approximation results show noticeable devia-
tions above ω ≈ 60 [rad/s] as shown in figures 7.50(b) and 7.50(c).
Other soil dynamic elastic stiffness approximation results are shown in figure 7.51 for the nodes
number 6 (corner) and 12 at the coupling interface mesh. The approximation performance at
these nodes shows a similar quality with the result at the center of plate. Although there are
some local deviations, the overall approximation performance with an order of M = 3 yields a
good agreement.
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Fig. 7.50: Soil stiffness approximation at the center of the coupling interface (node 1). Mesh
type 1. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.45.
Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties: E = 2.1 ×
1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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Fig. 7.51: Soil stiffness approximation of node 6 and node 12 at the coupling interface.
Mesh type 1. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and
ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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The equation of motion for this problem is
Au+B u˙+Cu¨ = f ,
⇒
[
[A11 +Kpel]
(5×nˆ)2
A12
A21 A22
][
u
(5×nˆ)
v
]
+
[
B11
(5×nˆ)2
B12
B21 B22
][
u˙
(5×nˆ)
v˙
]
+[
C
(5×nˆ)2
0
0 0
][
u¨
(5×nˆ)
0
]
=
[
f
(5×nˆ)
0
]
, (7.36)
where nˆ is the number of nodes of the mesh in the coupling interface.
A contains a contribution from the soil at the mass center of the plate and the additional elastic
stiffness Kpel from the plate as described in section 2.4,
A =
 LTpel(5×nˆ)×(3×nˆ) 0
0 1
 Aˆ11(3×nˆ)2 Aˆ12
Aˆ21 Aˆ22
[ Lpel(3×nˆ)×(5×nˆ) 0
0 1
]
+
[
Kpel
(5×nˆ)2
0
0 0
]
. (7.37a)
B represents the radiation damping at the mass center of the plate:
B =
[
B11
(5×nˆ)2
B12
B21 B22
]
=
 LTpel(5×nˆ)×(3×nˆ) 0
0 1
 Bˆ11(3×nˆ)2 Bˆ12
Bˆ21 Bˆ22
[ Lpel(3×nˆ)×(5×nˆ) 0
0 1
]
, (7.37b)
Lpel in equation (7.37) is the transformation matrix of the coupling interface nodes to the mass
center of the plate (equation (3.11)). Aˆ and Bˆ are the BEM soil matrices at the coupling
interface. C is a consistent mass matrix of the foundation plate assembled from the plate element
mass matrix in equation (2.60).
The state space form of equation (7.36) is obtained by stating
upl = u , ypl = u˙pl .
Rearranging (7.36) leads to: 1 0 00 −A11 −A12
0 −A21 −A22
 yplupl
v
 =
 0 1 0C B11 B12
0 B21 B22
 y˙plu˙pl
v
 ,
[
A˜
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υ
mˆ×1
]
=
[
B˜
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υ˙
mˆ×1
]
, (7.38)
where
mˆ = [(M + 1)(nˆ× n˜s)] + nˆ [n˜pl + (n˜s + n˜pl)] .
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M , n˜s and n˜pl in the above equation are the dynamic stiffness approximation order, degrees of
freedom number at the coupling interface and the additional degrees of freedom from foundation
plate element, respectively. In this example, the values of M , nˆ, n˜s and n˜pl are 3, 25, 3 and 2,
respectively. Therefore, the size of each square matrix in equation (7.38) becomes mˆ = 475.
The eigen problem of equation (7.38):[
A˜
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υˆ
mˆ×1
]
= λ
[
B˜
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υˆ
mˆ×1
]
, υ = υˆ expλt , λ = iω , (7.39)
yields 72 eigenvalues corresponding to spurious modes from a total of 475 eigenvalues. These
spurious eigenvalues are 2 positive real eigenvalues and 35 pairs of conjugate complex eigen-
value with a positive real part. To enforce the stability of equation (7.39), the positive real
eigenvalues are shifted by equation (7.23). Likewise, the pairs of conjugate complex eigenvalue
with a positive real part are shifted by equation (7.25).
A force-displacement relationship at the plate mass center after the spectral shifting process for
this problem is now presented by a modified state differential equation where A˜∗ is the shifted
matrix of A˜:[
A˜∗
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υ
mˆ×1
]
(t) +
[
B˜∗
mˆ×mˆ
] [
υ˙
mˆ×1
]
(t) =
[
f˜
mˆ×1
]
(t) , (7.40)
where[
B˜∗
mˆ×mˆ
]
= −
[
B˜
mˆ×mˆ
]
, υ(t) = υˆeiωt , f˜(t) = fˆ eiωt .
The complex norm of the original and shifted eigenvalues resulting from the eigenproblem of
equation (7.38) are shown in table D.9.
Analogous to equation (7.11), the linear time stepping scheme used to solve the differential
equation (7.40) in the time domain can be written as[
B˜∗ +
∆t
2
A˜∗
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q
υ1 =
[
B˜∗ − ∆t
2
A˜∗
]
υ0 +
∫ ∆t
0
f˜(t) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
. (7.41)
One indicator to check the sensitivity of the solution of equation (7.41) is the reciprocal condi-
tion number. The condition number κ defined as
κ(Q) = ‖Q‖ ‖Q−1‖ , (7.42)
indicates how much the relative errors in Q and f are magnified in the solution υ1. The calcu-
lation of the reciprocal condition number in this report is done by DGECON[49] routine from
LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage)[51]. This routine computes RCOND = 1/κ(Q) by using
exact 1-norm or infinity-norm of Q and an estimate for the norm of Q−1. The RCOND [52]
should be greater than the relative machine precision ϑrel to obtain a reliable result of υ1. The
lowest resulting RCOND value of this example 4.86 × 10−18 indicates a singularity situation in
comparison with the relative machine precision ϑrel = 1.11 × 10−16[50] on Intel-system[43]
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which is used to produce the entire results contained in this report. To avoid this situation, a
modal transformation and time stepping schemes of higher order will be used.
Stating
υ =
[
Uˆ
]
υ¯ , υ˙ =
[
Uˆ
]
˙¯υ , (7.43)
then introducing (7.43) into (7.40) and multiplying both sides of equation (7.40) with
[
U˜H
]
,
yields a modal transformation of equation (7.40),[
U˜H
] [
A˜∗
] [
Uˆ
]
υ¯(t) +
[
U˜H
] [
B˜∗
] [
Uˆ
]
˙¯υ(t) =
[
U˜H
]
f˜(t) , (7.44)
where U˜H is the conjugate transpose of the left modal matrix and Uˆ is the right modal matrix,
respectively resulting from the eigenproblem of equation (7.40).
Equation (7.44) results in a decoupled system of differential equations in the time domain for
every row j:
diag [aj] υ¯j(t) + diag [bj] ˙¯υj(t) = u˜Hj f˜j(t) . (7.45)
The solution in the time domain is achieved by first approximating the exponential function of
the complementary solution of the differential equation (7.45),
υ¯j(t) = υ¯0j exp
(
−aj
bj
t
)
, (7.46)
by a Padé-series with cubical polynomials both in the numerator and in the denominator:
exp
(
−aj
bj
t
)
=
1 + 1
2
(
−aj
bj
t
)
+ 1
12
(
−aj
bj
t
)2
1− 1
2
(
−aj
bj
t
)
+ 1
12
(
−aj
bj
t
)2 . (7.47)
Hence, with t = ∆t and υ¯j(∆t) = υ¯1j , equations (7.46) and (7.47) yield a time stepping scheme
to solve equation (7.44) in the time domain:(
bj +
aj ∆t
2
+
a2j ∆t
2
12 bj
)
υ¯1j =
(
bj − aj ∆t
2
+
a2j ∆t
2
12 bj
)
υ¯0j +
∫ ∆t
0
u˜Hj f˜j(t) dt . (7.48)
Details of the time stepping scheme (7.48) can be found in [66, 67, 68, 73]. The phase-angle
error pC [68] for the cubical approximation in (7.48) is presented by
pC =
(
1− 1
α
arctan
12α(12− α2)
(12− α2)2 − 36α2
)
× 100% , (7.49)
the phase angle error pC versus α is plotted in figure 7.52.
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Fig. 7.52: Phase angle error due to the cubical approximation.
A harmonic vertical excitation at the center of the plate (node 1) :
f˜ = <
{
fˆ eiωt
}
= <


0
[nˆ(n˜s+n˜pl)]×1
fˆpl
[nˆ(n˜s+n˜pl)]×1
0
[M(nˆ×n˜s)]×1
 eiωt

= <


0
0
0
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0
0
...
0
0

(cosωt+ i sinωt)

, (7.50)
with ω = 5.0 [rad/s] is treated to examine the structure’s response.
In this example, the solution scheme in the time domain is performed with ∆t = 2 × 10−5 [s],
yielding a phase angle error pC = 0.19%. The vertical displacements at the center of plate (node
1), node 6 and node 12 are shown in figure 7.53. The amplitudes of the resulting displacements
are checked by calculating the complex displacement υˆ in equation (7.40) due to a load f˜ in
equation (7.50):{[
A˜∗
mˆ×mˆ
]
+ iω
[
B˜
mˆ×mˆ
]}[
υˆ
mˆ×1
]
eiωt =
[
f˜
mˆ×1
]
. (7.51)
The resulting amplitudes from equation (7.51) for the plate center (node 1), corner of plate
(node 6) and at node 12 shown in table 7.9 indicate a good agreement with the displacement
amplitudes shown in figure 7.53. The complete amplitude results for all plate nodes are shown
in table D.10.
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Fig. 7.53: Vertical harmonic displacement u3 at mass center of elastic plate. Mesh type 1. Soil
properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock
at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties: E = 2.1 × 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2
and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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Tab. 7.9: Amplitude of analytical vertical displacement u3pl . Mesh type 1.
Node 1 6 12
Au3pl [m] 9.81× 10−2 4.24× 10−2 5.32× 10−2
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Fig. 7.54: Elastic foundation on a clay soil layer over rigid bedrock; mesh types 2, 3 and 4.
Another aspect to be examined is the influence of mesh refinement which is used to discretize
the problem. Figure 7.54(a) shows a mesh type with a refinement of both the top and bottom
horizontal surfaces. Figure 7.54(b) shows a vertical plane mesh refinement of the previous mesh
type 1. Figure 7.54(c) shows a finer mesh of all surfaces of the closed domain problem.
Figures 7.55 and 7.56 show the soil dynamic elastic stiffness and its corresponding approxima-
tion at the center of the plate (node 1), node 6 and node 12 resulting from the mesh types as
shown in figure (7.54).
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Fig. 7.55: Soil vertical stiffness approximation at the center of coupling interface (node 1).
Mesh type 2, 3 and 4. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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Fig. 7.56: Soil vertical stiffness approximation of node 6 and node 12 at the coupling interface.
Mesh type 2, 3 and 4. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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The resulting figures 7.55 and 7.56 clearly show that mesh type 4 yields the smoothest vertical
stiffness curve and has least discrepancies between the BEM soil dynamic stiffness and its
corresponding approximation.
The resulting stiffness from mesh type 3, where the mesh refinement is done only on the ver-
tical surface and uses less additional degrees of freedom, produces a smoother curve than the
resulting stiffness from mesh type 2, which utilizes more degrees of freedom to refine the hori-
zontal surfaces of the closed domain. The properties of all mesh types used in this example are
summarized below in table 7.10.
Tab. 7.10: Summary of mesh types.
Mesh Number of Number of Number of
type nodes elements spurious modes in eq. (7.39)
1 322 80 75
2 642 160 66
3 354 88 42
4 770 192 23
The complex norm of the original and shifted eigenvalues from the eigenproblem of the equa-
tion (7.38) resulting from mesh types 2, 3 and 4 are shown in table D.11, D.12, and D.13,
respectively.
Next, a vertical constant load F = 107 [N] with duration of 0.1 [s] is treated. The time domain
solution is performed with mesh type 4 and ∆t = 1× 10−5 [s] which yields a phase angle error
pC = 0.0121%. The resulting vertical deformations at nodes 1, 6 and 12 are shown in figure
7.57.
The corresponding damping ratio D of the system is roughly determined by investigating the
resulting vertical displacements at the center of the plate (node 1) as illustrated in figure 7.57(a).
The logarithmic decrement Λ from the two adjacent peak values of displacement z1 and z2 in
this figure reads
Λ = ln
(
z1
z2
)
= ln
(
0.076
0.043
)
= 0.57 .
Hence, the damping ratio D becomes
D ≈ 0.57
2pi
= 0.09 .
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Fig. 7.57: Vertical displacement u3 at mass center level of elastic plate due to a constant load.
Mesh type 4. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν =
0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties: E = 2.1 ×
1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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8 Rotor-foundation-soil interaction
In this chapter, the rotor-foundation-soil interaction will be discussed, beginning with an exam-
ple of the foundation plate excited by an unbalance load caused by a simple rotating disk which
affects only the right side of the system equation of motion.
The following example deals with a gyroscopic rotor. Here, a rotor with a constant angular
velocity as well as a rotor which is accelerated by a constant angular acceleration are treated.
The coupling interface between soil and foundation plate is treated as an elastic connection.
The positive direction axis of analysis refers to figure 3.2.
8.1 Simple rotating disk
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Fig. 8.1: Simple rotating disk.
The rotating disk resting on the foundation plate shown in figure 8.1 will be studied in this
example. The rotating disk is utilized with the assumption that the supporting frame AR, BR is
rigid and the rotating point R is fixed on the rotating axis (i.e., no additional degrees of freedom
at the rotating point R). In addition, the coupling interface between soil and foundation plate is
treated with a rigid interface assumption.
The analysis model of this simple rotating disk is shown in figure 8.2 with the total mass of
the rotating disk. m˜R is the unbalanced mass of disk with the eccentricity ε which arises when
the center of gravity of the disk does not coincide with the center of the rotating point R. This
unbalanced condition arises when the disk rotates with the rotation angle ϕ.
The influence of the unbalanced disk mass shown above on the system creates an unbalance
force fR at the right side of the equation of motion (7.15):
Au+B u˙+Cu¨ = fR . (8.1)
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Fig. 8.2: Rotor with the rotating point R is fixed
Expanding (8.1) in matrix form yields[
A11
6×6
A12
A21 A22
][
u
6×1
v
]
+
[
B11
6×6
B12
B21 B22
][
u˙
6×1
v˙
]
+[
[C+mR]
6×6
0
0 0
][
u¨
6×1
0
]
=
[
fˆR
6×1
0
]
, (8.2)
where mR is the additional mass matrix from the disk:
mR = diag
[
0 0 (mR − m˜R) 0 0 0
]
.
fˆR is the external force vector due to the unbalanced mass of disk m˜R,
fˆR =

F1
F2
F3
M1
M2
M3
 =

m˜R (εϕ¨ sinϕ+ εϕ˙
2 cosϕ)
0
m˜R (−εϕ¨ cosϕ+ εϕ˙2 sinϕ)
0
h
2
m˜R (εϕ¨ sinϕ+ εϕ˙
2 cosϕ)
0
 , (8.3)
where h is the plate thickness.
The disk rotates with the angular acceleration β with respect to time as shown in figure 8.3.
t1 t2 t3
t
0
β
1
β
2
= 0
β
3
< 0
A B C
ϕ=0
.
ϕ
.
Fig. 8.3: Disk angular acceleration β with respect to time.
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(b) Simple rotating disk on a soil layer over
rigid bedrock
Fig. 8.4: Simple rotating disk on two soil analysis models.
In the interval 0 < t < t1 the disk angular velocity ϕ˙ is increasing linearly until reaching the
constant angular velocity in the interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2. In the interval t2 < t ≤ t3 the disk’s
angular velocity ϕ˙ is decreasing linearly until ϕ˙ = 0 [rad/s]. Details of examining ϕ, ϕ˙ and
ϕ¨ due to angular acceleration β with respect to time as shown in figure 8.3 are described in
appendix C.
A rotating disk with total mass mR = 7500 [kg], unbalanced mass m˜R = 150 [kg] and an
eccentricity of the rotating point ε = 254 [mm] is utilized as a foundation excitation source in
the following examples.
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(a) Halfspace soil mesh
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Fig. 8.5: Mesh of foundation plate resting on a loose sand-soil.
Two analysis models of a foundation plate resting on a loose sand-soil will be examined to
produce some typical results. These analysis models are halfspace soil and a soil layer with
depth d = 2.5 [m] over a rigid bedrock as shown in figure 8.4. The meshes of these problems are
shown in figure 8.5. The loose sand-soil properties are shear modulus G = 2.1 × 107 [N/m2],
density ρ = 1900
[
kg/m3
]
and Poisson’s ratio ν = 1
3
. The foundation plate size is 2 × 2 [m2]
with thickness h = 20 [cm] and density ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
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The BEM is used to produce the soil dynamic stiffness and is accomplished in the frequency
range from ω = 0 [rad/s] to ω = 50 [rad/s] with the increment of ∆ω = 1.0 [rad/s] (i.e., 51 input
values of ω). The approximation of soil dynamic stiffness is performed with order of M = 4
for both halfspace and a soil layer over rigid bedrock model.
The resulting displacements in the time domain due to the disk accelerations β = 1.0 [rad/s2]
and β = 1.25 [rad/s2] of the two soil models are shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7 on the next page.
Here, the times t1 and t2 of the angular acceleration β shown in figure 8.3 are 10 [s] and 25 [s],
respectively.
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(b) Vertical displacement, β = 1.0 [rad/s2], a soil layer
over rigid bedrock
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(c) Horizontal displacement, β = 1.0 [rad/s2], halfs-
pace soil
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(d) Horizontal displacement, β = 1.0 [rad/s2], a soil
layer over rigid bedrock
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(e) Rotational displacement, β = 1.0 [rad/s2], halfspace
soil
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(f) Rotational displacement, β = 1.0 [rad/s2], a soil
layer over rigid bedrock
Fig. 8.6: Displacements due to rotating disk with β = 1.0 [rad/s2] of a halfspace soil (a, c, e)
and a soil layer with depth d = 2.5 [m] over a rigid bedrock (b, d, f) at plate mass
center. Soil properties : G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.Rigid
bedrock at depth d = 2.5 [m].
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(a) Vertical displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], halfspace
soil
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(b) Vertical displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], a soil layer
over rigid bedrock
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(c) Horizontal displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], halfs-
pace soil
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(d) Horizontal displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], a soil
layer over rigid bedrock
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(e) Rotational displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], halfs-
pace soil
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(f) Rotational displacement, β = 1.25 [rad/s2], a soil
layer over rigid bedrock
Fig. 8.7: Displacements due to rotating disk with β = 1.25 [rad/s2] of a halfspace soil (a, c, e)
and a soil layer with depth d = 2.5 [m] over a rigid bedrock (b, d, f) at plate mass
center. Soil properties : G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.Rigid
bedrock at depth d = 2.5 [m].
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(b) Vertical stiffness Kvv of a soil layer with depth d =
2.5 [m] over rigid bedrock
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(d) Horizontal stiffness Khh−1 of a soil layer with
depth d = 2.5 [m] over rigid bedrock
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(e) Rotational stiffness Krr−v of halfspace soil
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Fig. 8.8: Soil dynamic stiffness at the coupling interface of the halfspace soil (a, c, e) and a
soil layer with depth d = 2.5 [m] over rigid bedrock (b, d, f). Soil properties :
G = 2.0× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
.
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As shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7, the resulting displacements of the halfspace soil are larger than
the resulting displacements of the soil layer over rigid bedrock model. The presence of a rigid
bedrock produces a higher dynamic stiffness and changes the damping characteristic as clearly
shown in figure 8.8.
Another interesting aspect to study is the foundation’s response when it is excited by an unbal-
ance load with a frequency close to the resonance frequency of a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
To study this behavior, the aforementioned foundation plate but resting on a loose sand-soil with
depth d = 8.0 [m] over rigid bedrock will be examined.
The vertical resonance frequency of soil layer over rigid bedrock can be determined by equation
(7.3), here n = 1 and d = 8.0 [m] yielding:
ωnv =
2picp
4d
(2n− 1) = 41.3 [rad/s] , c2p =
2G(1− ν)
ρ(1− 2ν) . (8.4)
A rotating disk with two different acceleration times (figure 8.3) of the disk angular acceleration
β = 1.5 [rad/s2] will be used to excite the foundation plate. The first acceleration times are
t1 = 35 [s] and t2 = 50 [s]. This set of times yields a disk angular velocity value close to the soil
resonance frequency (8.4) at around t = t1 = 35 [s]. The second acceleration times (t1 = 15 [s]
and t2 = 70 [s]) yield no disk angular velocity which is close to the soil vertical resonance
frequency. The resulting displacements from these two acceleration times are shown in figures
8.9 and 8.10 on the following pages for translational and rotational directions, respectively.
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(a) Horizontal displacement u1, with no angular veloc-
ity close to resonance frequency.
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locity close to resonance frequency.
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(c) Horizontal displacement u2, with no angular veloc-
ity close to resonance frequency.
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(d) Horizontal displacement u2, with such angular ve-
locity close to resonance frequency.
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(e) Vertical displacement u3, with no angular velocity
close to resonance frequency.
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(f) Vertical displacement u3, with such angular veloc-
ity close to resonance frequency.
Fig. 8.9: Translational displacements due to rotating disk with β = 1.5 [rad/s2] at plate mass
center with no angular velocity close to the resonance frequency (a, c, e) and with
such angular velocity close to resonance frequency (b, d, f). Soil properties : G =
2.0×107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 8.0 [m].
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(a) Rotational displacement ϕ1−1, with no angular ve-
locity close to resonance frequency.
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(b) Rotational displacement ϕ1−1, with such angular
velocity close to resonance frequency.
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(c) Rotational displacement ϕ2−2, with no angular ve-
locity close to resonance frequency.
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(d) Rotational displacement ϕ2−2, with such angular
velocity close to resonance frequency.
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(e) Rotational displacement ϕ3−3, with no angular ve-
locity close to resonance frequency.
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(f) Rotational displacement ϕ3−3, with such angular
velocity close to resonance frequency.
Fig. 8.10: Rotational displacements due to rotating disk with β = 1.5 [rad/s2] at plate mass
center with no angular velocity close to the resonance frequency (a, c, e) and
with such angular velocity close to resonance frequency (b, d, f). Soil properties
: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at depth
d = 8.0 [m].
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Figure 8.9(f) shows that in the interval 0 < t ≤ t1 the vertical displacement amplitude reaches
their maximum value when the disk’s angular velocity close to the soil’s vertical resonance
frequency at t ≈ 27.5 [s] before it develops into constant amplitude.
Here, the resulting first vertical resonance frequency from figure 8.9(f) is
ω1v = β t = 1.5 [rad/s
2]× 27.5 [s] = 41.25 [rad/s] ,
which yields a very good agreement with the analytical result from equation (8.4). As the an-
gular acceleration β decreases with a negative slope in the interval t > t3, the system responses
in the interval 0 < t ≤ t1 and t2 ≤ t < t3 can be said to be symmetric. A similar behavior
arises for the other displacement components. In contrast, the foundation behavior caused by
the second acceleration times above shows no sharp peaks along the time t.
8.2 Gyroscopic rotor
8.2.1 Campbell diagram and an unbalance response
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
D1
D2 D3
c d e
0.2 m 0.3 m 0.5 m 0.3 m
A B
1.3 m
Fig. 8.11: Gyroscopic rotor with a constant angular velocity.
The rotor shown in figure 8.11 will be analyzed in this section producing some typical re-
sults. The material properties of the shaft and disk elements are Young’s Modulus E =
2 × 1011 [N/m2], shear modulus G = 7.692 × 1010 [N/m2], density ρ = 7800 [kg/m3] and Pois-
son’s ratio ν = 0.3. The disks properties are shown in table 8.1, where rds and hds are the disk’s
diameter and thickness respectively.
Tab. 8.1: Disks properties of rotor in figure 8.11.
disk rds [m] hds [m] m [kg] Jp [kg m2] Jr [kg m2]
D1 0.05 0.05 17.643 0.1270 0.0672
D2 0.20 0.05 49.009 0.9802 0.5003
D3 0.20 0.05 49.009 0.9802 0.5003
The diameter of the rotor shaft is rsh = 0.05 [m]. The rotor is supported at points A and B by
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bearings with the following stiffness and damping coefficients:
kbyy = 7× 107 [N/m] , kbzz = 5× 107 [N/m] ,
dbyy = 7× 102 [Ns/m] , dbzz = 5× 102 [Ns/m] .
The equation of motion of a rotor with constant rotational speed Ω is
[Mr] u¨r + [G
r(Ω)] u˙r + [K
r]ur = frΩ , (8.5)
where frΩ is the total rotor unbalanced load of all n disk elements. The right side of the matrix
equation (3.28) for a single disk i reads
frΩ = <
{
fˆrΩ e
iΩ t
}
= <

 fˆrΩ1...
fˆrΩn
 eiΩ t
 , with fˆrΩi =

Ω2mi εi
0
−iΩ2mi εi
0
 . (8.6)
Due to the gyroscopic part Gr(Ω) in equation (8.5) the rotational speed Ω affects the eigen-
values and the eigenvectors. The gyroscopic effect causes a variation of natural frequencies as
a function of rotational speed. This is illustrated in the Campbell diagram, where the natural
frequencies are plotted against the rotor rotational speed for the problem shown in figure 8.12.
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Fig. 8.12: Campbell diagram of the rotor system in figure 8.11.
The eigenfrequencies are obtained from the homogeneous solution of equation (8.5) in a state
space form:[
1 0
0 −Kr
]
Ar
[
yr
ur
]
υr
=
[
0 1
Mr Gr
]
Br
[
y˙r
u˙r
]
υ˙r
, (8.7)
⇒ [Ar] [υˆr] = λ [Br] [υˆr] , υr = υˆreλ t, λ = iΩ . (8.8)
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Fig. 8.13: u3 Amplitude [m] of the rotor in figure 8.11 due to the eccentricity ε = 4× 10−4 [m]
of disk D2.
The intersections between the line ω¯ = Ω and the natural frequencies lines are the critical
speeds (with respect to the unbalance response). A similar Campbell diagram can be found in
[95], except for high eigenfrequencies (above 1000 [Hz]), due to the different beam models used
to analyze the shaft element.
To illustrate the rotor’s response behavior, the unbalanced mass at disk D2 in figure 8.11 due
to the eccentricity ε = 4 × 10−4 [m] is utilized. Figure 8.13 shows the amplitude of vertical
displacement u3 at nodes c, d, and e of the shaft element. These vertical amplitudes are ob-
tained by calculating a modulus of complex displacement υˆr in equation (8.8) due to the rotor
unbalanced load fˆrΩ in the equation (8.6):[
Ar − iΩBr
]
υˆr = fˆrΩ . (8.9)
Figure 8.13 clearly shows that the peak resonance response occurs at the points of rotor critical
speed.
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8.2.2 Rotor on elastic foundation
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Fig. 8.14: Gyroscopic rotor with a constant angular acceleration.
Finally, a coupled system with gyroscopic rotors, foundation plate and soil is discussed in this
section. The rotor shown in figure 8.14 is considered an unbalance excitation source and is
supported by bearings mounted on the concrete foundation plate. The bearing stiffness and
damping coefficients are provided by Lund and Thomsen [58] which are presented in [78].
These coefficients are taken as constant values independent of the spin speed of the rotor. Details
of the rotor properties are shown in table 8.2 and 8.3.
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Fig. 8.15: Gyroscopic rotor on a soil layer over rigid bedrock.
The coupling interface between soil and foundation plate is treated as an elastic connection.
The rotor and the foundation plate are resting on a soft clay soil layer with depth d = 5.0 [m]
over rigid bedrock as shown in figure 8.15. This soft clay soil parameters are shear modulus
G = 2.1× 106 [N/m2], density ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.44. The foundation
plate properties are Young’s modulus E = 2.1 × 1010 [N/m2], Poisson’s’s ratio νpl = 0.2 and
density ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
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Tab. 8.2: Properties of rotor in figure 8.14.
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3
Young’s Modulus E = 2.08× 1011 [N/m2]
Shear Modulus G = 7.99× 1010 [N/m2]
Mass ρ = 7806 [kg/m3]
Shaft diameter rsh = 0.2 [m]
Bearing stiffness coefficients [N/m]:
Kbyy = 0.18305× 109 , Kbzz = 0.10977× 109
Bearing damping coefficients [Ns/m]:
Dbyy = 0.54139× 107 , Dbzz = 0.21294× 107
Tab. 8.3: Disk’s properties of rotor in figure 8.14.
disk rds [m] hds [m] m [kg] Jp [kg m2] Jr [kg m2] ε [m]
D1 0.425 0.120 531.542 48.005 24.640 5.75× 10−3
D2 0.550 0.155 1149.835 173.913 89.258 1.05× 10−2
D3 0.550 0.155 1149.835 173.913 89.258 1.05× 10−2
The foundation plate size is 8× 6 [m2] with thickness h = 75 [cm]. The problem discretization
mesh is shown in figure 8.16 and is built from 232 isoparametric elements with 930 nodes.
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Fig. 8.16: Elastic foundation plate of rotor in figure 8.14 on a soft clay soil mesh.
The soil dynamic stiffness K is established by means of an approximation of order M = 4. The
least square process uses 76 input values of K(ωj) as a result of the boundary element method.
The boundary element method is performed in the frequency range from ω1 = 0.0 [rad/s] to
ω76 = 75.0 [rad/s] with the increment of ∆ω = 1.0 [rad/s].
The resulting soil dynamic elastic stiffness and its corresponding approximation at the center of
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coupling interface (node 1) is shown in figure 8.17. The approximation results at the other cou-
pling interface locations (nodes 6 and 12) are shown in figure 8.18. The soil dynamic stiffness
approximation can be judged as ’good’ with this order M = 4, since the resulting boundary
element method dynamic stiffness itself is characterized by rather ’wavy’ curves.
The rotor in figure 8.14 is accelerated by a constant angular acceleration β = 1.225 [rad/s2]
to generate unbalanced excitation for the foundation plate. The acceleration times (figure 8.3)
of this β are t1 = 15 [s] and t2 = 45 [s]. The rotor’s constant operating spin speed is Ω =
18.375 [rad/s] ≈ 175 [rpm] in the interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2. The rotor is mounted on the foundation
plate by bearings at nodes 13 and 14 which are shown in figure 8.16(b).
The equation of motion of the rotor-foundation-soil problem in this example can be written as
Au+B(ϕ˙x)u˙+Cu¨ = frβ , (8.10)
where ϕ˙x is the angular velocity of rotor due to a constant angular acceleration β. frβ is the total
rotor unbalanced load from rigid disks, i.e. the right side matrix of equation (3.26) for each rigid
disk of rotor. Here, the unbalanced load arises only due to the gravity center eccentricity ε (table
8.3) between the disk and shaft element.
Expanding the homogeneous solution of (8.10) to a matrix form and stating
ycp = u˙cp , yr = u˙r , (8.11)
leads to the state space form A11 +Kpl A12 0A21 A22 0
0 0 Kr
 ucpv
ur
+
 B11 B12 0B21 B22 0
0 0 Gr(ϕ˙x)
 ycpv
yr
+
 C 0 00 0 0
0 0 Mr
 y˙cp0
y˙r
 =
 00
0
 , (8.12)
where
A and B : matrices of the soil system ,
Kpl : bending plate stiffness matrix ,
C : bending plate mass matrix ,
Kr : rotor stiffness matrix ,
Gr : rotor gyroscopic matrix ,
Mr : rotor mass matrix ,
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Fig. 8.17: Soil stiffness approximation at the center of coupling interface (node 1). Soil proper-
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d = 5 [m].
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Fig. 8.18: Soil stiffness approximation of node 6 and node 12 at the coupling interface. Soil
properties: G = 2.1× 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at
depth d = 5 [m].
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ucp , v and ur in the equation (8.12) are the variables at the coupling interface, the artificial
variables from the splitting process of the soil system and the rotor degrees of freedom, respec-
tively.
Rearranging (8.11) and (8.12) yields the rotor-foundation-soil equation of motion:

1 0 0 0 0
0 − (A11 +Kpl) −A12 0 0
0 −A21 −A22 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −Kr


ycp
ucp
v
yr
ur
 =

0 1 0 0 0
C B11 B12 0 0
0 B21 B22 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 Mr Gr(ϕ˙x)


y˙cp
u˙cp
v
y˙r
u˙r
 . (8.13)
Expanding the rotor equation of motion in (8.13) with the additional matrices from the rotor
bearings leads to the final rotor-foundation-soil equation of motion in a state space form:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − (A11 +Kpl +KbA11 +KbB11) −A12 0 0 −KbA12 −KbB12
0 −A21 −A22 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 −KbA21 0 0 0 −
(
Kr11 +K
bA
22
) −Kr12
0 −KbB21 0 0 0 −Kr21 −
(
Kr22 +K
bB
22
)

[A¯]

ycp
ucp
v
yr1
yr2
ur1
ur2

[υ]
=

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
C
(
B11 +DbA11 +D
bB
11
)
B12 0 0 DbA12 D
bB
12
0 B21 B22 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 DbA21 0 M
r
11 M
r
12
(
Gr11 +D
bA
22
)
Gr12
0 DbB21 0 M
r
21 M
r
22 G
r
21
(
Gr22 +D
bB
22
)

[B¯]

y˙cp
u˙cp
v
y˙r1
y˙r2
u˙r1
u˙r2

[υ˙]
,
⇒ [A¯] [υ] = [B¯] [υ˙] , (8.14)
where Kb and Db are the stiffness and damping matrix of the bearing support between rotor-
shaft and the foundation respectively.
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The stiffness and damping matrices of the rotor bearing support are:
Kb =
[
Kb11 K
b
12
Kb21 K
b
22
]
=

Kbyy 0 −Kbyy 0
0 Kbzz 0 −Kbzz
−Kbyy 0 Kbyy 0
0 −Kbzz 0 Kbyy
 , (8.15)
Db =
[
Db11 D
b
12
Db21 D
b
22
]
=

Dbyy 0 −Dbyy 0
0 Dbzz 0 −Dbzz
−Dbyy 0 Dbyy 0
0 −Dbzz 0 Dbyy
 . (8.16)
The structure response due to an unbalance rotor load is determined by solving the equation
(8.14) in the time domain due to the load frβ in the equation (8.10):[
A¯
]
[υ]− [B¯] [υ˙] = frβ . (8.17)
The resulting displacements at the foundation plate mass center are shown in figures 8.19 to
8.23. Here, the results are shown only at some plate nodes. These nodes are at the center of
plate (node 1), at the plate corner (node 6), at the rotor bearing mountings (nodes 13 and 14)
and at the plate edge in y axis direction (nodes 4 and 23).
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Fig. 8.19: Vertical displacement u3 at mass center level of elastic plate due to rotor excitation
with β = 1.225 [rad/s2]. Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1500 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m].
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Fig. 8.20: Horizontal 1-dir. displacement u1 at mass center level of elastic plate due to rotor
excitation with β = 1.225 [rad/s2]. Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2], ρ =
1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m].
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Fig. 8.21: Horizontal 2-dir. displacement u2 at mass center level of elastic plate due to rotor
excitation with β = 1.225 [rad/s2]. Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2], ρ =
1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m].
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Fig. 8.22: Rotational 1-1-dir. displacement ϕ1−1 at mass center level of elastic plate due to
rotor excitation with β = 1.225 [rad/s2]. Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2],
ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m].
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Fig. 8.23: Rotational 2-2-dir. displacement ϕ2−2 at mass center level of elastic plate due to
rotor excitation with β = 1.225 [rad/s2]. Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2],
ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m].
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The amplitudes of foundation plate displacements at rotor constant angular velocities are eval-
uated by solving equation (8.17) due to a load fˆrΩ similar to equation (8.9):[
A¯− iΩ B¯
]
υˆ = fˆrΩ . (8.18)
The resulting amplitudes are shown in table 8.4.
Tab. 8.4: Amplitudes A of rotor displacements at constant angular velocity.
Nodes Au1 [m] Au2 [m] Au3 [m] Aϕ1−1 [rad] Aϕ2−2 [rad]
01 0.1753× 10−05 0.1821× 10−03 0.1176× 10−03 0.9864× 10−05 0.3810× 10−05
04 0.9209× 10−05 0.1821× 10−03 0.1263× 10−03 0.9586× 10−05 0.2742× 10−05
06 0.9110× 10−05 0.1924× 10−03 0.1472× 10−03 0.8336× 10−05 0.2720× 10−05
13 0.1765× 10−05 0.1770× 10−03 0.1064× 10−03 0.1066× 10−04 0.3747× 10−05
14 0.1741× 10−05 0.1872× 10−03 0.1292× 10−03 0.8983× 10−05 0.3870× 10−05
23 0.1257× 10−04 0.1820× 10−03 0.1037× 10−03 0.9684× 10−05 0.5271× 10−05
Good agreement is achieved between the resulting amplitudes shown in table 8.4 and the am-
plitudes of the foundation plate at rotor’s constant angular velocity shown in figures 8.19 to
8.23.
The next important aspect that is presented here is the radiation damping due to the presence of
soil in the system. This soil influence is shown by comparing the rotor amplitudes for a rigid
support (i.e., without soil involved) with the rotor amplitudes for a soil supported system. In
order to do this, the same gyroscopic rotor of this example is analyzed for various soil depths.
Here, the bearing damping coefficients of the rotor Dbyy and D
b
zz are reduced to 0.54139 ×
105 [Ns/m] and 0.21294 × 105 [Ns/m], respectively, in order to pronounce the soil radiation
damping effect.
Figure 8.24 shows the comparison for various soil layer depths. This figure clearly shows the
radiation damping effect due to soil presence in the rotor-foundation-soil system.
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Fig. 8.24: u3 Amplitude [m] of the rotor in figure 8.14 at various conditions. Soil properties:
G = 2.1× 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44.
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9 Summary and perspective
In this report, an alternative method to represent an unbounded medium in a dynamic analysis
is presented. In principle, it is a combination of the boundary element method in the frequency
domain to reproduce the far-field and the finite element method in the time domain to analyze
the near-field in dynamic interaction of structure and soil problem. This alternative procedure
avoids the introduction of any artificial boundaries, typically called absorbing boundaries. The
procedure is based on a rational approximation of the dynamic stiffness of the unbounded do-
main in the frequency-domain [72]. Here, the dynamic stiffness of the unbounded domain is
obtained from the boundary element method. The unbounded domain includes a halfspace soil
and a layered soil over a halfspace or a rigid bedrock.
The established rational approximation method in [72] has been generalized for multiple de-
grees of freedom in this report. Thus, the coupling between different degrees of freedom is fully
preserved. The matrix-valued coefficients of the rational approximation function are determined
by means of a least-square procedure. Here, a least-square algorithm for multiple degrees of
freedom has been implemented and yields a satisfactory result, particularly concerning the nu-
merical performance. An accurate representation of the soil dynamic stiffness resulting from the
boundary element method has been achieved using various degrees of rational approximation
M in the examples considered in part III.
The time-domain representation is achieved by splitting the above rational force-displacement
into a series of linear functions in the frequency-domain corresponding with first order differen-
tial equations in the time-domain. This splitting process has been demonstrated as numerically
effective and in addition, no Fourier transformation is necessary.
Considering the resulting system of differential equations above and the fact that it is obtained
from a numerical process, it cannot be guaranteed a priori that all of its homogeneous solutions
are decaying within the increasing time. Spurious modes appear in a number of examples in this
report. This instability is controlled by means of a related eigenvalue problem. To overcome
this situation, a stability criterion has been addressed in chapter 6. Here, a possible strategy
to enforce the stability of the ordinary differential equations has been presented. The idea of
this strategy is to ’shift’ the eigenvalues with positive real part towards the left-hand side of
the complex plane while maintaining the original domain. Hence, the stable representations of
the dynamic stiffness relationship under consideration can be obtained with negligible loss of
accuracy.
In part III of this report, various examples have been analyzed in order to demonstrate the appli-
cability and reliability of the theoretical concepts presented for problems involving unbounded
domains. All examples presented in this report are examined by a three-dimensional analysis
model. The reliability of the BEM algorithm implementation to obtain the soil dynamic stiffness
is confirmed in the examples 7.1 and 7.2 of this report.
Special attention has been given to the sensitivity of the numerical performance of all exam-
ples presented in this report, particularly when concerning problems with a large amount of
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degrees of freedom. This sensitivity is assessed by means of the reciprocal condition num-
ber RCOND[52] of the solution scheme. The reciprocal condition number tells how much the
relative errors in Q and f from the linear scheme [Q] [υ] = [f ] are magnified in the solution υ.
Here, an example of foundation-soil problem mentioned in section 7.5 yields a reciprocal condi-
tion number RCOND which in comparison with the machine precision ϑrel indicates a singularity
situation. This singularity situation has been avoided by using a modal transformation to de-
couple the system of differential equations in the time domain and using Padé-series[102] with
cubical polynomials both in the numerator and in the denominator to develop the time stepping
scheme.
The example in section 7.5 also demonstrates the applicability and reliability of the rational
approximation procedure to a dynamic stiffness with a large number of degrees of freedom. This
large amount of degrees of freedom arises due to the representation of the coupling interface
between foundation and soil by a deformable plate model. Spurious modes were identified using
the stability criterion addressed in chapter 6. Elimination of the spurious modes by spectral
shifting leads to a stable time-domain representation.
A mesh refinement enlarges the amount of degrees of freedom; however, the relative amount of
spurious modes typically decreases.
The discretization in the time domain has shown a great impact on the resulting transient re-
sponse. This time discretization impact is stressed in example 7.3.2 and the resulting transient
response is shown in figure 7.35. In this example, the system response due to transient excitation
is examined in the time domain with various time steps ∆t.
An important aspect elaborated within this report is the consistent description of the radiation
damping. This aspect is emphasized by the example in section 7.4. A rigid surface foundation
resting on a soil layer over rigid bedrock is analyzed. The system response due to a transient
excitation is examined for various soil layer depths in order to study the contribution of this
radiation damping effect to the overall damping behavior of the system by means of damping
ratio D. This value is roughly determined from the resulting vertical transient responses. Here,
it is verified that the amount of damping present in the system is nearly proportional to the depth
of soil layer as illustrated in figure 7.47.
The most important example in this report is the rotor-foundation-soil problem presented in
chapter 8. It illustrates that the concept presented in part II of this report can successfully be used
to represent a rotor-foundation-soil problem in a three-dimensional dynamical soil structure
interaction analysis for a transient excitation caused by startup and shutdown.
The first example in chapter 8 analyzes a foundation plate resting on an unbounded soil excited
by a simple disk. As a first case, this foundation plate is analyzed with two soil conditions, that
are halfspace soil and a soil layer over rigid bedrock. Here, it is shown that the presence of a
rigid bedrock produces a higher dynamic stiffness and affects the system damping characteristic
as clearly illustrated in figure 8.8.
As a second case, a rotating disk with various angular accelerations β exciting a foundation plate
is utilized to pronounce the influence of the resonance frequency in the layered soil problem.
The system responses affected by this resonance frequency are shown in figures 8.9 and 8.10.
Such jumps of system response due to the resonance frequency are clearly shown in these
figures.
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Finally, an example with the most practical relevance, that is a coupled system with gyroscopic
rotors, foundation plate and soil is treated as the last example in this report. In this example, the
gyroscopic rotor as an unbalance excitation source is accelerated by an angular acceleration β
which causes transient situations at startup and shutdown. This gyroscopic rotor is supported by
bearings mounted on the concrete foundation plate. The concrete foundation plate is resting on
a soil layer over rigid bedrock. The coupling interface between foundation and soil is modeled
by a deformable plate. Here, the method presented in this report demonstrates its performance
to deal with this kind of problem which is involving unbounded domains.
The important aspect from this rotor-foundation-soil example is the contribution of the radiation
damping to the behavior of the system, particularly the rotor response. The effect of this radi-
ation damping to the rotor response is clearly illustrated in figure 8.24. Here, the vertical rotor
amplitudes are reduced due to the soil presence in the system, with the most reduced amplitudes
for a soil halfspace.
Perspective
In this report, an accurate representation of dynamic stiffness can be obtained using the least-
square algorithm described in section 5.2. However, it cannot be guaranteed a priori that all
homogeneous solutions are decaying within the increasing time. Hence, efforts should be made
with respect to stability of the rational system. The employment of singular value decompo-
sition method to determine the coefficients of the rational approximation function instead of
least-square method could be an alternative way to improve the rational system stability.
Another perspective concerns the use of scaled boundary finite elements instead of boundary
elements in order to establish a set of dynamic stiffness matrices.
Since the near-field is analyzed by finite elements, it is possible to include more complex struc-
ture geometry and nonlinear soil as well. An essential engineering problem in this field is
the dynamical coupling of two structures by means of the soil interface; this is the so called
structure-soil-structure interaction. Further development with anisotropic and poroelastic soil
should be considered.
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A Application development
The analysis results in this report are calculated with the application developed by the author.
The developed application, named WRIBDYN, is written in FORTRAN programming lan-
guage. The Compaq Visual Fortran (CVF) Integrated Development Environment (IDE) ver-
sion 6.xx is used as the compiler and debugger. This application is designed to work under
32 bit Windows operating system. Large portion of the boundary element method part of this
application is based on the works of Scheld [75].
Fig. A.1: WRIBDYN Application.
The WRIBDYN application is divided into three main program modules.
The first module has to do with the Graphical User Interface (GUI) to make the whole analysis
task easier and user friendly. The second module (SMESH) is designed to generate an un-
bounded soil and foundation plate meshes for analysis procedure. The third module (RIBDYN)
carries out a calculation process for the generated data from the SMESH module.
Screen-shots
In the following pages, some screen-shots of the developed WRIBDYN application are pre-
sented.
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Fig. A.2: Input Dialog.
Fig. A.3: Analysis Window.
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Fig. A.4: Mesh Plotting.
Fig. A.5: Response Plotting.
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B Kinetic energy due to the rotational degree of freedom
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Fig. B.1: Degree of freedom and small element of mindlin bending plate.
The displacement vector of small part dV due to the rotational degree of freedom θ11 and θ22:
u =
 θ11θ22
0
×
 xy
z
 =
 θ22−θ11
0
 z , (B.1)
hence,
u˙ =
 θ˙22−θ˙11
0
 z , u¨ =
 θ¨22−θ¨11
0
 z . (B.2)
Assuming θˆ = θ eiωt, the kinetic energy Πk becomes:
Πk = −1
2
ω2
h/2∫
−h/2
ρz2
[
θˆ22 −θˆ11 0
]  θˆ22−θˆ11
0
 dx dy dz , (B.3a)
Πk = −1
2
ω2ρ
h/2∫
−h/2
z2dz
∫ (
θˆ222 + θˆ
2
11
)
dx dy , (B.3b)
Πk = −1
2
ω2ρ
h3
12
∫ (
θˆ222 + θˆ
2
11
)
dx dy , (B.3c)
with ρ is the mass density, θˆ11 = θˆ11(x, y) and θˆ22 = θˆ22(x, y).
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C Disk angular acceleration β with respect to time
t1 t2 t3
t
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β
2
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Fig. C.1: Disk angular acceleration β with respect to time.
Time interval A (0 ≤ t ≤ t1)
t = 0:
ϕ¨ = β1 (constant)
ϕ˙ = ω = β1t
ϕ =
β1t
2
2
t = t1:
ϕ˙ = ω = β1t1
ϕ =
β1t
2
1
2
Time interval B (t1 ≤ t ≤ t2)
t = t1:
ϕ˙t1 = ω1 = β1t1
ϕt1 =
β1t
2
1
2
t1 < t < t2:
ϕ¨ = β2 = 0
ϕ˙ = ω1 = β1t1 (constant)
ϕ = β1t1 t+ c
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From the previous interval:
ϕt1 ≡
β1t
2
1
2
= β1t1 t1 + c ; → c = −β1t
2
1
2
↓
ϕ = β1t1
(
t− t1
2
)
t = t2:
ϕ˙ = ω2 = β1t1
ϕ = β1t1
(
t2 − t1
2
)
Time interval C (t2 ≤ t ≤ t3)
t = t2:
ϕ˙t2 = β1t1
ϕt2 = β1t1
(
t2 − t1
2
)
t2 < t < t3:
ϕ¨ = β3 (constant)
ϕ˙ = β3t+ c1
ϕ =
β3t
2
2
+ c1 t+ c2
From the previous interval:
ϕ˙t2 ≡ β1t1 = β3t2 + c1 ; → c1 = β1t1 − β3t2
ϕt2 ≡ β1t1
(
t2 − t1
2
)
=
β3t
2
2
2
+ c1 t2 + c2 ; → c2 = β3t
2
2
2
− β1t
2
1
2
↓
ϕ˙ = β3t+ β1t1 − β3t2
ϕ =
β3t
2
2
+ (β1t1 − β3t2) t+
(
β3t
2
2
2
− β1t
2
1
2
)
t = t3:
ϕ˙ = 0 → β3t3 + β1t1 − β3t2 = 0 → t3 = −β1t1 + β3t2
β3
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D Rational approximation
D.1 Rigid surface foundation on elastic halfspace soil
Tab. D.1: Eigenvalues calculation of example 7.3.1. Soil stiffness approximation order: M=3
and M=4. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
.
M = 3 M = 4
i λi -Real λi -Imag λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.269624968195D+03 0.706214636529D+02 -0.164322856801D+03 0.182458260570D+03
2 -0.269624968195D+03 -0.706214636529D+02 -0.164322856801D+03 -0.182458260570D+03
3 -0.118283423386D+03 0.901162469797D+02 -0.218297235213D+02 0.154847719205D+03
4 -0.118283423386D+03 -0.901162469797D+02 -0.218297235213D+02 -0.154847719205D+03
5 -0.453210305971D+01 0.863337558673D+02 -0.113304137695D+03 0.557161159981D+02
6 -0.453210305971D+01 -0.863337558673D+02 -0.113304137695D+03 -0.557161159981D+02
7 0.118240304762D+01 0.102100293523D+03 -0.205535782451D+01 0.975164358623D+02
8 0.118240304762D+01 -0.102100293523D+03 -0.205535782451D+01 -0.975164358623D+02
9 -0.269624968642D+03 0.706214630608D+02 -0.226952575899D+01 0.786679599357D+02
10 -0.269624968642D+03 -0.706214630608D+02 -0.226952575899D+01 -0.786679599357D+02
11 -0.118283423355D+03 0.901162469390D+02 -0.164322855589D+03 0.182458260751D+03
12 -0.118283423355D+03 -0.901162469390D+02 -0.164322855589D+03 -0.182458260751D+03
13 -0.453210311707D+01 0.863337558653D+02 -0.218297230156D+02 0.154847718165D+03
14 -0.453210311707D+01 -0.863337558653D+02 -0.218297230156D+02 -0.154847718165D+03
15 0.118240306712D+01 0.102100293531D+03 -0.113304137566D+03 0.557161152501D+02
16 0.118240306712D+01 -0.102100293531D+03 -0.113304137566D+03 -0.557161152501D+02
17 -0.228355156064D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.205535782243D+01 0.975164359523D+02
18 -0.150115151987D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.205535782243D+01 -0.975164359523D+02
19 -0.988872226500D+00 0.960356506788D+02 -0.226952576003D+01 0.786679599241D+02
20 -0.988872226500D+00 -0.960356506788D+02 -0.226952576003D+01 -0.786679599241D+02
21 -0.115872463002D+03 0.167647470261D+03 -0.332224864153D+02 0.227336287789D+03
22 -0.115872463002D+03 -0.167647470261D+03 -0.332224864153D+02 -0.227336287789D+03
23 -0.143009082899D+03 0.890603923282D+02 -0.120227246624D+03 0.000000000000D+00
24 -0.143009082899D+03 -0.890603923282D+02 -0.498893635198D+01 0.943037199025D+02
25 -0.498893635198D+01 -0.943037199025D+02
26 -0.142990663939D+03 0.146899993194D+03
27 -0.142990663939D+03 -0.146899993194D+03
28 -0.142247557985D+03 0.000000000000D+00
29 -0.166387645725D+02 0.105276038857D+03
30 -0.166387645725D+02 -0.105276038857D+03
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Tab. D.2: Eigenvalues calculation of example 7.3.1. Soil stiffness approximation order: M=5
and M=6. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
.
M = 5 M = 6
i λi -Real λi -Imag λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.940576736509D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.168231508395D+03 0.155636907394D+03
2 -0.208504453917D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.168231508395D+03 -0.155636907394D+03
3 -0.112783510299D+03 0.105468399037D+03 -0.121055463526D+03 0.695135260009D+02
4 -0.112783510299D+03 -0.105468399037D+03 -0.121055463526D+03 -0.695135260009D+02
5 -0.124099636744D+02 0.109709473007D+03 -0.161495342458D+02 0.112795689961D+03
6 -0.124099636744D+02 -0.109709473007D+03 -0.161495342458D+02 -0.112795689961D+03
7 -0.964052957650D+01 0.884357663757D+02 -0.121249408173D+02 0.105634489669D+03
8 -0.964052957650D+01 -0.884357663757D+02 -0.121249408173D+02 -0.105634489669D+03
9 -0.697821890439D+01 0.662237577946D+02 -0.665889261484D+01 0.420326992333D+02
10 -0.697821890439D+01 -0.662237577946D+02 -0.665889261484D+01 -0.420326992333D+02
11 -0.297117998076D+01 0.492494544444D+02 -0.984204887929D+01 0.597992775964D+02
12 -0.297117998076D+01 -0.492494544444D+02 -0.984204887929D+01 -0.597992775964D+02
13 -0.940576739805D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.741287967655D+01 0.796782784360D+02
14 -0.208504453664D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.741287967655D+01 -0.796782784360D+02
15 -0.112783510263D+03 0.105468399046D+03 -0.168231501420D+03 0.155636911933D+03
16 -0.112783510263D+03 -0.105468399046D+03 -0.168231501420D+03 -0.155636911933D+03
17 -0.124099637033D+02 0.109709473009D+03 -0.121055460652D+03 0.695135223183D+02
18 -0.124099637033D+02 -0.109709473009D+03 -0.121055460652D+03 -0.695135223183D+02
19 -0.964052955671D+01 0.884357663421D+02 -0.161495342980D+02 0.112795690909D+03
20 -0.964052955671D+01 -0.884357663421D+02 -0.161495342980D+02 -0.112795690909D+03
21 -0.697821894484D+01 0.662237577772D+02 -0.121249425529D+02 0.105634490010D+03
22 -0.697821894484D+01 -0.662237577772D+02 -0.121249425529D+02 -0.105634490010D+03
23 -0.297117998239D+01 0.492494544143D+02 -0.665888751676D+01 0.420326999952D+02
24 -0.297117998239D+01 -0.492494544143D+02 -0.665888751676D+01 -0.420326999952D+02
25 -0.124981712907D+03 0.620993474913D+02 -0.984204923186D+01 0.597992813393D+02
26 -0.124981712907D+03 -0.620993474913D+02 -0.984204923186D+01 -0.597992813393D+02
27 -0.750121723708D+01 0.107904783196D+03 -0.741287984052D+01 0.796782673778D+02
28 -0.750121723708D+01 -0.107904783196D+03 -0.741287984052D+01 -0.796782673778D+02
29 -0.446537878352D+01 0.695078932769D+02 -0.855920632133D+02 0.000000000000D+00
30 -0.446537878352D+01 -0.695078932769D+02 -0.290358862533D+02 0.116321691541D+03
31 -0.134123939824D+03 0.158626099148D+03 -0.290358862533D+02 -0.116321691541D+03
32 -0.134123939824D+03 -0.158626099148D+03 -0.230638835252D+02 0.909262836661D+02
33 -0.156458170896D+03 0.659863877397D+02 -0.230638835252D+02 -0.909262836661D+02
34 -0.156458170896D+03 -0.659863877397D+02 -0.118972592131D+02 0.447825489714D+02
35 -0.861709769996D+01 0.100586463835D+03 -0.118972592131D+02 -0.447825489714D+02
36 -0.861709769996D+01 -0.100586463835D+03 -0.144804968962D+03 0.146508101535D+03
37 -0.144804968962D+03 -0.146508101535D+03
38 -0.150655919477D+03 0.000000000000D+00
39 -0.211210663378D+02 0.107388784470D+03
40 -0.211210663378D+02 -0.107388784470D+03
41 -0.667858659103D+00 0.787315998294D+02
42 -0.667858659103D+00 -0.787315998294D+02
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Tab. D.3: Eigenvalues calculation of example 7.3.1. Soil stiffness approximation order: M=7
and M=8. Halfspace soil properties: G = 2.0 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 2000 [kg/m3] and
ν = 1
3
.
M = 7 M = 8
i λi -Real λi -Imag λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.108329903083D+03 0.150193321517D+03 -0.781252205437D+02 0.136232930545D+03
2 -0.108329903083D+03 -0.150193321517D+03 -0.781252205437D+02 -0.136232930545D+03
3 -0.278856311701D+02 0.139256254519D+03 -0.126359719963D+03 0.000000000000D+00
4 -0.278856311701D+02 -0.139256254519D+03 -0.372555979579D+02 0.126442277408D+03
5 -0.120727416015D+03 0.294863845334D+02 -0.372555979579D+02 -0.126442277408D+03
6 -0.120727416015D+03 -0.294863845334D+02 -0.908328855185D+02 0.000000000000D+00
7 -0.161540927346D+02 0.109373637994D+03 -0.214692447683D+02 0.113096283184D+03
8 -0.161540927346D+02 -0.109373637994D+03 -0.214692447683D+02 -0.113096283184D+03
9 -0.158145507016D+02 0.788355758266D+02 -0.251227339319D+01 0.100668083974D+03
10 -0.158145507016D+02 -0.788355758266D+02 -0.251227339319D+01 -0.100668083974D+03
11 -0.139044607217D+02 0.674322079053D+02 -0.160630768976D+02 0.809824815485D+02
12 -0.139044607217D+02 -0.674322079053D+02 -0.160630768976D+02 -0.809824815485D+02
13 -0.475535708194D+01 0.333592780738D+02 -0.166916785204D+02 0.637858358970D+02
14 -0.475535708194D+01 -0.333592780738D+02 -0.166916785204D+02 -0.637858358970D+02
15 -0.112247634812D+02 0.427879994519D+02 -0.123686389969D+02 0.418495425938D+02
16 -0.112247634812D+02 -0.427879994519D+02 -0.123686389969D+02 -0.418495425938D+02
17 -0.108329888742D+03 0.150193313839D+03 -0.856033033742D+01 0.285622281110D+02
18 -0.108329888742D+03 -0.150193313839D+03 -0.856033033742D+01 -0.285622281110D+02
19 -0.278856320520D+02 0.139256254979D+03 -0.781250949838D+02 0.136233239944D+03
20 -0.278856320520D+02 -0.139256254979D+03 -0.781250949838D+02 -0.136233239944D+03
21 -0.120727411540D+03 0.294863794254D+02 -0.126359390382D+03 0.000000000000D+00
22 -0.120727411540D+03 -0.294863794254D+02 -0.372552862324D+02 0.126441370398D+03
23 -0.161540937382D+02 0.109373638289D+03 -0.372552862324D+02 -0.126441370398D+03
24 -0.161540937382D+02 -0.109373638289D+03 -0.908331026306D+02 0.000000000000D+00
25 -0.158145517900D+02 0.788355765539D+02 -0.214695168503D+02 0.113096418513D+03
26 -0.158145517900D+02 -0.788355765539D+02 -0.214695168503D+02 -0.113096418513D+03
27 -0.139044606654D+02 0.674322071253D+02 -0.251266055636D+01 0.100667839035D+03
28 -0.139044606654D+02 -0.674322071253D+02 -0.251266055636D+01 -0.100667839035D+03
29 -0.475535731185D+01 0.333592750026D+02 -0.160630609861D+02 0.809825313374D+02
30 -0.475535731185D+01 -0.333592750026D+02 -0.160630609861D+02 -0.809825313374D+02
31 -0.112247643165D+02 0.427880005303D+02 -0.166917322899D+02 0.637857586951D+02
32 -0.112247643165D+02 -0.427880005303D+02 -0.166917322899D+02 -0.637857586951D+02
33 -0.136527784389D+03 0.292086690463D+02 -0.123686597075D+02 0.418495591799D+02
34 -0.136527784389D+03 -0.292086690463D+02 -0.123686597075D+02 -0.418495591799D+02
35 -0.146806638471D+02 0.116297586958D+03 -0.856033302502D+01 0.285621787401D+02
36 -0.146806638471D+02 -0.116297586958D+03 -0.856033302502D+01 -0.285621787401D+02
37 -0.143595150114D+02 0.823280058022D+02 -0.151155551330D+03 0.172458722634D+03
38 -0.143595150114D+02 -0.823280058022D+02 -0.151155551330D+03 -0.172458722634D+03
39 -0.680082811676D+01 0.356296282858D+02 -0.111023554087D+03 0.000000000000D+00
40 -0.680082811676D+01 -0.356296282858D+02 -0.136303819479D+02 0.115659506977D+03
41 -0.128997471155D+04 0.000000000000D+00 -0.136303819479D+02 -0.115659506977D+03
42 -0.227659743071D+03 0.000000000000D+00 -0.137268822371D+02 0.827663236390D+02
43 -0.167433961513D+03 0.153051900146D+03 -0.137268822371D+02 -0.827663236390D+02
44 -0.167433961513D+03 -0.153051900146D+03 -0.708897117550D+01 0.359896633752D+02
45 -0.162112379988D+02 0.114490925239D+03 -0.708897117550D+01 -0.359896633752D+02
46 -0.162112379988D+02 -0.114490925239D+03 -0.136285809897D+03 0.144010010945D+03
47 -0.794276443437D+01 0.764788739848D+02 -0.136285809897D+03 -0.144010010945D+03
48 -0.794276443437D+01 -0.764788739848D+02 -0.125712693095D+03 0.000000000000D+00
49 -0.400109322837D+01 0.127762130642D+03
50 -0.400109322837D+01 -0.127762130642D+03
51 -0.374836227681D+02 0.100920753041D+03
52 -0.374836227681D+02 -0.100920753041D+03
53 -0.130640759058D+02 0.710192161634D+02
54 -0.130640759058D+02 -0.710192161634D+02
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D.2 Foundation plate on a soil layer over rigid bedrock
Tab. D.4: Spectral shifting of eigenvalues of example 7.3.2. Soil stiffness approximation order
M=5. Soil properties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid
bedrock at depth d = 4 [m]. Density of the foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
Original Eigen Values Shifted Eigen Values
i λi -Real λi -Imag λi -Real λi -Imag
1 0.698179422757D+04 0.000000000000D+00 -0.698179422757D+04 0.000000000000D+00
2 -0.281767647068D+04 0.000000000000D+00 -0.281767647068D+04 0.000000000000D+00
3 -0.948248377141D+03 0.545624992032D+03 -0.948248377141D+03 0.545624992032D+03
4 -0.948248377141D+03 -0.545624992032D+03 -0.948248377141D+03 -0.545624992032D+03
5 -0.305455247341D+03 0.499330661216D+03 -0.305455247341D+03 0.499330661216D+03
6 -0.305455247341D+03 -0.499330661216D+03 -0.305455247341D+03 -0.499330661216D+03
7 -0.698373104741D+02 0.154191989563D+03 -0.698373104752D+02 0.154191989580D+03
8 -0.698373104741D+02 -0.154191989563D+03 -0.698373104752D+02 -0.154191989580D+03
9 0.182426615135D+02 0.145833690282D+03 -0.182426618170D+02 0.145833690351D+03
10 0.182426615135D+02 -0.145833690282D+03 -0.182426618170D+02 -0.145833690351D+03
11 -0.592715970607D+02 0.106497190077D+03 -0.592715971127D+02 0.106497190058D+03
12 -0.592715970607D+02 -0.106497190077D+03 -0.592715971127D+02 -0.106497190058D+03
13 -0.130765758070D+02 0.941766141182D+02 -0.130765756863D+02 0.941766143745D+02
14 -0.130765758070D+02 -0.941766141182D+02 -0.130765756863D+02 -0.941766143745D+02
15 -0.105837734893D+02 0.856817084049D+02 -0.105837730790D+02 0.856817079337D+02
16 -0.105837734893D+02 -0.856817084049D+02 -0.105837730790D+02 -0.856817079337D+02
17 -0.369061942024D+01 0.836238024592D+02 -0.369061811580D+01 0.836238024688D+02
18 -0.369061942024D+01 -0.836238024592D+02 -0.369061811580D+01 -0.836238024688D+02
19 -0.548868869643D+01 0.705928519535D+02 -0.548867141431D+01 0.705929311141D+02
20 -0.548868869643D+01 -0.705928519535D+02 -0.548867141431D+01 -0.705929311141D+02
21 -0.286405118912D+02 0.289577111674D+02 -0.286410019904D+02 0.289575325230D+02
22 -0.286405118912D+02 -0.289577111674D+02 -0.286410019904D+02 -0.289575325230D+02
23 -0.249908283156D+02 0.201288356692D+02 -0.249910025142D+02 0.201286804090D+02
24 -0.249908283156D+02 -0.201288356692D+02 -0.249910025142D+02 -0.201286804090D+02
25 -0.182856653446D+02 0.365960697809D+02 -0.182851326353D+02 0.365974413123D+02
26 -0.182856653446D+02 -0.365960697809D+02 -0.182851326353D+02 -0.365974413123D+02
27 -0.827452450322D+01 0.537669979706D+02 -0.827455148614D+01 0.537666784754D+02
28 -0.827452450322D+01 -0.537669979706D+02 -0.827455148614D+01 -0.537666784754D+02
29 -0.625163301515D+01 0.541233193834D+02 -0.625152805496D+01 0.541232107335D+02
30 -0.625163301515D+01 -0.541233193834D+02 -0.625152805496D+01 -0.541232107335D+02
31 -0.649409158387D+01 0.391142771432D+02 -0.649373703792D+01 0.391138738953D+02
32 -0.649409158387D+01 -0.391142771432D+02 -0.649373703792D+01 -0.391138738953D+02
33 -0.497204827099D+01 0.440291106583D+02 -0.370553091508D+01 0.467441672359D+02
34 -0.497204827099D+01 -0.440291106583D+02 -0.370553091508D+01 -0.467441672359D+02
35 -0.426378958972D+01 0.433901091673D+02 -0.497284157151D+01 0.440301645709D+02
36 -0.426378958972D+01 -0.433901091673D+02 -0.497284157151D+01 -0.440301645709D+02
37 -0.370742391186D+01 0.467433120344D+02 -0.426417251035D+01 0.433901593282D+02
38 -0.370742391186D+01 -0.467433120344D+02 -0.426417251035D+01 -0.433901593282D+02
39 -0.251284068445D+01 0.442034411082D+02 -0.251197628698D+01 0.442008415543D+02
40 -0.251284068445D+01 -0.442034411082D+02 -0.251197628698D+01 -0.442008415543D+02
41 -0.257466567403D+01 0.440208056558D+02 -0.257522184310D+01 0.440226430157D+02
42 -0.257466567403D+01 -0.440208056558D+02 -0.257522184310D+01 -0.440226430157D+02
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Tab. D.5: Displacement amplitudes of example 7.3.2 due to a harmonic excitation with an an-
gular frequency ω = 2.0 [rad/s]. Soil stiffness approximation order M=5. Soil prop-
erties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at depth
d = 4 [m]. Density of the foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
Complex Displacements Amplitudes
i URe UIm
√
(URe)
2 + (UIm)
2
1 0.52393000D-02 0.26138926D-03 0.52458163510245D-02
2 0.29141334D-02 0.16527435D-03 0.29188164234043D-02
3 0.71731261D-04 0.12314269D-01 0.12314477923045D-01
4 0.19173116D-01 0.10401261D-02 0.19201308222388D-01
5 -0.14661799D-01 -0.11269578D-02 0.14705045706312D-01
6 -0.37394296D-01 -0.13078162D-02 0.37417158644548D-01
7 0.93148369D-05 -0.34754630D-06 0.93213182838863D-05
8 -0.14946067D-03 -0.13383880D-05 0.14946666045807D-03
9 0.12313356D-01 0.43492336D-06 0.12313356394063D-01
10 -0.88344310D-04 -0.12392648D-05 0.88353001993419D-04
11 0.16509282D-04 0.51183332D-06 0.16517214707901D-04
12 0.14086985D-03 0.33044125D-05 0.14090860393172D-03
13 -0.35310069D+07 0.69261528D+04 0.35310136897495D+07
14 0.77304906D+08 -0.20768350D+06 0.77305185051237D+08
15 -0.10142167D+09 0.68118465D+06 0.10142395722427D+09
16 0.71661581D+07 0.84787666D+06 0.72161427602306D+07
17 -0.38709237D+09 0.73957394D+06 0.38709307914523D+09
18 -0.84180243D+09 0.68802346D+06 0.84180270923586D+09
19 0.29022492D-01 0.10941939D-03 0.29022697783108D-01
20 -0.10515410D-01 -0.43282420D-04 0.10515499227153D-01
21 -0.87580252D-02 -0.35094809D-04 0.87580955106136D-02
22 -0.16392922D-03 -0.82649027D-05 0.16413743539224D-03
23 0.75397150D-02 0.40746134D-04 0.75398251164548D-02
24 -0.41314450D-03 -0.35205907D-05 0.41315949734681D-03
25 -0.17558936D+09 -0.60660124D+07 0.17569411256150D+09
26 0.96075458D+08 -0.31942012D+08 0.10124616418062D+09
27 -0.42211700D+09 0.65918972D+08 0.42723304214484D+09
28 0.35277624D+09 0.70432615D+08 0.35973855176795D+09
29 -0.77996584D+09 0.12514351D+09 0.78994152736071D+09
30 -0.35279114D+10 0.32109605D+09 0.35424936775467D+10
31 -0.21414863D-01 0.26518602D-02 0.21578431537961D-01
32 0.85788339D-02 -0.10402052D-02 0.86416675893448D-02
33 0.63531554D-02 -0.79347353D-03 0.64025138339941D-02
34 0.22557198D-03 -0.26233578D-04 0.22709231350994D-03
35 -0.58207275D-02 0.72251113D-03 0.58653977425211D-02
36 0.37488010D-03 -0.45773822D-04 0.37766430747554D-03
37 0.21357918D+10 -0.15381347D+09 0.21413232237952D+10
38 0.38779142D+10 -0.29567774D+09 0.38891700463064D+10
39 -0.57321727D+10 0.41812725D+09 0.57474023520798D+10
40 -0.10884128D+11 0.72776271D+09 0.10908432094892D+11
41 -0.12703123D+11 0.10054702D+10 0.12742852807518D+11
42 -0.20406447D+11 0.16646326D+10 0.20474230134063D+11
The amplitude of analytical vertical displacement u3pl is
Au3pl =
√
(1.23× 10−02)2 + (4.34× 10−07)2 = 0.0123 [m].
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Tab. D.6: Eigenvalues calculation of example 7.3.2. Soil stiffness approximation order M=6.
Soil properties: G = 2 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Rigid bedrock at
depth d = 4 [m]. Density of the foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.853870572120D+03 0.749964752489D+03
2 -0.853870572120D+03 -0.749964752489D+03
3 -0.986503938874D+03 0.000000000000D+00
4 -0.924070177712D+03 0.000000000000D+00
5 -0.304916406673D+03 0.000000000000D+00
6 -0.231831574675D+03 0.159835769049D+03
7 -0.231831574675D+03 -0.159835769049D+03
8 -0.100434257228D+03 0.140826394992D+03
9 -0.100434257228D+03 -0.140826394992D+03
10 -0.856475887643D+02 0.564484484586D+02
11 -0.856475887643D+02 -0.564484484586D+02
12 -0.431708669878D+02 0.782080052501D+02
13 -0.431708669878D+02 -0.782080052501D+02
14 -0.135515318627D+02 0.933739071037D+02
15 -0.135515318627D+02 -0.933739071037D+02
16 -0.139020195264D+02 0.847832414840D+02
17 -0.139020195264D+02 -0.847832414840D+02
18 -0.566986185676D+02 0.000000000000D+00
19 -0.543264559103D+01 0.763222475779D+02
20 -0.543264559103D+01 -0.763222475779D+02
21 -0.277539369252D+02 0.447989129402D+02
22 -0.277539369252D+02 -0.447989129402D+02
23 -0.110638962324D+02 0.605191123376D+02
24 -0.110638962324D+02 -0.605191123376D+02
25 -0.254698816104D+02 0.282151789263D+02
26 -0.254698816104D+02 -0.282151789263D+02
27 -0.241651883380D+02 0.000000000000D+00
28 -0.216206540719D+02 0.000000000000D+00
29 -0.532808603077D+01 0.207056560165D+02
30 -0.532808603077D+01 -0.207056560165D+02
31 -0.688007642125D+01 0.336563318767D+02
32 -0.688007642125D+01 -0.336563318767D+02
33 -0.584185121875D+01 0.532092903626D+02
34 -0.584185121875D+01 -0.532092903626D+02
35 -0.694912955330D+01 0.529687753968D+02
36 -0.694912955330D+01 -0.529687753968D+02
37 -0.254905848939D+01 0.502555544029D+02
38 -0.254905848939D+01 -0.502555544029D+02
39 -0.372568387687D+01 0.468914567788D+02
40 -0.372568387687D+01 -0.468914567788D+02
41 -0.488813987574D+01 0.434255296617D+02
42 -0.488813987574D+01 -0.434255296617D+02
43 -0.452286403255D+01 0.441039355161D+02
44 -0.452286403255D+01 -0.441039355161D+02
45 -0.243335281472D+01 0.440667211912D+02
46 -0.243335281472D+01 -0.440667211912D+02
47 -0.265800752356D+01 0.441128825444D+02
48 -0.265800752356D+01 -0.441128825444D+02
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D.3 Foundation plate on a single elastic layer over a halfspace soil
Tab. D.7: Eigenvalues calculation of example 7.3.3. Soil stiffness approximation order M=8.
Layer 1: G = 21 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1.5 × 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.44. Halfspace soil:
G = 121 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 2 × 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.49. Density of the foundation
plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
i λi -Real λi -Imag i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.213330894922D+03 0.766327303885D+03 46 -0.837571973896D+01 -0.115957480532D+03
2 -0.213330894922D+03 -0.766327303885D+03 47 -0.438435084516D+01 0.112570003712D+03
3 -0.220205999900D+03 0.721480202526D+03 48 -0.438435084516D+01 -0.112570003712D+03
4 -0.220205999900D+03 -0.721480202526D+03 49 -0.126850457459D+02 0.103257603496D+03
5 -0.650760628618D+03 0.000000000000D+00 50 -0.126850457459D+02 -0.103257603496D+03
6 -0.387033268025D+03 0.204646947338D+03 51 -0.101507438779D+02 0.779729855647D+02
7 -0.387033268025D+03 -0.204646947338D+03 52 -0.101507438779D+02 -0.779729855647D+02
8 -0.414750568002D+03 0.211066866408D+03 53 -0.101482844832D+02 0.779780916676D+02
9 -0.414750568002D+03 -0.211066866408D+03 54 -0.101482844832D+02 -0.779780916676D+02
10 -0.201957506080D+03 0.344810241458D+03 55 -0.126393509788D+02 0.103101332463D+03
11 -0.201957506080D+03 -0.344810241458D+03 56 -0.126393509788D+02 -0.103101332463D+03
12 -0.217893845415D+03 0.000000000000D+00 57 -0.176982605284D+02 0.871644129044D+02
13 -0.179760635620D+02 0.154247487653D+03 58 -0.176982605284D+02 -0.871644129044D+02
14 -0.179760635620D+02 -0.154247487653D+03 59 -0.108791531965D+02 0.943040345632D+02
15 -0.179474041711D+02 0.153745328489D+03 60 -0.108791531965D+02 -0.943040345632D+02
16 -0.179474041711D+02 -0.153745328489D+03
17 -0.125449743232D+02 0.150707609347D+03
18 -0.125449743232D+02 -0.150707609347D+03
19 -0.671318896306D+01 0.145287887038D+03
20 -0.671318896306D+01 -0.145287887038D+03
21 -0.250403653599D+02 0.117248226804D+03
22 -0.250403653599D+02 -0.117248226804D+03
23 -0.332584129779D+02 0.434508478016D+02
24 -0.332584129779D+02 -0.434508478016D+02
25 -0.332823889629D+02 0.434540524641D+02
26 -0.332823889629D+02 -0.434540524641D+02
27 -0.239315932894D+02 0.362533572237D+02
28 -0.239315932894D+02 -0.362533572237D+02
29 -0.885556041722D+01 0.126023485551D+03
30 -0.885556041722D+01 -0.126023485551D+03
31 -0.249337863904D+02 0.116557882114D+03
32 -0.249337863904D+02 -0.116557882114D+03
33 -0.360047755851D+02 0.915840937571D+02
34 -0.360047755851D+02 -0.915840937571D+02
35 -0.365412675307D+02 0.915949178255D+02
36 -0.365412675307D+02 -0.915949178255D+02
37 -0.185642586819D+02 0.601638521035D+02
38 -0.185642586819D+02 -0.601638521035D+02
39 -0.185593466966D+02 0.601695106576D+02
40 -0.185593466966D+02 -0.601695106576D+02
41 -0.217478986069D+02 0.608624012358D+02
42 -0.217478986069D+02 -0.608624012358D+02
43 -0.837250148901D+01 0.115942243029D+03
44 -0.837250148901D+01 -0.115942243029D+03
45 -0.837571973896D+01 0.115957480532D+03
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Tab. D.8: Displacement amplitudes of example 7.3.3 due to a harmonic excitation with an angu-
lar frequency ω = 1.5 [rad/s]. Layer 1: G = 21× 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1.5× 103 [kg/m3],
ν = 0.44. Halfspace soil: G = 121 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 2 × 103 [kg/m3], ν = 0.49.
Density of the foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
Complex Displacements Amplitudes
i URe UIm
√
(URe)
2 + (UIm)
2
1 0.21119416D-12 0.26434505D-11 0.26518736091196D-11
2 -0.19664254D-12 -0.24829132D-11 0.24906878814475D-11
3 0.55717673D-04 0.79856200D-02 0.79858143984966D-02
4 -0.28221235D-13 -0.59940563D-12 0.60006961547405D-12
5 0.29634167D-13 0.60532586D-12 0.60605081038300D-12
6 0.13773196D-13 0.18237180D-12 0.18289115858397D-12
7 0.26434505D-11 -0.21119416D-12 0.26518736091196D-11
8 -0.24829132D-11 0.19664254D-12 0.24906878814475D-11
9 0.79856200D-02 -0.55717673D-04 0.79858143984966D-02
10 -0.59940563D-12 0.28221235D-13 0.60006961547405D-12
11 0.60532586D-12 -0.29634167D-13 0.60605081038300D-12
12 0.18237180D-12 -0.13773196D-13 0.18289115858397D-12
13 -0.11188574D+00 0.54583383D-03 0.11188707339221D+00
14 -0.66752278D-01 0.14448741D-03 0.66752434084333D-01
15 0.49279438D+06 0.73316989D+05 0.49821851035709D+06
16 0.36279433D+00 -0.28275423D-02 0.36280535092726D+00
17 -0.48692818D+00 0.37895145D-02 0.48694292959960D+00
18 0.23632333D+00 -0.12788252D-02 0.23632678822034D+00
19 -0.20311707D-09 -0.29970560D-11 0.20313917930833D-09
20 -0.92979072D-10 -0.36652749D-11 0.93051287677739D-10
21 -0.78509397D-02 0.79749165D-04 0.78513447416481D-02
22 -0.35322302D-10 0.69467414D-12 0.35329132368889D-10
23 0.59028634D-10 -0.11217500D-11 0.59039292098072D-10
24 0.12630725D-10 0.12213032D-12 0.12631315663838D-10
25 0.25144817D-01 -0.21412047D-03 0.25145728845627D-01
26 0.23312610D-01 -0.19739098D-03 0.23313445945034D-01
27 0.47098805D+06 -0.27436957D+04 0.47099604334112D+06
28 -0.54978275D-01 0.10269664D-02 0.54987865996051D-01
29 0.51411619D-01 -0.10340910D-02 0.51422017448806D-01
30 -0.85289490D-02 0.23344690D-03 0.85321432716814D-02
31 -0.28627004D-07 0.35651403D-09 0.28629223906332D-07
32 -0.21234997D-07 0.28577250D-09 0.21236919822703D-07
33 -0.67928200D-02 0.13618131D-03 0.67941848995669D-02
34 0.40491345D-08 -0.54133370D-10 0.40494963264750D-08
35 -0.54417531D-08 0.67019776D-10 0.54421657516950D-08
36 0.30914308D-10 -0.92206392D-12 0.30928056382570D-10
37 -0.14259838D-01 0.69313912D-03 0.14276673966003D-01
38 -0.92288367D-02 0.43758624D-03 0.92392049743785D-02
39 0.20448162D+06 -0.10574972D+05 0.20475488537320D+06
40 0.40457933D-01 -0.20221540D-02 0.40508436969187D-01
41 -0.60650166D-01 0.30542405D-02 0.60727020732423D-01
...
...
...
...
60 0.71517813D-07 -0.40066244D-08 0.71629955798956D-07
The amplitude of analytical vertical displacement u3pl is
Au3pl =
√
(7.99× 10−03)2 + (−5.57× 10−05)2 = 7.99× 10−03 [m].
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D.4 Elastic foundation
Tab. D.9: Complex norm of eigenvalues of example 7.5. Elastic soil stiffness approximation
order M=3. Mesh type 1. Soil properties: G = 4.83× 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties: E =
2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of
Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues
1 0.551347116093D+05 0.551347116093D+05 39 0.502612295137D+05 0.502612295137D+05
2 0.551347116093D+05 0.551347116093D+05 40 0.502612295137D+05 0.502612295137D+05
3 0.531489241428D+05 0.531489238977D+05 41 0.501966311292D+05 0.501966311289D+05
4 0.531489241428D+05 0.531489238977D+05 42 0.501966311292D+05 0.501966311289D+05
5 0.528756984485D+05 0.528756984485D+05 43 0.501788799674D+05 0.501788799674D+05
6 0.528756984485D+05 0.528756984485D+05 44 0.501788799674D+05 0.501788799674D+05
7 0.518163493487D+05 0.518163493487D+05 45 0.501607191716D+05 0.501607191716D+05
8 0.518163493487D+05 0.518163493487D+05 46 0.501607191716D+05 0.501607191716D+05
9 0.516886534072D+05 0.516886534072D+05 47 0.501421431702D+05 0.501421431702D+05
10 0.516886534072D+05 0.516886534072D+05 48 0.501421431702D+05 0.501421431702D+05
11 0.513565128365D+05 0.513565128365D+05 49 0.499657128873D+05 0.499657128873D+05
12 0.513565128365D+05 0.513565128365D+05 50 0.499657128873D+05 0.499657128873D+05
13 0.511810792595D+05 0.511810792596D+05 51 0.499644937227D+05 0.499644937226D+05
14 0.511810792595D+05 0.511810792596D+05 52 0.499644937227D+05 0.499644937226D+05
15 0.511014215343D+05 0.511014215343D+05 53 0.499181353416D+05 0.499181353416D+05
16 0.511014215343D+05 0.511014215343D+05 54 0.499181353416D+05 0.499181353416D+05
17 0.509808120337D+05 0.509808120337D+05 55 0.498577017873D+05 0.498577017873D+05
18 0.509808120337D+05 0.509808120337D+05 56 0.498577017873D+05 0.498577017873D+05
19 0.508435391079D+05 0.508435391079D+05 57 0.498253496575D+05 0.498253496575D+05
20 0.508435391079D+05 0.508435391079D+05 58 0.498253496575D+05 0.498253496575D+05
21 0.508112530608D+05 0.508112530608D+05 59 0.498087232894D+05 0.498087232894D+05
22 0.508112530608D+05 0.508112530608D+05 60 0.498087232894D+05 0.498087232894D+05
23 0.507418061883D+05 0.507418061883D+05 61 0.497488369462D+05 0.497488369462D+05
24 0.507418061883D+05 0.507418061883D+05 62 0.497488369462D+05 0.497488369462D+05
25 0.506318876393D+05 0.506318876393D+05 63 0.497305149271D+05 0.497305149271D+05
26 0.506318876393D+05 0.506318876393D+05 64 0.497305149271D+05 0.497305149271D+05
27 0.506118692516D+05 0.506118692516D+05 65 0.496995826421D+05 0.496995826421D+05
28 0.506118692516D+05 0.506118692516D+05 66 0.496995826421D+05 0.496995826421D+05
29 0.505861025909D+05 0.505861025909D+05 67 0.496985616640D+05 0.496985616640D+05
30 0.505861025909D+05 0.505861025909D+05 68 0.496985616640D+05 0.496985616640D+05
31 0.505008107468D+05 0.505008107468D+05 69 0.496261197990D+05 0.496261197990D+05
32 0.505008107468D+05 0.505008107468D+05 70 0.496261197990D+05 0.496261197990D+05
33 0.504913488969D+05 0.504913488969D+05 71 0.495569712449D+05 0.495569712449D+05
34 0.504913488969D+05 0.504913488969D+05 72 0.495569712449D+05 0.495569712449D+05
35 0.504874771720D+05 0.504874771720D+05 73 0.495543203672D+05 0.495543203672D+05
36 0.504874771720D+05 0.504874771720D+05 74 0.495543203672D+05 0.495543203672D+05
37 0.503834325402D+05 0.503834325402D+05 75 0.495450114452D+05 0.495450114452D+05
38 0.503834325402D+05 0.503834325402D+05 76 0.495450114452D+05 0.495450114452D+05
...
...
...
474 0.308933274128D+02 0.331872578924D+02
475 0.308933274128D+02 0.331872578924D+02
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Tab. D.10: Displacements amplitude of example 7.5 due to a harmonic excitation with an an-
gular frequency ω = 5.0 [rad/s]. Elastic soil stiffness approximation order M=3.
Mesh type 1. Soil properties: G = 4.83 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and
ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
Complex Displacements Amplitudes
i URe UIm
√
(URe)
2 + (UIm)
2
1 0.69677926D+00 -0.49927287D-02 0.69679714883746D+00
...
...
...
...
126 -0.20517514D-02 0.30071627D-03 0.20736716709811D-02
127 0.11453864D-01 -0.16073345D-02 0.11566094018017D-01
128 0.91552530D-01 -0.25058650D-02 0.91586817243660D-01
129 -0.13063645D-02 -0.86780854D-04 0.13092436819303D-02
130 -0.48814746D-02 0.26335154D-03 0.48885731980367D-02
131 0.44363193D-02 0.13909339D-03 0.44384992974734D-02
132 0.43125232D-02 -0.14447207D-02 0.45480846700951D-02
133 0.42650339D-01 -0.26980054D-02 0.42735590087600D-01
134 0.17350678D-01 -0.19213713D-03 0.17351741924842D-01
135 0.12781210D-01 0.21024600D-03 0.12782938908257D-01
136 0.47726450D-02 0.13596541D-03 0.47745812897187D-02
137 0.78339410D-02 -0.15257268D-02 0.79811324208755D-02
138 0.58473999D-01 -0.28782666D-02 0.58544795083175D-01
139 0.77737371D-02 -0.96951853D-04 0.77743416402361D-02
140 0.23458539D-01 0.15189575D-03 0.23459030615604D-01
141 0.48777678D-02 0.13087009D-03 0.48795230548868D-02
142 0.11177795D-01 -0.16084577D-02 0.11292928710646D-01
143 0.61985579D-01 -0.29388318D-02 0.62055207340058D-01
144 -0.24837834D-02 -0.18360311D-05 0.24837840642031D-02
145 0.26349383D-01 0.84966313D-04 0.26349520128929D-01
146 0.45426216D-02 0.12475894D-03 0.45443344521777D-02
147 0.14592962D-01 -0.16942056D-02 0.14690979067337D-01
148 0.52645750D-01 -0.29255236D-02 0.52726973058345D-01
149 -0.12315849D-01 0.22411920D-04 0.12315869787425D-01
150 0.24495120D-01 0.44779512D-04 0.24495160631170D-01
151 0.44692814D-02 0.12023656D-03 0.44708984687322D-02
152 0.18161761D-01 -0.17845325D-02 0.18249222629851D-01
153 0.31601157D-01 -0.28821824D-02 0.31732319206369D-01
154 -0.21291662D-01 0.46365659D-04 0.21291712292943D-01
155 0.16531236D-01 0.55630753D-04 0.16531330101413D-01
156 0.10957042D-02 0.22028437D-03 0.11176282359967D-02
157 0.44060603D-02 -0.14423738D-02 0.46361416608082D-02
158 0.52816567D-01 -0.24000213D-02 0.52871067898665D-01
159 0.28385858D-01 -0.24354648D-03 0.28386903125101D-01
160 0.36589208D-02 0.26549994D-03 0.36685408394136D-02
161 0.12889370D-02 0.21799343D-03 0.13072412300860D-02
162 0.79332089D-02 -0.15245150D-02 0.80783630141430D-02
163 0.79115391D-01 -0.26475423D-02 0.79159677382520D-01
164 0.13430032D-01 -0.15142415D-03 0.13430885595886D-01
165 0.91865169D-02 0.21806114D-03 0.91891046279101D-02
...
...
...
...
183 0.51339253D-01 -0.20326799D-02 0.51379477670090D-01
...
...
...
...
475 0.13395049D+11 -0.40144974D+10 0.13983687855506D+11
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Tab. D.11: Complex norm of eigenvalues of example 7.5. Elastic soil stiffness approximation
order M=3. Mesh type 2. Soil properties: G = 4.83×106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of
Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues
1 0.622732931862D+05 0.622732931862D+05 39 0.503538313932D+05 0.503538313932D+05
2 0.622732931862D+05 0.622732931862D+05 40 0.502429524626D+05 0.502429524626D+05
3 0.596073521971D+05 0.596073521893D+05 41 0.502429524626D+05 0.502429524626D+05
4 0.531296799541D+05 0.531296799542D+05 42 0.502412568267D+05 0.502412568267D+05
5 0.531296799541D+05 0.531296799542D+05 43 0.502412568267D+05 0.502412568267D+05
6 0.521779932768D+05 0.521779932768D+05 44 0.502129849972D+05 0.502129849974D+05
7 0.521779932768D+05 0.521779932768D+05 45 0.502129849972D+05 0.502129849974D+05
8 0.519354572838D+05 0.519354573406D+05 46 0.501378164685D+05 0.501378164685D+05
9 0.519354572838D+05 0.519354573406D+05 47 0.501378164685D+05 0.501378164685D+05
10 0.515727510033D+05 0.515727510033D+05 48 0.500658111595D+05 0.500658111595D+05
11 0.515727510033D+05 0.515727510033D+05 49 0.500658111595D+05 0.500658111595D+05
12 0.511577619930D+05 0.511577619931D+05 50 0.500283604290D+05 0.500283604290D+05
13 0.511577619930D+05 0.511577619931D+05 51 0.500283604290D+05 0.500283604290D+05
14 0.509394089889D+05 0.509394089889D+05 52 0.500184962675D+05 0.500184962675D+05
15 0.509394089889D+05 0.509394089889D+05 53 0.500184962675D+05 0.500184962675D+05
16 0.509007795930D+05 0.509007795930D+05 54 0.499915681425D+05 0.499915681425D+05
17 0.509007795930D+05 0.509007795930D+05 55 0.499915681425D+05 0.499915681425D+05
18 0.506818810460D+05 0.506818810285D+05 56 0.499060643322D+05 0.499060643322D+05
19 0.506818810460D+05 0.506818810285D+05 57 0.499060643322D+05 0.499060643322D+05
20 0.506706139218D+05 0.506706139218D+05 58 0.498655632919D+05 0.498655632919D+05
21 0.506706139218D+05 0.506706139218D+05 59 0.498655632919D+05 0.498655632919D+05
22 0.506165905452D+05 0.506165905452D+05 60 0.498489047938D+05 0.498489047938D+05
23 0.506165905452D+05 0.506165905452D+05 61 0.498489047938D+05 0.498489047938D+05
24 0.505961062011D+05 0.505961062011D+05 62 0.498322685813D+05 0.498322685826D+05
25 0.505961062011D+05 0.505961062011D+05 63 0.498322685813D+05 0.498322685826D+05
26 0.505845055949D+05 0.505845055949D+05 64 0.498088263083D+05 0.498088263083D+05
27 0.505845055949D+05 0.505845055949D+05 65 0.498088263083D+05 0.498088263083D+05
28 0.505819731593D+05 0.505819731593D+05 66 0.495745151733D+05 0.495745151733D+05
29 0.505819731593D+05 0.505819731593D+05 67 0.495745151733D+05 0.495745151733D+05
30 0.505372499878D+05 0.505372499878D+05 68 0.495431840273D+05 0.495431840273D+05
31 0.505372499878D+05 0.505372499878D+05 69 0.495431840273D+05 0.495431840273D+05
32 0.505289400511D+05 0.505289400512D+05 70 0.494987957096D+05 0.494987957096D+05
33 0.505289400511D+05 0.505289400512D+05 71 0.494987957096D+05 0.494987957096D+05
34 0.504570025609D+05 0.504570025609D+05 72 0.494876184941D+05 0.494876184941D+05
35 0.504570025609D+05 0.504570025609D+05 73 0.494876184941D+05 0.494876184941D+05
36 0.503553798375D+05 0.503553798375D+05 74 0.494670054313D+05 0.494670054313D+05
37 0.503553798375D+05 0.503553798375D+05 75 0.494670054313D+05 0.494670054313D+05
38 0.503538313932D+05 0.503538313932D+05 76 0.494355491174D+05 0.494355491174D+05
...
...
...
474 0.345724552356D+02 0.339659807956D+02
475 0.228760591237D+02 0.221989417491D+02
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Tab. D.12: Complex norm of eigenvalues of example 7.5. Elastic soil stiffness approximation
order M=3. Mesh type 3. Soil properties: G = 4.83×106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of
Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues
1 0.519329866824D+05 0.519329866825D+05 39 0.502358646354D+05 0.502358646355D+05
2 0.519329866824D+05 0.519329866825D+05 40 0.502358646354D+05 0.502358646355D+05
3 0.516057295824D+05 0.516057295824D+05 41 0.502343217633D+05 0.502343217633D+05
4 0.516057295824D+05 0.516057295824D+05 42 0.502343217633D+05 0.502343217633D+05
5 0.515874017546D+05 0.515874017546D+05 43 0.501939795797D+05 0.501939795797D+05
6 0.515874017546D+05 0.515874017546D+05 44 0.501939795797D+05 0.501939795797D+05
7 0.510839312329D+05 0.510839308934D+05 45 0.501215335513D+05 0.501215335513D+05
8 0.510839312329D+05 0.510839308934D+05 46 0.501215335513D+05 0.501215335513D+05
9 0.509152097086D+05 0.509152097086D+05 47 0.501061231110D+05 0.501061231110D+05
10 0.509152097086D+05 0.509152097086D+05 48 0.501061231110D+05 0.501061231110D+05
11 0.508740501863D+05 0.508740501863D+05 49 0.499763759510D+05 0.499763759510D+05
12 0.508740501863D+05 0.508740501863D+05 50 0.499763759510D+05 0.499763759510D+05
13 0.507858851447D+05 0.507858851446D+05 51 0.499327850280D+05 0.499327850280D+05
14 0.507858851447D+05 0.507858851446D+05 52 0.499327850280D+05 0.499327850280D+05
15 0.507593092850D+05 0.507593092850D+05 53 0.498919820902D+05 0.498919820902D+05
16 0.507593092850D+05 0.507593092850D+05 54 0.498919820902D+05 0.498919820902D+05
17 0.507139046563D+05 0.507139046563D+05 55 0.498555200778D+05 0.498555200778D+05
18 0.507139046563D+05 0.507139046563D+05 56 0.498555200778D+05 0.498555200778D+05
19 0.506779788766D+05 0.506779788766D+05 57 0.498096824851D+05 0.498096824851D+05
20 0.506779788766D+05 0.506779788766D+05 58 0.498096824851D+05 0.498096824851D+05
21 0.506598007279D+05 0.506598007279D+05 59 0.497579309537D+05 0.497579313105D+05
22 0.506598007279D+05 0.506598007279D+05 60 0.497579309537D+05 0.497579313105D+05
23 0.506403599654D+05 0.506403599654D+05 61 0.497466879861D+05 0.497466879861D+05
24 0.506403599654D+05 0.506403599654D+05 62 0.497466879861D+05 0.497466879861D+05
25 0.506283672782D+05 0.506283672791D+05 63 0.497380628504D+05 0.497380628504D+05
26 0.506283672782D+05 0.506283672791D+05 64 0.497380628504D+05 0.497380628504D+05
27 0.506117984348D+05 0.506117984348D+05 65 0.497351640707D+05 0.497351640707D+05
28 0.506117984348D+05 0.506117984348D+05 66 0.497351640707D+05 0.497351640707D+05
29 0.504661525279D+05 0.504661525279D+05 67 0.497129395449D+05 0.497129395449D+05
30 0.504661525279D+05 0.504661525279D+05 68 0.497129395449D+05 0.497129395449D+05
31 0.503712250394D+05 0.503712250394D+05 69 0.496294681341D+05 0.496294681341D+05
32 0.503712250394D+05 0.503712250394D+05 70 0.496294681341D+05 0.496294681341D+05
33 0.503610938891D+05 0.503610938891D+05 71 0.496124811813D+05 0.496124811813D+05
34 0.503610938891D+05 0.503610938891D+05 72 0.496124811813D+05 0.496124811813D+05
35 0.503598304981D+05 0.503598304981D+05 73 0.495526440346D+05 0.495526440346D+05
36 0.503598304981D+05 0.503598304981D+05 74 0.495526440346D+05 0.495526440346D+05
37 0.503357850218D+05 0.503357850218D+05 75 0.495494606460D+05 0.495494606460D+05
38 0.503357850218D+05 0.503357850218D+05 76 0.495494606460D+05 0.495494606460D+05
...
...
...
474 0.132607848387D+02 0.118519121763D+02
475 0.132607848387D+02 0.118519121763D+02
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Tab. D.13: Complex norm of eigenvalues of example 7.5. Elastic soil stiffness approximation
order M=3. Mesh type 4. Soil properties: G = 4.83×106 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3]
and ν = 0.45. Rigid bedrock at depth d = 5 [m]. Foundation plate properties:
E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], νpl = 0.2 and ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3].
i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of i Complex Norm of Complex Norm of
Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues Original Eigenvalues Shifted Eigenvalues
1 0.545705857088D+05 0.545705857088D+05 39 0.502705988490D+05 0.502705988490D+05
2 0.545705857088D+05 0.545705857088D+05 40 0.502705988490D+05 0.502705988490D+05
3 0.521719653835D+05 0.521719653835D+05 41 0.502485283618D+05 0.502485283618D+05
4 0.521719653835D+05 0.521719653835D+05 42 0.502485283618D+05 0.502485283618D+05
5 0.521494881213D+05 0.521494881212D+05 43 0.501361162264D+05 0.501361162265D+05
6 0.521494881213D+05 0.521494881212D+05 44 0.501361162264D+05 0.501361162265D+05
7 0.516716556991D+05 0.516716556991D+05 45 0.500665567124D+05 0.500665567124D+05
8 0.516716556991D+05 0.516716556991D+05 46 0.500665567124D+05 0.500665567124D+05
9 0.515338102033D+05 0.515338102033D+05 47 0.500271048833D+05 0.500271048833D+05
10 0.515338102033D+05 0.515338102033D+05 48 0.500271048833D+05 0.500271048833D+05
11 0.511151144213D+05 0.511151144213D+05 49 0.500222629632D+05 0.500222629616D+05
12 0.511151144213D+05 0.511151144213D+05 50 0.500222629632D+05 0.500222629616D+05
13 0.509836363294D+05 0.509836363294D+05 51 0.500111736903D+05 0.500111736903D+05
14 0.509836363294D+05 0.509836363294D+05 52 0.500111736903D+05 0.500111736903D+05
15 0.508312437286D+05 0.508312437286D+05 53 0.499916255397D+05 0.499916255397D+05
16 0.508312437286D+05 0.508312437286D+05 54 0.499916255397D+05 0.499916255397D+05
17 0.508266585153D+05 0.508266585153D+05 55 0.498666519644D+05 0.498666519644D+05
18 0.508266585153D+05 0.508266585153D+05 56 0.498666519644D+05 0.498666519644D+05
19 0.507941354592D+05 0.507941354592D+05 57 0.498151063919D+05 0.498151063919D+05
20 0.507941354592D+05 0.507941354592D+05 58 0.498151063919D+05 0.498151063919D+05
21 0.507840961414D+05 0.507840961414D+05 59 0.497780194959D+05 0.497780194959D+05
22 0.507840961414D+05 0.507840961414D+05 60 0.497780194959D+05 0.497780194959D+05
23 0.507027558616D+05 0.507027558616D+05 61 0.497459597941D+05 0.497459597941D+05
24 0.507027558616D+05 0.507027558616D+05 62 0.497459597941D+05 0.497459597941D+05
25 0.506649521967D+05 0.506649521967D+05 63 0.497195293950D+05 0.497195293950D+05
26 0.506649521967D+05 0.506649521967D+05 64 0.497195293950D+05 0.497195293950D+05
27 0.505868613426D+05 0.505868613426D+05 65 0.496821850778D+05 0.496821850778D+05
28 0.505868613426D+05 0.505868613426D+05 66 0.496821850778D+05 0.496821850778D+05
29 0.505275845524D+05 0.505275845524D+05 67 0.496372042817D+05 0.496372042817D+05
30 0.505275845524D+05 0.505275845524D+05 68 0.496372042817D+05 0.496372042817D+05
31 0.505101216979D+05 0.505101216979D+05 69 0.496312052251D+05 0.496312052251D+05
32 0.505101216979D+05 0.505101216979D+05 70 0.496312052251D+05 0.496312052251D+05
33 0.504731574185D+05 0.504731574185D+05 71 0.496011337457D+05 0.496011337457D+05
34 0.504731574185D+05 0.504731574185D+05 72 0.496011337457D+05 0.496011337457D+05
35 0.503193039338D+05 0.503193039338D+05 73 0.495150243875D+05 0.495150243875D+05
36 0.503193039338D+05 0.503193039338D+05 74 0.495150243875D+05 0.495150243875D+05
37 0.502763481062D+05 0.502763481062D+05 75 0.495112889877D+05 0.495112889877D+05
38 0.502763481062D+05 0.502763481062D+05 76 0.495112889877D+05 0.495112889877D+05
...
...
...
474 0.320502085726D+02 0.320228664226D+02
475 0.187847952800D+02 0.174335015025D+02
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E Rotor-foundation-soil
E.1 Simple rotating disk
Tab. E.1: Eigenvalues calculation of example 8.1. Simple rotating disk on halfspace soil. Soil
dynamic stiffness approximation order M=4. Soil properties: G = 2.1× 107 [N/m2],
ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Density of the foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.100498923443D+04 0.000000000000D+00
2 -0.264244082512D+03 0.728224256743D+02
3 -0.264244082512D+03 -0.728224256743D+02
4 -0.603266457896D+02 0.102570733533D+03
5 -0.603266457896D+02 -0.102570733533D+03
6 -0.300558555346D+02 0.597769938682D+02
7 -0.300558555346D+02 -0.597769938682D+02
8 -0.585235590710D+02 0.000000000000D+00
9 -0.208242666536D+02 0.382450251011D+02
10 -0.208242666536D+02 -0.382450251011D+02
11 -0.195958030910D+02 0.144775030068D+02
12 -0.195958030910D+02 -0.144775030068D+02
13 -0.956217484426D+03 0.000000000000D+00
14 -0.317255351988D+03 0.000000000000D+00
15 -0.243579070850D+03 0.000000000000D+00
16 -0.597757055508D+02 0.104273303614D+03
17 -0.597757055508D+02 -0.104273303614D+03
18 -0.300681808377D+02 0.597244511355D+02
19 -0.300681808377D+02 -0.597244511355D+02
20 -0.586910254364D+02 0.000000000000D+00
21 -0.208202180436D+02 0.382482825635D+02
22 -0.208202180436D+02 -0.382482825635D+02
23 -0.195945370379D+02 0.144769497680D+02
24 -0.195945370379D+02 -0.144769497680D+02
25 -0.486340870843D+03 0.000000000000D+00
26 -0.118957064078D+03 0.000000000000D+00
27 -0.557891463644D+02 0.503032673907D+02
28 -0.557891463644D+02 -0.503032673907D+02
29 -0.154336240202D+02 0.216613779632D+02
30 -0.154336240202D+02 -0.216613779632D+02
31 -0.562719899287D+03 0.000000000000D+00
32 -0.922051698904D+02 0.119166985712D+03
33 -0.922051698904D+02 -0.119166985712D+03
34 -0.102653749988D+03 0.000000000000D+00
35 -0.256825323579D+02 0.723481734694D+02
36 -0.256825323579D+02 -0.723481734694D+02
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Tab. E.2: Eigenvalues calculation of example 8.1. Simple rotating disk on soil layer with depth
d = 2.5 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil dynamic stiffness approximation order M=4.
Soil properties: G = 2.1 × 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Density of the
foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.287002313125D+04 0.773556188618D+03
2 -0.287002313125D+04 -0.773556188618D+03
3 -0.532687483161D+03 0.000000000000D+00
4 -0.128492885152D+03 0.361349904689D+03
5 -0.128492885152D+03 -0.361349904689D+03
6 -0.265912095587D+03 0.268940480000D+03
7 -0.265912095587D+03 -0.268940480000D+03
8 -0.111266901239D+03 0.194122262660D+03
9 -0.111266901239D+03 -0.194122262660D+03
10 -0.197344139723D+02 0.169346649987D+03
11 -0.197344139723D+02 -0.169346649987D+03
12 0.831842720425D+02 0.000000000000D+00
13 -0.185282174336D+02 0.128979093772D+03
14 -0.185282174336D+02 -0.128979093772D+03
15 -0.767478175763D+02 0.101372334221D+03
16 -0.767478175763D+02 -0.101372334221D+03
17 0.552282526920D+00 0.892269255214D+02
18 0.552282526920D+00 -0.892269255214D+02
19 -0.347408114605D+02 0.848646886938D+02
20 -0.347408114605D+02 -0.848646886938D+02
21 -0.968425149273D+01 0.756536943118D+02
22 -0.968425149273D+01 -0.756536943118D+02
23 -0.425786973997D+01 0.704349260942D+02
24 -0.425786973997D+01 -0.704349260942D+02
25 -0.671718949432D+01 0.687969436958D+02
26 -0.671718949432D+01 -0.687969436958D+02
27 -0.700637844967D+02 0.000000000000D+00
28 -0.822769295469D+01 0.386116251224D+02
29 -0.822769295469D+01 -0.386116251224D+02
30 -0.110785008916D+02 0.280607277909D+02
31 -0.110785008916D+02 -0.280607277909D+02
32 -0.359930386343D+02 0.320052922766D+02
33 -0.359930386343D+02 -0.320052922766D+02
34 -0.430662651654D+02 0.183379322616D+02
35 -0.430662651654D+02 -0.183379322616D+02
36 -0.263625613476D+02 0.000000000000D+00
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Tab. E.3: Eigenvalues calculation of example 8.1. Simple rotating disk on soil layer with depth
d = 8.0 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil dynamic stiffness approximation order M=4.
Soil properties: G = 2.1× 107 [N/m2], ρ = 1900 [kg/m3] and ν = 1
3
. Density of the
foundation plate: ρpl = 2400 [kg/m3].
i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.749979589297D+03 0.000000000000D+00
2 -0.496000651390D+03 0.000000000000D+00
3 -0.418674878140D+03 0.000000000000D+00
4 -0.240361226332D+03 0.204276823904D+03
5 -0.240361226332D+03 -0.204276823904D+03
6 -0.302655344142D+03 0.000000000000D+00
7 -0.194430716715D+03 0.131906815785D+03
8 -0.194430716715D+03 -0.131906815785D+03
9 -0.144974974016D+03 0.121751876463D+03
10 -0.144974974016D+03 -0.121751876463D+03
11 -0.107599967335D+03 0.139036474223D+03
12 -0.107599967335D+03 -0.139036474223D+03
13 -0.404347940701D+02 0.711180282685D+02
14 -0.404347940701D+02 -0.711180282685D+02
15 -0.422172514996D+02 0.628295045573D+02
16 -0.422172514996D+02 -0.628295045573D+02
17 -0.313649820402D+02 0.684886954797D+02
18 -0.313649820402D+02 -0.684886954797D+02
19 -0.677223230891D+01 0.250565638005D+02
20 -0.677223230891D+01 -0.250565638005D+02
21 -0.697169827981D+01 0.248072178138D+02
22 -0.697169827981D+01 -0.248072178138D+02
23 -0.803166666437D+01 0.525918630055D+02
24 -0.803166666437D+01 -0.525918630055D+02
25 -0.778427515721D+01 0.331217130404D+02
26 -0.778427515721D+01 -0.331217130404D+02
27 -0.217542063937D+01 0.404078419249D+02
28 -0.217542063937D+01 -0.404078419249D+02
29 -0.867696224974D+01 0.439445014738D+02
30 -0.867696224974D+01 -0.439445014738D+02
31 -0.642163104936D+01 0.459550882634D+02
32 -0.642163104936D+01 -0.459550882634D+02
33 -0.680766146371D+01 0.437456190415D+02
34 -0.680766146371D+01 -0.437456190415D+02
35 -0.550474005372D+01 0.436352063380D+02
36 -0.550474005372D+01 -0.436352063380D+02
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E.2 Gyroscopic rotor
Tab. E.4: Eigenvalues calculation of example 8.2.2. Gyroscopic rotor resting on soil layer with
depth d = 5.0 [m] over rigid bedrock. Soil dynamic stiffness approximation of order
M=4. Soil layer properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44.
Foundation plate properties: E = 2.1×1010 [N/m2], ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3] and νpl = 0.2.
i λi -Real λi -Imag i λi -Real λi -Imag
1 -0.566748271117D+05 0.000000000000D+00 46 -0.359344261699D+02 -0.116667672822D+05
2 -0.550825252612D+05 0.000000000000D+00 47 -0.295378609821D+02 0.116247257879D+05
3 -0.176845797566D+05 0.000000000000D+00 48 -0.295378609821D+02 -0.116247257879D+05
4 -0.175212037287D+05 0.000000000000D+00 49 -0.749256416648D+02 0.115644063900D+05
5 -0.560766529164D+02 0.133924621098D+05 50 -0.749256416648D+02 -0.115644063900D+05
6 -0.560766529164D+02 -0.133924621098D+05 51 -0.567854741995D+02 0.115677827681D+05
7 -0.457293519856D+02 0.132173511455D+05 52 -0.567854741995D+02 -0.115677827681D+05
8 -0.457293519856D+02 -0.132173511455D+05 53 -0.769417220141D+02 0.114957233707D+05
9 -0.769642311716D+02 0.130259406994D+05 54 -0.769417220141D+02 -0.114957233707D+05
10 -0.769642311716D+02 -0.130259406994D+05 55 -0.456456552706D+02 0.114183088914D+05
11 -0.633751255704D+02 0.130259908938D+05 56 -0.456456552706D+02 -0.114183088914D+05
12 -0.633751255704D+02 -0.130259908938D+05 57 -0.562922159755D+02 0.113415281707D+05
13 -0.705460258341D+02 0.128689583930D+05 58 -0.562922159755D+02 -0.113415281707D+05
14 -0.705460258341D+02 -0.128689583930D+05 59 -0.434751634132D+02 0.112993318968D+05
15 -0.195967052586D+04 0.113608371775D+05 60 -0.434751634132D+02 -0.112993318968D+05
16 -0.195967052586D+04 -0.113608371775D+05 61 -0.475620980457D+02 0.112927569964D+05
17 -0.526466854468D+02 0.127409125886D+05 62 -0.475620980457D+02 -0.112927569964D+05
18 -0.526466854468D+02 -0.127409125886D+05 63 -0.483758740216D+02 0.112449190550D+05
19 -0.440261533846D+02 0.127184993707D+05 64 -0.483758740216D+02 -0.112449190550D+05
20 -0.440261533846D+02 -0.127184993707D+05 65 -0.449760962457D+02 0.110521318027D+05
21 -0.653398320401D+02 0.126137726205D+05 66 -0.449760962457D+02 -0.110521318027D+05
22 -0.653398320401D+02 -0.126137726205D+05 67 -0.252221871633D+02 0.110189754377D+05
23 -0.407278898668D+02 0.126096577622D+05 68 -0.252221871633D+02 -0.110189754377D+05
24 -0.407278898668D+02 -0.126096577622D+05 69 -0.530848033160D+02 0.109729726693D+05
25 -0.863842251347D+02 0.125521142398D+05 70 -0.530848033160D+02 -0.109729726693D+05
26 -0.863842251347D+02 -0.125521142398D+05 71 -0.301675196540D+02 0.109127098913D+05
27 -0.777060605562D+02 0.123122052977D+05 72 -0.301675196540D+02 -0.109127098913D+05
28 -0.777060605562D+02 -0.123122052977D+05 73 -0.299438959474D+02 0.108048202544D+05
29 -0.597085521528D+02 0.122822205466D+05 74 -0.299438959474D+02 -0.108048202544D+05
30 -0.597085521528D+02 -0.122822205466D+05 75 -0.459774526310D+02 0.107818618942D+05
31 -0.620156430499D+02 0.122212453709D+05 76 -0.459774526310D+02 -0.107818618942D+05
32 -0.620156430499D+02 -0.122212453709D+05 77 -0.156849374310D+02 0.107266000360D+05
33 -0.681411432128D+02 0.121045401278D+05 78 -0.156849374310D+02 -0.107266000360D+05
34 -0.681411432128D+02 -0.121045401278D+05 79 -0.437610105006D+02 0.106952312584D+05
35 -0.204854954218D+04 0.899914142248D+04 80 -0.437610105006D+02 -0.106952312584D+05
36 -0.204854954218D+04 -0.899914142248D+04 81 -0.579032098358D+02 0.106831640302D+05
37 -0.857278008557D+02 0.119920684183D+05 82 -0.579032098358D+02 -0.106831640302D+05
38 -0.857278008557D+02 -0.119920684183D+05 83 -0.208760564275D+02 0.106338445516D+05
39 -0.609493490021D+02 0.118399250285D+05 84 -0.208760564275D+02 -0.106338445516D+05
40 -0.609493490021D+02 -0.118399250285D+05 85 -0.515290430820D+02 0.105302393490D+05
41 -0.534368279828D+02 0.117751530412D+05 86 -0.515290430820D+02 -0.105302393490D+05
42 -0.534368279828D+02 -0.117751530412D+05 87 -0.249535268486D+02 0.105308631095D+05
43 -0.684320548989D+03 0.110023000390D+05 88 -0.249535268486D+02 -0.105308631095D+05
44 -0.684320548989D+03 -0.110023000390D+05 89 -0.637669098167D+02 0.104429740344D+05
45 -0.359344261699D+02 0.116667672822D+05 90 -0.637669098167D+02 -0.104429740344D+05
...
...
...
589 -0.184793762618D+01 0.647338987405D+02
590 -0.184793762618D+01 -0.647338987405D+02
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Tab. E.5: Displacements amplitude of example 8.2.2 due to gyroscopic rotor with constant op-
erating spin: Ω = 18.375 [rad/s] ≈ 175 [rpm]. Soil layer with depth d = 5.0 [m]
over rigid bedrock. Soil dynamic stiffness approximation of order M=4. Soil layer
properties: G = 2.1 × 106 [N/m2], ρ = 1500 [kg/m3] and ν = 0.44. Foundation plate
properties: E = 2.1× 1010 [N/m2], ρpl = 2450 [kg/m3] and νpl = 0.2.
Complex Displacements Amplitudes
i URe UIm
√
(URe)
2 + (UIm)
2
1 0.31435892D-04 -0.70674431D-05 0.32220553689145D-04
...
...
...
...
126 -0.38462275D-06 -0.17107969D-05 0.17534995204977D-05
127 0.17518959D-03 0.49581075D-04 0.18207052349477D-03
128 -0.88975295D-04 0.76925789D-04 0.11761879105148D-03
129 -0.96100283D-05 -0.22254021D-05 0.98643326688432D-05
130 0.24839159D-05 -0.28888685D-05 0.38099080349311D-05
131 0.48991937D-05 0.78746533D-05 0.92742796652224D-05
132 0.16807701D-03 0.36750464D-04 0.17204789556828D-03
133 -0.51850650D-04 0.91971954D-04 0.10558091795792D-03
134 -0.11301523D-04 -0.15327080D-05 0.11404982433656D-04
135 0.93130485D-06 -0.22943005D-05 0.24761145541441D-05
136 0.48896722D-05 0.78633690D-05 0.92596688056701D-05
137 0.17165718D-03 0.43191581D-04 0.17700762886185D-03
138 -0.73588633D-04 0.88824811D-04 0.11534788221896D-03
139 -0.10404468D-04 -0.17269264D-05 0.10546811080692D-04
140 0.96072942D-06 -0.24638841D-05 0.26445653823150D-05
141 0.48601397D-05 0.78216318D-05 0.92086308686072D-05
142 0.17518154D-03 0.49581853D-04 0.18206299031107D-03
143 -0.93336782D-04 0.85161706D-04 0.12634979625030D-03
144 -0.93658242D-05 -0.20447279D-05 0.95864265909880D-05
145 0.69357957D-06 -0.26527925D-05 0.27419628916757D-05
146 0.48281153D-05 0.77636409D-05 0.91424732466721D-05
147 0.17865438D-03 0.55923336D-04 0.18720258000973D-03
148 -0.11099800D-03 0.80506811D-04 0.13712003332578D-03
149 -0.84016884D-05 -0.26598234D-05 0.88126629758392D-05
150 0.53855527D-06 -0.27535945D-05 0.28057663052230D-05
151 0.48164471D-05 0.77326317D-05 0.91099810920354D-05
152 0.18206270D-03 0.62166341D-04 0.19238368035085D-03
153 -0.12690795D-03 0.74627859D-04 0.14722412846085D-03
154 -0.76826337D-05 -0.32346336D-05 0.83358092039752D-05
155 0.26659521D-06 -0.27074009D-05 0.27204949570469D-05
...
...
...
...
236 -0.56279662D-05 -0.11242484D-04 0.12572487567004D-04
237 0.17517207D-03 0.49553818D-04 0.18204624581681D-03
238 -0.78521771D-04 0.67770799D-04 0.10372342916031D-03
239 -0.93983444D-05 -0.23349560D-05 0.96840537855611D-05
240 0.42156127D-05 -0.31636455D-05 0.52706776928746D-05
...
...
...
...
586 -0.18546840D-05 0.13922219D-04 0.14045213795323D-04
587 0.19196353D-03 0.78244406D-04 0.20729733220965D-03
588 -0.15110659D-03 0.88599980D-04 0.17516608837442D-03
589 0.22687225D-04 -0.18775678D-05 0.22764785242314D-04
590 -0.12596110D-05 0.30007589D-04 0.30034014170573D-04
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